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Abstract

Current deployment of wireless community and municipal area networks provide ubiqui-

tous connectivity to end users through wireless mesh backbone, that aims at replacing

wired infrastructure through wireless multi-hop connectivity. IEEE 802.11s standard is

published recently to support the mesh connectivity over well-deployed IEEE 802.11 archi-

tecture based on Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) access network. This thesis explores a number

of research directions to optimize the mesh peering, channel access, scheduling and mesh

path selection protocols for IEEE 802.11s mesh network. The standard provides three

major protocols to support mesh functionality - Mesh Peer Management Protocol (MPM)

to establish mesh connectivity and for topology management, Mesh Coordinated Channel

Access (MCCA) for channel access and scheduling, and Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol

(HWMP) to support mesh path establishment based on link layer characteristics. The

objective of this thesis is to augment the existing protocols for better connectivity and

efficient usage of the resources. In a mesh network, the efficiency of the backbone network

can be improved through directional communication by exploring spatial reuse capabil-

ity. However, uses of directional antennas impose several new research challenges that are

explored in this thesis.

The first contribution of this thesis enhances the functionality of the mesh channel

access and path selection protocols to support directional communication over an IEEE

802.11s mesh backbone. Though MCCA provides reservation based channel access, the

standard does not implement any specific mechanism for multi-class traffic services to

improve the Quality of Service (QoS) for the end-users. The next contribution in this

direction is to provide QoS support and service differentiation for MCCA based channel

access mechanism over the multi-interface communication paradigm. Modern wireless

hardwares are capable of providing multiple data rate supports depending on wireless

channel dynamics. As a consequence, the MPM protocol has been augmented to support

multi-rate adaptation over IEEE 802.11s protocol elements. In the next contribution, a

ix
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two phase mesh path selection protocol has been proposed over HWMP, by exploring

the limitations of the proactive and reactive path selection paradigms. Finally, the

performances of the proposed set of protocols have been evaluated through the results

obtained from a practical indoor mesh testbed. As a whole, this thesis improves the

performance of the basic IEEE 802.11s mesh protocols in terms of network as well as end

user throughput, end-to-end delay and fairness, with the addition of multi-rate and QoS

supports as new features over the standard.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) [1–7] is a self-organized and self-configured network of

mesh routers that provide ubiquitous backbone connectivity to end users through multi-

hop wireless communication between mesh clients and mesh gateways. The backbone

network of a WMN is mainly comprised of mesh routers. Other than forwarding traffics

from the associated clients, mesh routers are also responsible for relaying traffics from

neighboring routers towards mesh gateways. One or more of the mesh routers act as mesh

gateways, and are connected to the Internet. Most of the communications in a WMN are

between mesh clients and mesh gateways. However, client-to-client communications are

also possible using mesh routers as intermediate relays.

WMNs have widespread applications to provide last mile broadband wireless con-

nectivity, such as community networks [8–12] and rural communications [13–17]. Several

practical mesh networks and mesh testbeds are already set up for both the practical use

and the research purposes, such as ‘QuRiNet’ at University of California Davis [18], ‘Ni-

igata University Mesh testbed’ at Japan [19], ‘Durban Wireless Community’ [20], ‘AirJaldi

Community Mesh’ at Dharamshala, India [21], ‘Brismesh’ at Brisbane, Australia [22], ‘The

Mesh’ at Darwin, Australia [23], ‘RHBMesh’ at North Yorkshire, UK [24] etc. IEEE has

standardized the mesh functionality over the well established IEEE 802.11 wireless local

area network as an amendment to the Medium Access Control (MAC) sub-layer specifica-

tions, termed as IEEE 802.11s [25]. IEEE 802.11s extends the basic wireless functionality

to support the topology formation, channel access and the multi-hop forwarding over the

mesh network. Modern hardwares like ‘Cisco WNBU Aironet 1500 Lightweight Mesh

AP’ [26] supports IEEE 802.11s MAC layer activities. With the new developments in

WMN functionality and IEEE 802.11s standardization, several research challenges are be-

1
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ing explored to design efficient wireless backbone technology that can effectively replace

the wired backbone with a cost-effective and management-ease wireless solution.

The performance of a WMN depends on several factors. The initial factor is the

optimal deployment of mesh routers and mesh gateways. Mesh routers should be deployed

in a way such that connectivity among the neighboring routers can be assured. Further,

the mesh gateways are required to be placed in an optimal position so that network

load can be distributed equally, and from any router, gateways can be reached through

the minimum cost path. Having the advantage of static connectivity, several algorithms

exist to provide optimal deployment of mesh routers and mesh gateways [27–31]. These

algorithms are efficient enough to deploy mesh routers and mesh gateways in optimal

positions to effectively utilize the maximum capacity of the network. However, even

with the optimal placement of the mesh routers and the mesh gateways, several other

designing challenges remain unsolved till now, such as the capacity degradation problem

at overloaded routers, the sub-optimal forwarding path establishment due to the network

and the channel variation etc. The IEEE 802.11s standard for mesh networking technology

has several drawbacks that limits the performance of both mesh routers and mesh clients.

This thesis identifies some of the drawbacks of current design aspects of a WMN in the

context of IEEE 802.11s standard, and provides efficient solutions for the performance

improvement at different MAC layer activities, such as the capacity enhancement, QoS

provisioning, rate adaptation and efficient multi-hop forwarding.

1.1 Motivation of the Research Work

Mesh routers build the core network architecture of a WMN. A mesh router can be

equipped with multiple interfaces, and can operate in multiple channels. Every mesh router

forms a static mesh connectivity with the neighboring routers. With such a connectivity,

multiple paths exist between any pairs of mesh routers separated by multiple hops. Mobile

ad-hoc networks (MANET) [32] provide similar type of multi-hop architecture, however

have some key differences from mesh networks, that demand separate protocol designing

challenges. First, the underline topology in a MANET changes with the time due to

the mobility, and therefore the mesh path selection protocols are designed based on

the reactive or on-demand approaches. On the other hand, WMN provides fixed mesh

architecture where the proactive approaches are more preferable. The second difference

is that in case of MANET, all nodes are of equal priority in terms of traffic forwarding

characteristics. In a mesh network, mesh routers are heterogeneous in nature as they need

2
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Figure 1.1: Forwarding Load and Capacity Calculation of a Mesh Network

to forward the relayed traffic along with the traffic from associated clients. Therefore, mesh

routers need to be prioritized based on the traffic load they forward, such that a proper

traffic distribution can be maintained. In a typical community mesh network, most of the

traffics are towards or from mesh gateways. Therefore, mesh routers near the gateway are

more loaded compared to the edge-routers, which are far from the gateway. With such

differences, the well designed MANET protocols do not scale well in a mesh network, and

a new set of protocols are required to be designed to support MAC layer mesh activities.

Capacity degradation due to heterogeneous load distribution among mesh routers is

a fundamental problem of a mesh network built over the IEEE 802.11 technology [33,34].

To illustrate the behavior of mesh routers, let us consider Fig. 1.1. The dark node is the

mesh gateway, and all other nodes are mesh routers. For simplification in illustration, let

us consider that there are G numbers of clients associated with every mesh router, and

every client forwards unit amount of traffic towards the gateway. The arrow denotes the

forwarding path from the mesh router towards the mesh gateway, and the values written

beside the arrows denote the total traffic load to be forwarded by that mesh router, based

on the above simplified assumption of uniform client distribution. Let us analyze the

behavior of a mesh router R1. In a mesh network, two transmissions are called to be

interfered, if they can not be performed simultaneously because the packets from one

3
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transmission may collide with the other transmission, resulting in frequent packet losses.

Interference generally happens if at least one of the two receivers fall within the common

range of both the transmitters. In Fig. 1.1, R1 acts as one of the transmitters. The shaded

region along R1 denotes the set of routers with which the transmission of R1 interferes.

Let us call this region as the ‘interference region’ for R1. The total traffic load to be

forwarded by R1 is 9G, whereas, the total traffic load for all the routers in the interference

region of R1 is 34G. Therefore, for a maximum capacity channel access, R1 should get

(9/34)× 100% = 26.47% of the total bandwidth. However, as IEEE 802.11 provides equal

time channel share to all contending nodes, R1 actually gets (1/9) × 100% = 11.11%

of the channel share, as a total of 9 routers (excluding the gateway) are there in the

interference region of the router R1. This bandwidth under-utilization results in severe

performance degradation in a mesh network. As a consequence, the clients are suffered

from the unfairness, when network load is high. The performance of mesh clients degrades

as the hop distance between the associated router and the gateway increases, because of

the insufficient bandwidth availability at the forwarding routers.

Every mesh router needs to contend with its neighboring routers to gain access to

the shared media. The region of contention is defined by the interference range, the range

upto which the transmission can interfere. In a wireless media, the transmitted signal gets

faded as it propagates more from the transmitter. The communication range of a router

is denoted by the distance upto which a transmission from that router can be decoded

successfully. In general, the interference range is more than the communication range, that

makes the contention issue oppressive for the mesh network. This increased contention

reduces the effective capacity of a mesh network [34]. The mesh capacity can be improved

by using high gain directional antennas to restrict the interference among the neighbors of

a specific directions [35–38]. In directional mesh networks, mesh routers are equipped with

multiple-beam multi-interface directional antennas to support more than one transmissions

or more than one receptions simultaneously. Directional communications can improve

the network performance by allowing multiple simultaneous communications in space

(called the spatial reuse). However, the directional communication introduces the problem

of interdependency among the link scheduling and the forwarding activities in a mesh

network. The maximum transmission rates of individual directional links depend on the

end-to-end path characteristics. On the contrary, the forwarding decision should result in

a path that provides maximum end-to-end bandwidth with the minimum delay guarantee.

Therefore, a joint link scheduling and mesh path selection protocol need to be designed

to effectively schedule multiple directional links with the capacity constraint.

4
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Quality of Service (QoS) is another important issue for community networks, both

from the perspective of the service provider and end-users. Different types of network

traffic requires different amount of network resources for sustaining. For example, the

voice traffic requires strict delay and bandwidth guarantee, whereas the video traffic

requires minimum jitter (variation in end-to-end delay) support. Therefore, for assuring

QoS, reservation of the network resources are required to be allocated dynamically based

on the specific service requirements. Two types of service provisioning architectures

have been incorporated in the Internet design - the integrated service architecture [39],

and the differentiated service architecture [40]. The integrated service architecture

provides strict QoS requirements, however demands a centralized controller for the service

provisioning. On the contrary, the differentiated service architecture provides soft service

guarantee, and can work in a distributed fashion. IEEE 802.11 is more preferable to

the differentiated service architecture compared to the integrated service architecture,

because of its inherent inability of centralized control. The IEEE 802.11e amendment over

the basic standard supports service differentiation using Enhanced Distributed Channel

Access (EDCA) [41,42]. Unlike EDCA, the mesh channel access protocol in IEEE 802.11s,

called the Mesh Coordinated Channel Access (MCCA), does not provide any service

differentiation architecture1. Designing an efficient service differentiation technique over

MCCA is challenging, because the priority based flow reservation technique follows a non-

convex function, which is hard to solve in a distributed environment.

Topology control is another crucial aspect for the performance optimization in a

multi-hop mesh architecture. IEEE 802.11s uses Mesh Peer Management (MPM) protocol

to support the topology control in a mesh environment. Two neighbor mesh routers can

not communicate directly until they establish a mesh peering using the MPM protocol.

However, the standard MPM protocol supports fixed data rates only. On the other hand,

most the physical layer technologies, like IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n support multiple physical

data rates based on modulation techniques. Different data rates can sustain at different

channel conditions, measured in terms of the ‘Signal to Noise Ratio’ (SNR). Low data

rates can sustain for low SNR values, whereas high data rates require high SNR values for

the correct decoding of the received signal. The current industry standard wireless access

technologies support rate adaptation based on physical layer channel conditions [43]. On

1It can be noted that IEEE 802.11s supports EDCA as a mandatory MAC layer protocol and MCCA

as an optional MAC layer protocol. However, MCCA provides better performance in a WMN compared

to EDCA. EDCA is kept as compulsory protocol to support the backward compatibility, as discussed in

the next chapter.

5
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the contrary, IEEE 802.11s MPM uses a fixed data rate for peer establishment, therefore

can not avail the advantages of the physical layer rate adaptation. This limits the

performance of the IEEE 802.11s mesh technology to a fixed data rate support.

Topology control, channel access and mesh path selection are interdependent in

multi-hop mesh networks. As discussed, topology control requires the physical data

rate information to establish peering among the neighbors. Selection of an optimal

physical layer data rate depends on the network interference and the channel quality

of the forwarding path. Conversely, channel access requires the topology information

and the interference characteristics of the forwarding path. At the same time, mesh

path selection should find out an end-to-end path that provides maximum bandwidth

based on the channel access information and minimum end-to-end delay depending upon

the topological connectivity. This interdependency makes the performance optimization

aspects of a mesh network more challenging. Further, the mesh path establishment in

a mesh network faces several challenges. The proactive path selection mechanism finds

out the optimum path before the actual forwarding requirements, and it may use the

stale information for future decisions. As discussed earlier, traffic characteristics in a

mesh network change arbitrarily with the variation of the number of mesh clients and

their individual traffic demands. In addition, wireless channel dynamics, like the signal

blocking, fading, and the shadowing may result in a stale path information in case of

the proactive selection. Conversely, the reactive path selection introduces extra network

overhead by flooding control packets every time a path is required to be established.

IEEE 802.11s uses Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) for the mesh path selection

and maintenance, that is based on a combination of both the proactive and the reactive

approaches [44–46]. Therefore the shortcomings of both the proactive path selection and

the reactive path selection are inherent in HWMP.

A number of proposals have been published in the literature for joint topology

control, channel access and mesh path selection in a multi-hop wireless mesh network,

like [47–66] and the references therein. These works model the problem of topology

control, channel assignment and mesh path selection as a joint multivariate optimization

problem, with either capacity maximization, or throughput maximization, or end-to-end

delay minimization as the objective function. The fundamental demerits of these proposals

can be summarized as follows,

� The solution of a multivariate optimization is known to be NP-hard [67]. Therefore,

different heuristics are used to solve the problem from different perspectives. As

a consequence, no uniform framework exists that gives a complete solution on the

6
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basis of the mesh networking fundamentals.

� Most of the existing solutions assume either general contention based channel access,

or time division multiple access (TDMA) channel reservation strategies. IEEE

802.11s mesh networking framework, being a new standard in the wireless domain,

is not characterized by any of the above mentioned works. The earlier works are

difficult to implement over the IEEE 802.11s framework, as it provides a complete

new set of protocols for the topology management, channel access and mesh path

selection. Compatibility becomes a serious issue when dealing with multivariate

optimization based solutions for the performance optimization in an IEEE 802.11s

mesh network.

Therefore IEEE 802.11s, the new standard for mesh networking over the well-established

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technologies, demands focused researches to opti-

mize the performance of a WMN and to provide extra functionality over the basic proto-

cols. The standard has the capability of providing last mile ubiquitous broadband access

through a cost-effective wireless solution, however need to be enhanced with modern de-

mands of QoS assurance and new features like multi-rate support, for effective usage of

the available channel resources.

1.2 Contribution of the Thesis

The works proposed in this thesis augment the basic IEEE 802.11s protocols to optimize

the performance and to support extra functionalities for the better utilization of the

network resources. As discussed earlier, the mesh architecture suffers from the capacity

degradation problem due to the increased interference among mesh routers. The capacity

of a WMN can be increased by multi-interface support at the mesh routers, along with

the high gain directional antennas. IEEE 802.11s channel access and mesh path selection

protocols do not perform well with directional multi-interface support, because of the sub-

optimal flow scheduling. Further, the MCCA protocol does not provide any advanced

mechanism for the service differentiation based on the individual traffic classes for the

QoS assurance. The advancement in the rate adaptation technologies is also not adopted

in IEEE 802.11s architecture. At the same time, mesh path selection protocol also suffers

from the inherent problems of the proactive and the reactive path selection mechanisms.

This thesis targets these four issues of IEEE 802.11s standardization for providing better

performance and improved capacity support.

7
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Flow scheduling in the directional multi-interface IEEE 802.11s WMN suffers from

the problem of unbalanced traffic allocation, because of the increased interference among

mesh routers. Let us consider an end-to-end flow between two mesh routers2 STAS

and STAD, that goes through intermediate routers STAI1 , STAI2 , ... and so on. In a

directional network, the end-to-end flow STAS → STAD can be subdivided into several

sub-flows based on the intermediate path, such as STAS → STAI1 , STAI1 → STAI2 and

so on. The maximum end-to-end flow capacity for such a flow is the max-min capacity

for all its sub-flows. However, in the IEEE 802.11s mesh network, intermediate mesh

routers remain unaware of the maximum throughput that a flow can achieve, and inject

packets more than the maximum capacity, which may cause throughput degradation for

other flows. The upper layer end-to-end flow control fails to solve this problem, because

an intermediate router may receive data from more than one flows, and may forward

data to more than one next-hop routers. In this thesis, the problem of the balanced flow

allocation is first modeled as a centralized convex optimization problem, considering the

maximum end-to-end flow capacity and the network interference. Based on the convex

nature of the solution set, the problem is decomposed into local sub-problems to calculate

the solution at individual mesh routers, for their individual interfaces. The IEEE 802.11s

MCCA based channel access mechanism is used to control the channel reservation, so that

every interface can reserve maximum channel based on the solution of the flow-balancing

problem. Further, the HWMP path selection metric has been augmented to cop up with

directional multi-interface support to establish the optimal path based on the remaining

bandwidth information obtained from the channel access protocol.

The above solution considers flow-balancing for the single-class homogeneous traffic

only. The problem becomes more challenging when multiple classes of traffics are

considered for the QoS based service differentiation. In this case, the minimum bandwidth

demands for every classes of traffic need to be assured. Further the channel reservation

should be based on the traffic class priority, i.e., a higher priority traffic flow should

be able to reserve more amount of bandwidth compared to a lower priority traffic

flow. This priority based bandwidth reservation strategy requires to support proportional

fairness criteria among the contending flows. The centralized formulation for the

proportional fairness criteria with the minimum traffic demand is known to be non-

concave in nature [68]. Therefore, the optimization decomposition is difficult to design

over a distributed network of mesh routers, considering the local information only. In

this work, a sub-gradient optimization strategy is used to decompose the centralized

2According to IEEE 802.11s [25], mesh routers are termed as mesh stations (STA).

8
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formulation, exploiting its log-convex property. The distributed decomposition enables

local computation of the maximum capacity of every flows through every interface.

IEEE 802.11s MCCA protocol is augmented to support channel reservation based on

the maximum capacity information. HWMP is enhanced with extra capabilities to take

decision for the admission control, whenever a new flow is introduced in the network with

a minimum traffic demand and a service class priority.

The next work in this direction augments the IEEE 802.11s mesh networking with

multi-rate support. The classical rate adaptation algorithms, such as [69] and the

references therein, consider the physical rate selection based on the channel fluctuation

due to fading, shadowing and other physical effects. However, rate adaptation is more

challenging in a mesh network due to the rate-hop-interference trade-off. Lower data

rates can sustain for longer transmission ranges, which may improve network performance

by reducing number of intermediate relays towards the destination router. However, in

a moderate to high load network, longer transmission range can increase interference,

resulting in throughput degradation. This work theoretically models this trade-off

using the queuing network analysis over the IEEE 802.11s mesh architecture. A set of

amendments are proposed over the standard MPM, MCCA and HWMP for multi-rate

support. The interference information is obtained from the MCCA protocol, and the hop

information is extracted from HWMP, in terms of the path quality metric. Based on these

information, the optimum data rate is selected that can sustain over the current channel

condition and provides improved performance in terms of data delivery. The optimum

data rate, once selected, is used for the peer establishment using the MPM protocol.

In the next work, the thesis concentrates on the performance improvement in the

path selection using HWMP. HWMP is based on a cooperation of two different path

selection strategies - the proactive selection and the reactive selection. As mentioned

earlier, proactive selection are prone to stale information due to the channel and the

network fluctuations in a mesh environment, and reactive selection floods the network

with control packets. This work proposes an alternative path selection strategy, called

the ‘Selective Greedy Forwarding’. In the proposed path selection strategy, the proactive

HWMP is used to collect the initial information, where a set of potential forwarders are

selected from the peer neighbors who can effectively forward the packets towards the

destination. During the actual data transmission, the variability in the network and the

channel conditions are explored to device a local greedy strategy to find out the best

forwarder among the set of potential forwarders.

Finally the thesis reports the performance results of the IEEE 802.11s mesh protocols
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from a practical indoor mesh testbed. The mesh testbed is built at the department of

Computer Science and Engineering research labs, using IEEE 802.11n Multiple Input

Multiple Output (MIMO) technology supported, dual interface Ra-Link [70] wireless

chipset. The routers support open source Linux kernel, though the chipset driver is

proprietary. Because of this limitation in the use of hardware drivers, some of the protocols,

like the channel scheduling and mesh path selection are implemented as a loadable kernel

module (LKM), that is executed when the specific functionality is required to be triggered.

The performance of the mesh network with improved channel access and mesh path

selection support is analyzed from the results obtained from the testbed, and compared

with the standard MCCA and HWMP.

In summary, the major contributions of this thesis are as follows.

� The thesis proposes an improved mechanism for the capacity improvement in the

IEEE 802.11s mesh networks, using multi-interface directional antenna support.

IEEE 802.11s MCCA protocol is enhanced to assist the balanced flow allocation

over the directional interfaces.

� IEEE 802.11s MCCA protocol is augmented for the QoS support during the channel

reservation. The proposed modifications over the naive MCCA protocol enable

service differentiation for the flows from different traffic classes, along with their

minimum traffic demand. The compatibility of the proposed protocol with the

standard EDCA based service differentiation is also analyzed in this context.

� The rate-hop-interference trade-off in a multi-rate mesh network is analyzed using a

queuing network modeling over IEEE 802.11s protocol. The modeling provides the

theoretical basis for the rate adaptation in a mesh network.

� An amendment is proposed over the standard IEEE 802.11s for multi-rate support

with the physical layer rate adaptation techniques, based on the rate-hop-interference

trade-off. MCCA and HWMP are augmented to collect necessary informations that

are used to find out the optimal data rate in a particular network condition. The

optimal data rate is used for the peer establishment during the operation of the

MPM protocol.

� The performance of HWMP is enhanced for the improved path selection strategy for

a multi-interface mesh network, where the proactive approach is used for the initial

information gathering, and a greedy selection mechanism is used during the actual

path establishment. This provides an improved next-hop information, compared to
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the naive HWMP approach considering the fluctuation in the network load, channel

condition and interference.

� Whenever necessary, the correctness of the proposed strategies are justified using

mathematical proofs, theoretical arguments and modelings.

� All the proposed schemes are implemented in Qualnet-5.0.1 network simulator

framework [71], and the performance of the proposed schemes are evaluated using

simulation results. Further, the performance metrics are also compared with the

similar state-of-art schemes proposed in the literature.

� The results from a practical indoor mesh testbed are used to analyze the performance

improvement of a mesh network in terms of channel access and mesh path selection,

and the results are compared with the naive MCCA and HWMP.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 provides a brief discussion about state-of-art works on WMN perfor-

mance optimization, including the details of IEEE 802.11s protocol architecture and its

improvements.

Chapter 3 proposes a new architecture for the performance optimization of an IEEE

802.11s mesh network using multi-interface multi-beam directional antennas. First, the

interference information is characterized for directional communication, and then this

information is used to model a centralized flow scheduling problem. A distributed variant

of the centralized optimization is proposed based on the convexity of the centralized

formulation. IEEE 802.11s channel access and mesh path selection protocols are tuned to

support the distributed optimization for providing maximum throughput to all end-to-end

flows. Finally, performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated using simulation results.

Chapter 4 amends the IEEE 802.11s MCCA for providing service differentiation,

fairness and QoS based on traffic flow priorities. A centralized optimization is formulated

for service differentiation, assuring maximum network throughput. The log-convex

property of the centralized formulation is explored to provide a localized distributed

solution using the sub-gradient optimization strategy. The performance of the proposed

solution is evaluated using simulation results, and compared with other naive approaches.

Chapter 5 provides multi-rate adaptation support over IEEE 802.11s technology.

In this chapter, the trade-off among data rate, number of hops towards destination and
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the network interference has been studied using the diffusion approximation analysis over

the IEEE 802.11s queuing network model. Based on the theoretical findings, the standard

MPM, MCCA and HWMP are augmented for multi-rate support in a WMN. Simulation

results are used to show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme over other state-of-the-art

rate adaptation techniques for WMN and multi-hop mesh networks.

Chapter 6 discusses about the shortcomings of the IEEE 802.11s HWMP for path

establishment using the proactive and the reactive approaches. An selective greedy mesh

path selection protocol is proposed in this chapter, that works as an amendment of the

standard HWMP. The properties of the proposed selective greedy mesh path selection

protocol is analyzed using theoretical arguments. The effectiveness of the proposed

protocol is evaluated using simulation results.

Chapter 7 analyzes the performance of the mesh network from the results obtained

from a practical indoor mesh testbed. The results are compared with the naive mesh

protocols, like MCCA and HWMP.

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with summarization of the works done, and

suggests the directions for possible future works over the IEEE 802.11s mesh networking

technology.
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey and Background

The concept of WMN was proposed first in early twenties [72, 73], when the researchers

explored the possibilities of extending the coverage of the wireless connectivity through

multi-hop communications. Till then, WMN has gone through rapid developments,

and finally IEEE standardizes mesh network as an amendment in IEEE 802.11 WLAN

specifications [25], in September, 2011. In this chapter, the progresses in the field of WMN

have been discussed with critical analysis, and several design issues are pointed out that

are partially solved, or remained unsolved till now. For ease of presentation, the complete

discussion has been classified into three groups - WMN designs over WLAN architectures,

the IEEE 802.11s standardization and the works done over IEEE 802.11s standard.

2.1 WMN Designs over WLAN Architectures

This section discusses about the state-of-the-art works that consider the WMN design over

general WLAN architectures, either based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, or the TDMA

based networks. From the early stages of designing, one of the main concerns in WMN

design is the capacity of a mesh network. Jun et al. [33] have first theoretically modeled

the nominal capacity of a general purpose WMN. They have introduced the concept of

the ‘bottleneck collision domain’ in a mesh network, where they have shown that the mesh

routers near the gateways suffer from the bottleneck capacity problem. Based on this

observation, they have concluded that the asymptotic capacity of a WMN decreases with

O( 1
n), where n is the number of nodes in the network. In [74], the authors have shown

that the capacity of a WMN depends on the deployment design. Further, they have shown

that the uses of directional antenna improves the capacity significantly. Molle et al. [34]

have analyzed the impact of traffic load distribution over the capacity of a WMN. They
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have shown that the mesh capacity can be improved as much as 50%, using a proper

load distribution through the gateway placements. Recently, Mansoori et al. [75] have

shown that, in a multi-channel multi-interface WMN, the per-client throughput capacity

varies based on the number of channels and the number of interfaces used. They have also

provided the upper bound on number of gateways, beyond which per-client throughput

can not be improved by increasing number of gateways.

Based on these capacity analysis techniques for a WMN, several works in the literature

have revealed the performance issues based on the channel access, mesh path selection,

scheduling and topology control protocols. Further, a class of works considers cross-layer

technologies, and joint protocol design for the better performance assurance. A brief

overview of these works have been discussed in next few subsections.

2.1.1 Channel Access and Scheduling Optimizations for WMN

Two different types of channel access and scheduling protocols are widely studied in the

literature for WMN design - the TDMA based channel access and the contention based

channel access. Both of these mechanisms have their own merits and demerits. The TDMA

based channel access and scheduling protocols provide collision free channel access, and are

efficient in terms of fairness. However, in a distributed mesh environment, hard TDMA is

difficult to implement, because it requires perfect coordination and synchronization among

mesh routers. On the contrary, the contention based channel access are distributed in

nature, however does not guarantee collision free channel access. Further, it may result

severe unfairness in a multi-hop environment.

TDMA based Channel Access and Link Scheduling

A number of works exists in the literature that discuss about link scheduling and channel

access in TDMA based WMN. Most of the works in this domain models the scheduling

and channel access problem as a graph theoretic problem of finding maximum number

of conflict free nodes that can be scheduled simultaneously [76]. For this purpose, the

network is modeled as a communication graph, where every node represents the mesh

routers, and the links correspond to the ongoing communication. An interference graph

is extracted from the communication graph, where the links of the communication graphs

are represented as individual nodes, and there exists an edge between two nodes if the

corresponding links interfere. The interference graph is used to find out an interference

free scheduling in the network, and accordingly the TDMA time slots are allocated.
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Figure 2.1: Communication and Interference Graphs

As an example, let us consider Figure 2.1. The dotted edge denotes the physical link

between two nodes and the arrow denotes an ongoing communication. An arrow in the

communication graph is represented as a node in the interference graph. For example, the

communication between the node 1 and the node 3 is represented as the node {1, 3} in the

interference graph. There exist and edge between the node {1, 3} and the node {2, 3} in

the interference graph, because these two communications interfere with each other (both

the node 1 and the node 2 can not transmit simultaneously to the node 3). With the help

of this interference graph, the problem of finding an interference free scheduling is similar

to find the maximum independent set from the interference graph. As an example, the

node {1, 3} and the node {5, 6} from the interference graph forms a maximum independent

sent, and hence they can transmit simultaneously. Therefore, these two communications

can be scheduled in the same TDMA time slot.

The performance of the scheduling algorithms based on pure graph theoretic

conjectures depends on how efficiently the interference graph is constructed from the

communication graph. In [77], the authors propose a graph based solution for minimum

delay scheduling in TDMA mesh networks. They have interpreted scheduling delay as

the cost of transmission order of the links, and formulate an optimization that finds a

transmission order with the min-max delay across a set of multiple paths. They have shown

that the problem is NP-complete for arbitrary network graphs, and proposed a solution to

find the transmission order with the min-max delay for a tree based network topology. Brar

et al. [78] have proposed a graph based heuristics to find a near-optimal solution for spatial

TDMA based mesh network, while considering the physical interference model. In [79],

the authors have proposed a distributed link scheduling algorithm over the TDMA based

WMN. Their algorithm runs in two phrases. In the first phrase, an iterative procedure is

used to find locally feasible schedules by exchanging link scheduling information between
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nodes. The iterative procedure uses a modified Bellman-Ford algorithm over the network

conflict graph. The second phrase uses a wave based termination procedure to detect the

termination of the local schedules. The algorithm results in a conflict free schedule within

finite convergence time. TDMA based link scheduling can provide conflict free schedules,

however have some disadvantages, as follows:

� The scalability is a serious issue for these scheduling algorithms. Every mesh router

needs to have complete network information to design the communication graph and

interference graph. Global communication graph is dynamic in nature, and changes

when a new flow is introduced or an existing flow terminates. Most of the scheduling

algorithms do not sustain for the dynamic communication and interference graphs.

Similarly, the distributed scheduling algorithms, as proposed in [79] and others, may

infer long convergence time when the network size is large.

� The second issue with these scheduling algorithms is the reliability. Though the

algorithms theoretically guarantee conflict-free scheduling, however, in practice it

may show problems for dynamic communication and interference graphs. A small

variation from the conflict-free property may results in severe unfairness among the

end-users because of the uncontrolled packet losses.

Contention based Channel Access and Link Scheduling

Most of the works in the literature propose to design protocol enhancements over the

contention based channel access and link scheduling, as it resembles the well-established

IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) that uses a contention based

channel access using binary exponential back-off (BEB) mechanism. Two different types of

optimization procedures are designed for contention based channel access. First, the graph

based optimization which is similar to the TDMA based access, as discussed earlier. The

second type is to design a non-linear optimization based on the interference constraints,

where the objective is to maximize the network performance. The objective function for

such optimizations can have several variations, like maximizing the network throughput

and fairness, or minimizing the end-to-end delay. In [80], the authors have used a dynamic

programming mechanism for optimized link scheduling in a WMN. They have modeled the

link scheduling problem as an integer programming problem. As integer programming is

known to be NP-hard, they have proposed an approximate dynamic programming method

to reduce the dimensionality in the integer programming, and provide a near-optimal

solution. Yu et al. [81] have proposed a channel assignment and link scheduling mechanism
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for multi-channel multi-radio WMN. They have modeled the scheduling problem as an

optimization to maximize the network capacity with minimum bandwidth demand. Kumar

et al. [82] have defined a ‘Link Cost Metric’ to order the scheduling of links for maximizing

the overall capacity and throughput in a WMN. They have considered the joint problem of

channel assignment and link scheduling over contention based protocols, that minimizes

the network interference. Several other protocols have been designed in the literature,

like [83–86] that uses non-linear optimization based methods for solving the channel

assignment and scheduling in contention based WMN.

The fundamental problem of designing a non-linear optimization to model the channel

access of a WMN is that, the distributed or randomized versions of the solutions require

sufficient time to converge, therefore, not scalable for large networks. Further, most of

these schemes assume equal communication and interference ranges for a mesh router,

which is far from the practice. Recently, ‘back-pressure scheduling’ [87] based channel

access protocols have attracted much attention for the researchers. In this class of

scheduling algorithms, whenever a mesh router detects congestion in the network, it back-

propagate this information by falsely injecting some packets in the network, therefore,

creating a temporal congestion effect that propagates towards the edge-routers. In [87],

the authors have shown that back-pressure scheduling can significantly improve the

performance of IEEE 802.11 based WMN. The advantage of this scheduling mechanism

is that it is completely distributed in nature and does not make any assumption over the

interference range of a mesh router. However, for the proper implementation of such access

mechanisms, improved loss detection techniques are required, that can segregate normal

packet errors from congestion related losses, as shown in [88].

2.1.2 Directional Antenna Support in Mesh Networks

Several works in the literatures have explored the directional antenna support over wireless

multi-hop and mesh networks. Vaidya et al. [89] have proposed the first MAC protocol,

called D-MAC, to employ directional antennas in IEEE 802.11 based wireless networks.

The major drawback of this scheme is that it assumes the location of the destination

node known to the transmitter node, and the destination node can estimate the angle of

arrival to locate the transmitter. In [90], the authors have proposed a link scheduling

algorithm for multi-radio multi-gateway wireless mesh networks, assuming that there

are at-least two radio channels available, so that the communications at mesh clients

do not interfere with the communications at mesh routers. However, the proposed scheme

is centralized in nature and works for some fixed topologies. Dutta et al. [91] have
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Figure 2.2: Communication Paradigms for Directional Antenna [95]

proposed an exponential size linear programming formulation for joint routing (or mesh

path selection) and scheduling in multi-hop wireless networks with directional antennas.

Although they have shown that the proposed algorithm performs better, the solution is

based on TDMA scheduling and centralized in nature. In [92], the authors have designed

a mixed integer linear programming solution to minimize the interference among different

interfaces in multi-radio directional antenna based wireless mesh networks. In another

work [93], the authors have provided a linear programming formulation for maximizing

the network throughput, subject to the fairness constraint and the directional antenna

based channel interference constraint. Based on the optimization formulation, they have

proposed a heuristic for joint link scheduling and mesh path selection scheme, which

aims at approximately attaining the optimal solution. Liu et al. [36] have analyzed

the performance of wireless mesh network using a real test-bed. They have performed

the experiment with three sectored antenna and static channel assignment. They have

shown that three sectored antenna provides substantial performance improvement over

two-antenna system and omni-directional antenna system. An angular MAC protocol for

directional antenna based wireless mesh network is proposed in [37]. The angular MAC

framework considers efficient neighbor discovery mechanism for throughput improvement

in mesh network. In [94], the authors have provided a link scheduling algorithm for long-

distance communication with a typical deployment scenario of a maritime mesh network.

The proposed link scheduling algorithm provides better performance guarantee for long

distance wireless communications.

In [95], the authors have proposed another efficient directional MAC protocol, called

the 2P MAC, for long distance wireless mesh using single channel network. Based on

the transmission natures of directional antennas, they have considered three scenarios,

SynRx, SynTx and Mix-Rx-Tx, as shown in Figure 2.2. SynRx denotes that the

receiver is same for both the transmitters, whereas SynTx denotes that the transmitter
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is same for two different receivers. Mix-Rx-Tx denotes that a single node works as the

transmitter for one communication, and the receiver for another communication, using

two different directional antennas. The authors have shown that because of the physical

proximity and the effect of side lobes, Mix-Rx-Tx is not feasible at a single node. In

their protocol, mesh nodes periodically change their mode from SynRx to SynTx and

vice-versa. They have designed a synchronization protocol to achieve this synchronous

operation. However, current commercially available directional antennas are equipped

with side lobe cancellation techniques [96]. Further due to physical layer capture effects,

simultaneous transmission and receptions are possible using smart antennas [97]. So there

is a requirement for further research exploiting the capacity of smart antennas supporting

simultaneous transmissions and receptions through different interfaces.

2.1.3 Service Differentiation and Fairness Provisioning in Mesh Net-

works

The concept of service differentiation and fairness have been used interchangeably in

the existing literatures. Several researchers have proposed the use of proportional

fairness [98, 99] to provide service differentiation in a mesh network. In the case of

proportional fairness, rate allocation for a flow is proportional to its traffic priority. On

the other hand, max-min fairness [98] is used in the literature to support equity in the

traffic demand among all flows. A flow assignment is said to be max-min fair if the rate

of one flow cannot be increased without decreasing the rate of another flow, having equal

or less data rate. QoS provisioning and fairness issues in IEEE 802.11 mesh network have

been long studied in the literature. However for multi-class service flows, following two

important requirements should be assured simultaneously,

� Inter-Class Service Differentiation: Traffic allocation for every flow should be

proportional to its service class priority. This requirement can be modeled using

proportional fairness criteria. Further, minimum service level demand for every

service class should also be assured.

� Intra-Class Fairness: Traffic allocation for every flow with similar service priority

should have equal traffic allocation. This can be modeled as max-min fairness.

Proportional fairness for DCF and EDCA based channel access has been well-studied

in the literature. In [100], the authors have discussed the inter-dependency of the end-to-

end flow control and the link layer channel access for random access wireless multi-hop
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networks. They have proposed a joint optimization that finds out the end-to-end traffic

flows based on link access probabilities for the CSMA based wireless multi-hop network.

In [101], the authors have introduced log-convex utility to find out transmission rates in a

multi-hop network using a distributed mechanism. They have proposed a cooperative

proportional scheduling where base stations in the network share information among

themselves to reach out at the consensus. This type of cooperation is costly for mesh

networks and information sharing is limited only up-to few hops among local routers. Yoo

et al. [102] have analyzed the requirement for proportional fairness in mesh networks,

and provide a centralized flow-coordination mechanism at mesh gateways to ensure the

proportional fairness. However, centralized coordination at mesh gateways limits the

scalability of the scheme. In [103], the authors have shown that proportional fairness

can enhance QoS in an IEEE 802.11e network. However it can degrade network capacity

by over-biasing the performance towards high priority flows, resulting in an indefinite

starvation of low priority flows [104].

On the other hand, several research works exist in the literature that explore the

max-min fairness in the context of multi-hop and mesh networks. The authors in [105]

have proposed a max-min fair allocation strategy where the gateway node calculates the

traffic demand to ensure fair access. This scheme is inherently centralized and not scalable.

Zhang et al. [106] have proposed a max-min fair allocation strategy over DCF, using a per-

destination queuing mechanism. However, they have only considered the rate adjustment,

and have ignored the effect of the channel access. In [107], the authors have characterized

the log-convexity of the rate region in a DCF based mesh network. They have proposed a

max-min fair rate allocation strategy based on the log-convex characteristics of the DCF

rate region.

There are few works exist in the literature that target to improve QoS, and assure

fairness for multi-class service networks. Park et al. [108] have proposed a model for fair

QoS agent (FQA) to simultaneously provide per-class QoS enhancement and per-station

fairness. Their approach is based on a dual service differentiator that maintains priority

scheduling based on a dual queuing approach. The FQA mechanism ensures the fairness

and the end-to-end QoS at the network layer. On the contrary, according to the current

mesh networking standard, forwarding information is maintained at the MAC layer and

on per-hop basis. Dual queuing approach is difficult to implement at the MAC layer as

queue management may interfere with the channel access protocols.

Two different approaches have been explored in the literature to model the trade-off

between the proportional fairness and the max-min fairness. The first one is mixed-bias
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fairness [104] and the second one is (α, ℘) proportional fairness [109]. In [110], Singh

et al. have proposed a resource biasing strategy to improve the network throughput in

a wireless multi-hop network. They have shown that providing more resources to the

longer connections leads to poor network utilization. Their proposed scheme provides a

controlled bias to longer connections by limiting the maximum resource utilization for

them, that improves the throughput for shorter connections significantly. However, this

scheme affects the longer connections to achieve required QoS. Furthermore, for multi-

class connections, high priority traffics with longer connections may get affected. On the

contrary, Mo et al [109] have proposed the concept of (α, ℘) proportional fairness to model

the end-to-end congestion control for multi-class traffic. (α, ℘) proportional fairness is a

trade-off between the proportional fairness and the max-min fairness. Let ℘ = {℘1, ..., ℘k}
be the flow priority, and α ≥ 1 be a constant. λ = {λ1, ..., λk} is the rate vector for the

flows. A rate vector λ∗ is (α, ℘) proportional fair if it is feasible and for any other feasible

vector λ, ∑
i

℘i(λi − λ∗i )
λ∗i

α ≤ 0 (2.1)

When α = 1, the rate allocation becomes proportional fair, and it converges to the max-

min fairness when α is large. Mo et al. [109] have shown that with the limiting bias over

the α and the ℘ values, a controlled balance can be achieved between the proportional

fairness and the max-min fairness. However, to the best of our knowledge no paper exists

in the literature that uses (α, ℘) proportional fairness in the context of WMN design.

2.1.4 Rate Adaptation and Topology Control in Mesh Network

The classical rate adaptation algorithms are designed based on the sustainability of the

data rates for a specific path loss component. Figure 2.3 shows the throughput for different

data rates with respect to the path loss component. The figure indicates that different

data rates can sustain for different path loss values. The high data rates sustain for low

path loss values, whereas the low data rates can sustain for high path loss values. Most of

the rate adaptation protocols proposed in the literature over the IEEE 802.11 technology

are based on this concept. SampleRate [111] is a rate adaptation protocol that is based on

this concept, and extensively implemented in commercial hardwares. SampleRate tries to

maximize the network throughput by transmitting frames at a data rate which is calculated

based on a parameter, called the ‘Average Frame Transmission Time’ (AFTT). AFTT

includes the time required to recover from the packet losses. SampleRate uses a periodic

sampling mechanism to find out the optimal data rate from the gathered information.
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Figure 2.3: Performance of Fixed Data Rates

To track channel condition changes and find an optimal data rate, control frames are

periodically sent at data rates other than the currently estimated optimal data rate. This

periodic control broadcast is used to gather information, and update the AFTT values

for other data rates. In the sampling mechanism the data rates that results in three

consecutive packet losses are discarded for 10 seconds. Further the sampling mechanism

selects the data rates that provides loss free frame transmission time lower than the AFTT

value. The optimal data rate is chosen from the sampled data rates, that provides the

minimum AFTT value. AFTT value is periodically updated based on the average frame

transmission time of the sampled data rates. In [112], the authors have shown that

SampleRate can provide a near optimal throughput in a single user network. However,

SampleRate performs poorly for multi user multi-hops networks [113].

Other classical rate adaptation algorithms, like Auto-Rate Fallback, Receiver-Based

AutoRate [114], Cooperative Relay-Based AutoRate [115], and their variants, are also

designed upon the packet loss estimation due to the channel error. Improved packet loss

detection techniques have been proposed [116] to differentiate between the congestion

loss and the loss due to channel errors. Several other rate adaption protocols have

been proposed [113, 117–119] to find out the sustainable data rates based on SNR (or

the path loss component) between the sender and the receiver. All of these algorithms

primarily focus on the rate adaptation for an infrastructure BSS where the wireless clients

communicate through an AP. Therefore, these algorithms do not consider the effect of

communication range fluctuations due to changes in the data rates (called the ‘rate versus
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Table 2.1: Data Rate vs Range in 802.11g
Data Rate

(Mbps)
6 9 12 18 24 36 48 54

Modulation

Technology
BPSK BPSK-3 QPSK QPSK-1 16-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM 64-QAM

Communication

Range (feet)
300 250 210 180 140 100 95 90

range dilemma’ [120]) that impacts the performance of the multi-hop and mesh networks.

The path loss value increases with the increase in the distance between the transmitter and

the receiver. Therefore, low data rates can sustain for long communication ranges, whereas

the high data rates are sustained for short communication ranges. The current industry

standard data rates versus communication ranges for IEEE 802.11g physical layer are

shown in Table 2.1 [121]. The table clearly indicates that communication range decreases

as the data range increases. This phenomena is termed as ‘rate versus range dilemma’ in

the existing literature, that plays a major role in designing the rate adaptation protocols

for multi-hop networks.

Several schemes have been proposed in the literature to design rate-adaptive routing

or path selection protocols for multi-hop wireless networks. Sheu et al. [122] have proposed

a path metric for routing in multi-rate multi-hop networks, that considers the affects of

rate selection over number of hops. However, the underlying rate selection mechanism

does not select the optimal rate based on the number of hops. They have proposed a

routing metric that selects the best path depending on the underlying topology and the

selected data rate. Another multi-rate aware routing protocol has been proposed in [123],

that selects the forwarding path that provides high data rate support. However it can

degrade the end-to-end throughput due to the increase in the number of hops. Further,

the nodes with high data rates may suffer due to bottleneck problem. Li et al. [124]

have proposed a rate adaptive MAC protocol for wireless ad-hoc networks, that uses the

cooperation between the sender and the receiver. In [125], the authors have proposed

another routing metric, called the ‘Bottleneck Link Capacity’, that considers the capacity

of every link based on the underlying data rate. Recently Kim et al. [126] have proposed

a mechanism that considers both the routing and the rate selection for a multi-rate multi-

hop wireless network. They define a new routing metric, called ‘Expected Transmission

Cost’ (ETM), that can be used to determine the best end-to-end path using a greedy

strategy. At the same time, ETM can find the best transmission rate for every link using

a dynamic programming mechanism.
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A class of rate adaptation algorithms considers the MAC layer scheduling based on

multiple data rate support at the physical layer. In [127], the authors have proposed

an opportunistic media access protocol for multi-rate ad-hoc networks. The proposed

Opportunistic Auto-Rate protocol sends multiple back-to-back data packets, whenever the

channel quality is good. Luo et al.. [128] have proposed a joint scheduling, routing, and

power optimization method for multi-rate mesh networks. They have designed a joint

optimization to maximize the minimum throughput among all the flows, considering the

power control, rate adaptation, routing, and the scheduling. The problem is modeled as

a mixed integer linear program, and they have provided an approximation algorithm that

can result in a near-optimal solution.
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A set of cross layer approaches has been proposed in the literature for rate adaptation

in wireless networks. Wang et al.. [129] have proposed a rate adaptation algorithm,

where they consider the network traffic load along with SNR. They have shown the

impact of the background traffic over the data rate selection, and proposed a novel

algorithm, called BEWARE, for optimum data rate selection based on the background

traffic load. Considering Figure 2.4, the selection strategy that results in optimal data rate

at different distances is termed as the oracle selection strategy in the BEWARE protocol.

The authors have shown that with different background traffic load, the oracle selection

strategy changes, as shown in Figure 2.4(b). Based on this observation the authors have

designed a strategy where the expected packet transmission time is estimated with each

available data rate, with consideration of mixed effects from wireless channel condition

and collisions. The design of BEWARE is shown in Figure 2.5. After every packet

transmission, the statistics collection module gathers the information about the channel

busy time, failure probability, and packet transmission time. From this information, the

expected packet transmission time is calculated. BEWARE uses periodic rate probing

to collect the information for the data rates other than the currently chosen one. The

rate selection module constantly compares the packet transmission time to select the

data rate that provides the shortest transmission time. Though BEWARE outperforms

existing rate adaptation protocols by considering background traffic load, it is does not

considers the effect on the number of hops due to changes in the communication ranges.

BEWARE operates independently from the topology management and mesh path selection

protocols, and therefore does not incorporate the inter-dependency in rate selection,

topology management and mesh path selection for a multi-hop and mesh environment.

Similar other cross layer protocols for the rate adaptation has been proposed in the

literature. In [130], the authors have proposed to measure ‘Channel Busy Time’ to provide

extra information to the rate adaptation algorithm. Another cross layer rate adaptation

technique has been proposed in [131], where the authors have used physical layer bit

error rate at the receiver, for making rate adaptation decision. In [132], the authors have

proposed to tune carrier sensing threshold based on the selected data rate to increase

the spatial reuse. Though the scheme provides better spatial support, it may increase

interference in a dense mesh network. In [133], the authors have proposed another rate

adaptation algorithm based on channel contention estimates. All the rate adaptation

schemes discussed so far are based on infrastructure wireless and multi-hop networks.

However, in the case of mesh network, the rate adaption mechanism is more challenging

because of following reasons,
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1. Low data rates increase the transmission ranges. For multi-hop networks, long

transmission range decreases the number of hops between a source, destination

pair. It is well known for the multi-hop networks, that the throughput decreases

as the number of hops increases [134]. Therefore, it may be possible that one-hop

communication using a low data rate improves the network throughput compared

to the two-hop communication using a high data rate. The existing protocols, like

BEWARE, does not consider this phenomenon.

2. For a network with moderate to high traffic load, long transmission range increases

the possibility of interference among ongoing communications, resulting in through-

put degradation.

The above arguments indicate that there is a trade-off among the data rate, the

number-of-hops and the interference for multi-rate mesh networks. The existing rate

adaptation algorithms do not consider the rate-hops-interference trade-off in the context

of mesh networks. Passos et al. have proposed a Metric Aware Rate Adaptation (MARA)

technique [135] that considers joint routing and rate adaptation based on a metric. The

metric component of MARA depends upon the expected end-to-end delay. The metric

computation approach in MARA is based on a process of conversion of the link success

probabilities. This conversion happens in two steps. First, the average SNR of the links is

estimated using the information provided by periodic probe packets. Second, the average

SNR is used to estimate the link success probabilities at every rate, which is later used

to compute the metric value for each rate. While computing the metric value, MARA

considers end-to-end semantics for every data rate, which indirectly considers the data rate

versus number of hops trade-off. Further, the link success probabilities indirectly measures

the interference characteristic at every link. This way, MARA indirectly incorporates rate-

hops-interference trade-off. MARA selects the data rate that provides minimum metric

value, and that metric value is used to find out the forwarding path.

Though MARA considers the rate-hops-interference trade-off indirectly based on the

metric value, the control overhead for MARA is significantly high for 802.11s protocol, as

the routing metric does not consider the effect of peer selection, and therefore results in

frequent re-peering. The probing overhead of MARA is also significantly high. In a survey

paper [4], the authors have first pointed out the possibility of the rate-hops-interference

trade-off for multi-rate 802.11s mesh network. However, the paper does not give any

concrete model to analyze the trade-off. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work

exists to find out the optimal data rate for 802.11s supported mesh routers, considering
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the effect of this trade-off over the peer selection, channel access, and the routing decisions.

2.1.5 Design of Path Selection Protocols for Mesh Network

The existing routing, forwarding or path selection protocols for mesh networks can

be broadly classified into three groups - proactive [136–140], reactive [141–143] or

hybrid [144–148]. The proactive path selection protocols decide the forwarding path before

the actual data communication takes place. Therefore the performance of the proactive

protocols are affected by the wireless channel dynamics, such as fading, shadowing, multi-

path propagation and path loss components. The path diversity in wireless mesh networks

does not guarantee that the current best path would remain best for the entire duration

of the communication. In [149] and [150], the authors have shown that the proactive

path selection performs poorly under variable path loss components. On the other hand,

reactive protocols find out the forwarding path in an on-demand basis. Though reactive

protocols are more adaptive to the network channel variability, it floods the network with

control packets every-time a new flow is introduced in the network. As discussed in [151],

the reactive protocols do not perform well for static wireless mesh backbone, and the path

selection overhead becomes higher than the communication efficiency.

To cop up with these, hybrid path selection protocols [144–148, 152] have been

studied in the literature. The hybrid path selection protocols, being a combination of

the proactive and reactive approaches, select the path upto some pivot points using the

reactive approach, and the paths from the pivot points to the final destination is discovered

using a proactive approach. In [146], the authors have proposed a hybrid path selection

scheme for mesh networks, called ‘Hybrid On-demand Distance Vector Routing’ (HOVER).

HOVER is designed on the top of an on-demand distance vector routing protocol. The

protocol uses a link estimation strategy, through HELLO packets, to find out the optimal

route towards the mesh gateways. With the link quality estimation, the route request

(RREQ) and route reply (RREP) packets are used to find out the best path to the final

destination. HOVER minimizes the routing packets broadcast by storing the already found

routes in the proactive path selection tables. Though hybrid protocols perform better than

proactive and reactive protocols in a mesh backbone network [153], the deficiency of the

proactive and reactive protocols still exist upto some extent. The hybrid protocol mainly

considers the mobility related issues in the proactive protocol design, and therefore uses

reactive protocols upto the point where mobility is high. However, apart from the mobility,

network dynamics like the channel and the interference conditions also affect the stability

and the flexibility of the proactive path selection, which are not considered in the hybrid
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path selection protocol design.

Most of the works in the literature, that discuss about the routing, forwarding or path

selection optimization in multi-interface multi-channel mesh networks, like [53, 154–161]

and the references therein, are about the joint optimization of MAC layer scheduling,

channel access and routing. Though these schemes devise efficient protocols for joint

optimization, their main objective is to design the routing metric, considering the channel

access and the scheduling information. Nevertheless, almost all of these protocols use

either one of the traditional approaches of path selection - proactive, reactive or hybrid.

Another class of routing protocols is recently designed and investigated for mesh

networks, called the ‘opportunistic routing’ [162–165], that explores the broadcast

properties of wireless networks to reduce control overhead in forwarding path selection

through the use of network coding. The opportunistic routing mechanism works in two

phases. In the first phase, a set of forwarders are selected from the neighbors, that can

work as the next-hop relay. In the second stage, the wireless broadcast property is used

to send the packet to all of these candidates in a set of forwarders, and the forwarders

coordinate among themselves, using network coding and other approaches, to select the

node that should broadcast the packet further. In [162], the authors have designed an

opportunistic forwarding scheme over mesh protocols, called the ‘Simple Opportunistic

Adaptive Routing’ (SOAR). The SOAR protocol works in two phases. In the first phase a

set of forwarding nodes is selected based on the shortest paths. Every packet is broadcast

to the forwarding nodes. The node among the set of forwarding nodes that receives

the packet first, rebroadcast the packet. This way, the packet is routed to the destination

node. The protocol assumes that all the nodes in the set of forwarding nodes are in one hop

distance, and therefore on overhearing the rebroadcast of the packet, they stops forwarding

to avoid duplicate packet transmission. The major problem of this routing architecture

is the assumption of complete connectivity among the forwarding nodes. Further the

protocol does not consider the effect of local information over the global path selection,

and there is a high possibility that the node which rebroadcast the packet first, may not

use the optimal path.

The biggest challenge in the opportunistic routing is to design a proper coordination

among the forwarders, so that duplicate broadcast can be avoided. In a mesh topology, it

is not always true that all the forwarders can overhear each other directly (they may not be

in the direct communication range). In [166], the authors have proposed a routing metric

considering the interference for multi-interface networks. The routing metric considers

both the intra-flow and the inter-flow interference and selects a high-throughput path.
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Another interference aware routing metric, using bottleneck capacity, is proposed in [167]

for making routing decisions. However, all the routing mechanisms as well as the routing

metrics have inherent problems of the proactive and the reactive routing protocols -

possibility of the stale information in the proactive protocols, and excessive control packet

flooding in the reactive protocols.

2.2 IEEE 802.11s Standardization

IEEE has standardized mesh networking in September, 2011 as an amendment to the well

established IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard, and subsequently published the revised IEEE

802.11 standard in 2012, popularly known as IEEE 802.11-2012 [25]. According to the

IEEE 802.11s terminologies, a QoS associated wireless node that implements the IEEE

802.11s mesh functionality is termed as the mesh station (STA). A basic service set (BSS)

with a self-contained network of mesh STAs is called the mesh BSS (MBSS). In a MBSS,

one or more mesh STAs, known as mesh gates, work as the gateway to the outside Internet.

A mesh STA act as an wireless access point (AP) to the clients, as well as perform relay

activities to forward traffic to or from mesh gates, or other mesh STAs.

According to the IEEE 802.11s MAC layer standard, direct communication between

two mesh STAs in a MBSS is allowed only if they are mesh peers. After joining in a

mesh network, two neighbor mesh STAs use the MPM protocol to establish connections

with each other. The standard supports EDCA as the mandatory and MCCA as the

optional channel access protocols in a MBSS. EDCA uses the contention based channel

access mechanism. On the contrary, MCCA uses a channel reservation mechanism to

provide better QoS support among mesh STAs. During the MCCA reservation procedure,

every mesh STA reserves the channel bandwidth depending on the interference information

obtained from peer neighbors. HWMP is used to find out the best path from a mesh STA

to the mesh gate using a combination of the proactive and the reactive approaches.

2.2.1 Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

IEEE 802.11s standard defines EDCA as the mandatory MAC layer channel access

protocol. The existing IEEE 802.11 DCF is extended in EDCA to incorporate a number

of mechanisms to provide differentiated QoS service by giving different access priorities

to different access categories (AC). EDCA adopts the exponential back off scheme of

IEEE 802.11 DCF. The initial values for back off counters are randomly selected from the

interval [0, CW − 1], where CW is a function of the physical layer specific CWmin [AC]
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and CWmax [AC] attributes. At the first transmission attempt, CW is set equal to the

minimum CW, CWmin [AC]. After every unsuccessful transmission, CW is doubled up,

upto a maximum value CWmax [AC] = 2m × CWmin [AC], where the value of m limits

the maximum number of attempts after every unsuccessful transmission. For a successful

transmission, the CW value is reset to the CWmin [AC].

In EDCA, a station contending for channel access has to wait for the duration of

‘Arbitration Inter-frame Spacing’ (AIFS) before it attempts to access the channel. Each

AC is assigned a different AIFS [AC] value to differentiate QoS. AIFS [AC] is determined

by AIFS [AC] = SIFS +AIFSN [AC]× Tslot. AIFSN is a system parameter for each

AC. SIFS is the short inter-frame space time, and Tslot is the time duration of a slot.

IEEE 802.11 EDCA defines four ACs for four classes of services - voice (VO), video

(VD), background (BG) and best effort (BE). VO traffics have the highest priority, whereas

BE traffics are of lowest priority. The standard defines CW and AIFSN values for the

four ACs are as follows:

AC CWmin [AC] CWmax [AC] AIFSN

VO 7 15 2

VD 15 31 2

BG 31 1023 3

BE 31 1023 7

2.2.2 Mesh Coordinated Channel Access

MCCA is a reservation based channel access method that aims to optimize the efficiency of

the frame transfer inside a MBSS. MCCA is an optional access method that allows mesh

STAs to access the wireless media at selected times with lower contention. MCCA is a

reservation based channel access protocol where the mesh STAs reserve future channel

through MCCA Opportunities (MCCAOP). The MCCA setup is done through mesh

beaconing. The mesh STA that transmits a MCCA setup request frame to initiate a

reservation becomes the MCCAOP owner of the MCCAOP reservation. The receivers of

the MCCA setup request frames are the MCCAOP responders. The MCCAOP owner

and the MCCAOP responder advertise the MCCAOP reservation to their neighbors

through MCCAOP advertisement messages. The neighbors, after receiving MCCAOP

advertisement, defer their transmissions for the MCCAOP period. This reduces the

contention between MCCA-supported mesh STAs. However, contention is still possible

with non-MCCA nodes. During the MCCAOP, the MCCAOP owner obtains the

transmission opportunity through the EDCA based channel access, by contending with
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non-MCCA nodes. In order to use MCCA, mesh STAs keep synchronized with their

neighboring mesh STAs. The mesh STAs use a DTIM interval for the beaconing and

reservation purpose.

The reservation of a MCCAOP is initiated by MCCAOP owner. The MCCAOP

owner build a map of the neighborhood MCCAOP periods in the DTIM interval, after

hearing advertisement from all its neighbors. Then it determines MCCAOP reservations.

The MCCAOP reservation parameters are as follows,

� duration of the MCCAOP in slots,

� offset of the MCCAOP in slots with respect to the beginning of the DTIM interval,

� periodicity to specify how many MCCAOP are to be allocated within the DTIM

interval.

The duration, offset and periodicity of MCCAOP in a DTIM interval is shown in

Figure 2.6.

Based on the MCCAOP reservation request, the MCCAOP responder either accept

or reject the MCCAOP, and send this information through MCCAOP reply message.

Once the request is granted, both MCCAOP owner, and MCCAOP responder broadcast

this information through MCCAOP advertisement messages. The advertisement message

contains the MCCAOP TX-RX period, MCCAOP broadcast period and the MCCAOP

interference period report. Based on this information, the neighboring mesh STAs defer

their transmission period. The MCCAOP advertisement message also contains Mesh

Access Fraction (MAF), the ratio between the sum of the TX-RX period, broadcast

period and the interference period, to the DTIM interval. The amount of channel

capacity reserved for MCCA transmission is upper bounded by the MAF limit. It should

be noted that, every mesh STAs keep up-to-date list of its neighbors, using the MPM

protocol. Periodic beaconing after ‘Mesh Beacon Transmission Time’ (MBTT) is used to

synchronize between neighboring mesh STAs.
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2.2.3 Mesh Path Selection Protocol in IEEE 802.11s

IEEE 802.11s uses HWMP as a mesh path selection protocol. HWMP is a hybrid protocol

that aims at merging the advantages of both the proactive and the reactive path selection

mechanisms. The protocol can be configured to operate in two modes - the on-demand

reactive mode and the tree-based proactive mode. The combination of reactive and

proactive modes of path selection enables efficient forwarding in a wide variety of mesh

networks. HWMP uses a common set of protocol elements, generation and processing rules

inspired by the ‘Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector’ (AODV) routing protocol [168].

HWMP supports two mode of operation based on network configuration. These modes

support different level of functionality as follows:

� On-demand Reactive Mode: The functionality of this mode is always available

irrespective of whether a mesh gate is configured as a root mesh STA, such that

all traffics are forwarded towards/from the root mesh STA (in general, mesh gates).

This model allows the mesh STAs to communicate via a peer-to-peer paths.

� Proactive Tree Building Mode: This mode amends the functionality of on-

demand reactive mode, where a mesh STA (in general, mesh gates) is configured

as a root mesh STA. The proactive mechanism create the paths from all the mesh

STAs to the root mesh STA, forming a tree-like architecture.

In a mesh networks, both of these modes are used concurrently, and the proactive mode

is an extension of the on-demand mode. The standard [25] defines Airtime Link Metric

(ALM) as the path selection metric for each link. ALM (C) is defined as follows,

C =

[
Oca +Op +

Bt
r

]
1

1− ef
(2.2)

Where Oca and Op are the constants, named as the channel access overhead and the

protocol overhead, respectively. Bt is the test frame size. The input parameters r and ef

are the bit rate in Mbps and the frame error rate for the test frame size Bt. The standard

defined values for Oca, Op and Bt are as follows,

Parameter 802.11a 802.11b

Oca 75µs 355µs

Op 110µs 364µs

Bt 8224 8224
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HWMP uses sequence numbers to avoid the creation of path loops and to distinguish

stale and fresh path information. For the shake of completeness, a brief outline of both

the reactive mode and the proactive mode based path selection mechanism is described

here.

2.2.4 On-Demand Reactive Mode

In on demand reactive mode, the path selection mechanism works as follows,

� The source mesh STA broadcasts a ‘Path Request’ (PREQ) message with the

destination address and the metric value initialized to zero.

� Upon reception of the PREQ message, a mesh STA drops it if it already received

another PREQ message from the same path originator, with the same sequence

number, and the old PREQ message offered better path metric value. Otherwise

it processes the received PREQ message, and creates or updates the mesh path

information to the path originator.

– If the mesh STA is not the path target, it increases the metric value received

with the PREQ message, by the metric value towards the previous hop mesh

STA, and broadcasts the updated PREQ message.

– If the mesh STA is the destination mesh STA, it replies with a ‘Path Reply’

(PREP) message towards the best path selected using the PREQ message.

� If a mesh STA receives several PREP messages with the same identifier, but sent

through different paths, it saves the information about the path with the best metric

value.

2.2.5 Tree Based Proactive Mode

In this mode, a mesh gate is configured as the root, and HWMP sets up a tree to this

root. The path selection mechanism works as follows,

� Root mesh gate periodically broadcasts ‘Proactive PREQ’ (PPREQ) messages with

the destination address set to all ones.

� A mesh STA, on hearing a PPREQ, creates or updates its mesh path information to

the mesh gate, updates the metric and hop count of the PPREQ message, and then

broadcasts the updated PPREQ message.
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� PPREQ message header contains a special bit to denote whether a ‘Gratuitous

PREP’ message is required to be sent by the mesh STA, to set up a bidirectional

path to the mesh gate. If this bit is set, the mesh STA sends a gratuitous PREP

message.

2.2.6 Peer Management and Topology Control

The MPM protocol is used to establish, maintain and close mesh peering between mesh

STAs. Mesh Peering Open frames are used to establish the mesh peering between two

neighbor mesh STAs. The protocol succeeds in establishing a mesh peering when both

mesh STAs have sent (or received) a ‘Mesh Peering Open’ frame and a corresponding

‘Mesh Peering Confirm’ frame. The mesh peering is valid for a timeout interval called

the MeshHoldingTimeout. After the expiry of the MeshHoldingTimeout, the mesh peering

needs to be re-established. A mesh STA can also tear down a peering forcefully by sending

a Mesh Peering Close frame. The mesh STAs periodically transmits mesh beacons in order

to assist mesh discovery and synchronization among peer mesh STAs.

2.3 Developments over IEEE 802.11s Standardization

Very few works exist on the development of IEEE 802.11s mesh network, as the standard

is relatively new. In a survey paper [4], Wang et al. have discussed the IEEE 802.11

framework and its design challenges. Garroppo et al. [169] have analyzed the performance

of IEEE 802.11s from the implementation point of view. Their analysis from a 802.11s

mesh testbed reveals that HWMP along with the PMP and MCCA performs better

compared to the contention based EDCA protocol. In [170], the authors have proposed a

channel assignment strategy for performance optimization of 802.11s mesh network. They

have shown that efficient channel assignment strategy can improve the capacity of 802.11s

mesh networks. Fu et al. [171] have discussed the potential of IEEE 802.11s for intra-mesh

congestion control. They have shown that intra-mesh congestion control can avoid packet

losses significantly, and therefore improves the overall performance of the mesh backbone.

The channel access protocol for IEEE 802.11s mesh network has been studied by a

group of works. In [172], the authors have analyzed the traffic concentration problem

at the mesh STAs. They have designed an adaptive hybrid MAC protocol to handle

this traffic concentration problem. The proposed protocol is a combination of DCF and

Point Coordination Function (PCF) of IEEE 802.11 networks. They have shown that

the proposed MAC protocol can accommodate 60% more users compared to the standard
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802.11s channel access. Krasilov et al. [173] have analyzed the performance of MCCA

based channel access in the presence of EDCA supported mesh STAs. They have shown

that in a combined mesh network with both EDCA and MCCA support, non-MCCA mesh

STAs can cause interference at the MCCA supported mesh STAs. They have proposed

a solution to mitigate this problem by allowing MCCA supported mesh STAs to collect

information about non-MCCA mesh STAs, before they start channel reservation. Their

analysis has revealed that this extra information processing can significantly improve the

performance of MCCA supported mesh STAs.

Improvements over HWMP based on directional communication are studied in some

of the existing literature. Rafique et al. [174] have proposed a simple modification over

HWMP to incorporate different smart antenna transmission schemes. The scheme enables

mesh node to select spatial multiplexing and beam-forming adaptively according to the

channel condition. They have differentiated between omni-directional and directional

communication and HWMP is tuned based on the communication mode. However, the

work does not consider the scheduling policy at MAC layer for efficient beam-forming.

In [175], the authors show that ALM does not provide efficient path for MCCA based

channel access. They propose a modification in ALM in HWMP so that the protocol

performs better in MCCA based channel access. The modification in HWMP based on

sectored antenna is proposed in [35]. They propose a new amendment to reduce the routing

overhead related to use of multiple interfaces. However the scheme is based on positioning

information of mesh nodes, and thus difficult to implement in practical scenario.

In [176], the author has discussed about the requirements of implementing the mesh

path selection at the MAC layer, with a brief insight of the HWMP. Pinherio et al. [177]

have proposed a distributed hash table (DHT) based cluster-routing protocol over the

HWMP. Though the protocol reduces peer searching complexity, it shows scalability

problem due to the DHT maintenance. Yang et al. [178] have proposed HWMP+,

an improvement over basic HWMP, considering the traffic load along with the channel

conditions, to determine the mesh path. Though the scheme can improve the network

performance, it does not consider the impact of multiple interfaces over the mesh path

selection decision. In [46], the authors have reported thorough experimental and simulation

studies to analyze the performance of the HWMP. It has been observed from their analysis

that small deviation in the ALM from its actual value can result in significant performance

degradation in the mesh path selection protocol. This shows the inefficiency of the

proactive path selection mechanism in HWMP where the routing (or forwarding) table

is precomputed beforehand, and the path selection decisions are made afterwards.
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In a recent work [179], the authors have shown that ALM may result in a ping pong

effect during mesh path selection. They have characterized the nature of path fluctuations

over mesh network, and concluded that the problem with ALM is its inconstancy with the

underlying rate adaptation protocols. They have evaluated the ping pong effect caused

by ALM through rigorous experiments over a number of rate adaptation algorithms,

and found that transmission rate adaptation is the principal cause behind the effect.

The authors have shown that the effect is an inherent behavior, and that an accurate

characterization of it can help improve network performance. Accordingly, they have

presented a pingpong-aware mechanism that, by detecting when a link undergoes such an

effect, adapts the mesh path selection protocol for better network performance. In another

work [180], the authors have studied QoS aware path selection based on the HWMP

proactive and reactive elements. Their scheme is a joint scheduling and path selection

mechanism, where HWMP selects a path maintaining end-to-end QoS requirements, and

MCCA is tuned to meet that requirement. However, the approach does not consider inter-

protocol interactions among channel access and path selection, which is required to ensure

performance benefit in a high throughput mesh network.

2.4 Summary

The discussions till now have revealed that, though several research works have pioneered

the development in the field of WMN, a set of designing issues are partially solved, or

remained unsolved till now. Most of the works in the literature mainly concentrate on

mesh protocols based on the naive IEEE 802.11 contention based channel access. With the

advent of recent IEEE 802.11s standardization, the basic protocols need to be enhanced

according to the standard support. Accordingly, this thesis proposes a set of amendments

over the standard protocols, like MCCA, HWMP and MPM, for effective use of the

IEEE 802.11s technology. To begin with, the next chapter designs a joint scheduling and

mesh path selection mechanism over standard MCCA and HWMP protocols for efficient

directional communications in a mesh network.
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Chapter 3

Directional Multi-interface Mesh

Networks: Scheduling and Mesh

Path Selection

As discussed in previous chapters, IEEE 802.11s supports multi-hop connectivity between

wireless cliens and mesh gates using intermediate mesh STAs as relay nodes. WMN

with omni-directional interfaces has the problem of the low spatial reuse because of

the contention among neighboring mesh STAs. Directional interface can solve this

problem by transmitting signal in the direction of communication. Uses of multiple

directional interfaces at mesh STAs can increase the network capacity significantly through

improved spacial reuse [35]. This chapter considers a multi-interface WMN where mesh

STAs are equipped with multiple interfaces and directional antenna support. However,

use of multiple directional interfaces introduces the problem of interface scheduling for

minimizing interference among different interfaces, when operating in a single channel.

Because of the limitations on number of channels in the IEEE 802.11 physical layer

standard1, interference can not be eliminated completely, even with multiple channels.

Further static channel assignments limits the scalability of the network, and dynamic

channel assignment problem is known to be NP-hard. Therefore, a proper interface

scheduling mechanism in a directional multi-interface WMN is required to be designed

to optimize the channel utility, while maximizing concurrent packet transmissions. To

support directional multi-interfaces at mesh STAs, three issues are required to be

1The most rigorous commercially used physical layer standard is IEEE 802.11 b/g, that supports only

3 non-overlapping channels.
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Selection

addressed, as follows.

� Proper scheduling of directional interfaces is required to be designed that minimizes

the interference between directional beams and maximizes concurrent packet

transmissions.

� Fairness should be assured among contending flows. In the context of the flow

fairness in a WMN with homogeneous traffic classes, max-min fairness among the

flows need to be assured, where the minimum data rate that a flow can achieve needs

to be maximized.

� The mesh path selection decision in a WMN depends on the interface scheduling.

Therefore, the optimal mesh paths between two mesh STAs, as well as between a

mesh STA and the mesh gate, are required to be find out based on the properties

extracted from the scheduling mechanism.

This chapter provides an efficient probabilistic scheduling on the top of the MCCA

channel access for efficient scheduling, that minimizes interference among contending

beams. The probabilistic scheduling tune the parameter ‘MAF limit ’ for MCCA channel

access, that represents the maximum number of MCCAOPs that can be reserved within

a single DTIM interval. The MAF limit is tuned based on the requirement for channel

access. If requirement is more, the channel is accessed in an aggressive way, by reserving

more number of MCCAOPs. On the contrary, if requirement is less, the channel is reserved

in a restrictive way. However the requirements for all the contending beams are taken into

consideration to provide a fair access to all the interfaces involved in communication.

This requirement calculation is modeled as a convex optimization problem. The global

convex optimization problem is subdivided into local optimization based on the convexity

property - ‘the local optima is the global optima’. Every mesh STA requires only its

local information to solve the local optimization - thus the requirement calculation is

fully distributive in nature. Based on the information extracted during the scheduling

mechanism, a MAC layer mesh path selection protocol is proposed on the top of the

HWMP protocol, that targets to find the optimal path for a newly admitted flow.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides the motivation

behind the requirement of a proper scheduling for directional multi-interface WMN, using

an example. The network model and the assumptions are briefly described in section 3.2.

Section 3.3 provide the characterization of the interference model in a directional multi-

interface WMN. The proposed probabilistic scheduling on the top of the MCCA channel
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Figure 3.1: Multiple Flow Scenario

access is described in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 discusses the modifications in the HWMP

protocol designed for providing an effective mesh path selection protocol based on the

interface scheduling. The performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed using simulation

results, which is reported in section 3.6. Finally, section 3.7 concludes the chapter.

3.1 Motivation for Scheduling

The requirement for a proper scheduling in a directional WMN is analyzed in this

subsection with an example network scenario. Fig. 3.1 shows an example network with

2 mesh gates (STAA and STAB) and 7 mesh STAs (STA1-STA7). Every mesh STA is

equipped with two three-sectored antennas connected with two different interfaces. So

simultaneous transmission and reception are possible wither by channel separation or by

spatial reuse. There are 4 traffic flows from the mesh STAs to the mesh gates. Considering

flow f3, the sub-flow f3(STA5 → STA4) does not interfere with any other flows, and thus

STA5 can transmit packets for flow f3 with normalized transmission rate 1. The next-

hop sub-flow f3(STA4 → STA3) contends with the sub-flow f4(STA3 → STAB), and

so STA4 can transmit the packets for the flow f3 with normalized transmission rate

equals to 0.5. The sub-flow f3(STA3 → STA1) contends with two other sub-flows, and

therefore can achieve the maximum normalized transmission rate of 0.33. Finally, the

sub-flow f3(STA1 → STAA) can achieve normalized transmission rate of 0.5. So, it
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can be observed that the flow f3 can transmit data packets at an overall normalized

transmission rate of 0.33 (minimum transmission rate among all the sub-flows). However,

because of the sub-flow f3(STA4 → STA3), the data packets can be overloaded at STA3.

Thus a proper scheduling should restrict the transmission rate of this sub-flow to 0.33.

It can also be observed that, because of the sub-flow f3(STA4 → STA3) and the sub-

flow f1(STA7 → STA2), flow f4 achieves overall transmission rate of 0.5, whereas it

can achieve transmission rates upto 0.66, if it can be scheduled properly. This shows the

requirement of a proper scheduling mechanism that should restrict the transmission rates

of all the sub-flows to the maximum achievable transmission rate for the corresponding

end-to-end flow. This reduces the packet overflows at the intermediate mesh STAs, as well

as maximizes the network capacity and the spacial reuse.

3.2 Network Model and Assumptions

In this chapter, switched beam smart antennas [181] are considered for communication.

These types of directional antennas are cost-effective, and are widely used in modern

commercially available wireless routers. Further, static channel assignment algorithms

give considerably better results for switched beam smart antenna, as the possible beam

directions are known a priori. For switched beam smart antenna, an interface can be either

in the transmit or in the receive mode at any instance of time. Simultaneous transmissions

and receptions are not possible. However, every mesh STA is equipped with multiple such

interfaces, and thus simultaneous transmissions and receptions are possible at a single

mesh STA, provided they use different channels or there exists sufficient spatial diversity

between the sender and the receiver beams. This chapter assumes that an off-line static

channel assignment algorithm, such as [182] exists to statically assign channels based on

the interference characteristics. It can be noted that some of the works in literature,

such as [183] and the references therein, propose dynamic channel assignment strategies

for effective network utilization. However, dynamic channel assignment makes a circular

dependency among the channel assignment, interface selection, MAC layer channel access

and the mesh path selection schemes. Further it is known to be NP-hard [184]. Therefore

assigning channel dynamically imposes significant overhead on the network design [185].

Although use of multiple channels improves network performance significantly, it

can not avoid interference completely. Current physical layer standards, such as IEEE

802.11b/g/n have only three non-overlapping channels. Though IEEE 802.11a has more

number of non-overlapping channels, different countries apply their own regulations to
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the allowable channels. For this reason, actual number of channels that can be used

for commodity mesh networks is restricted. Number of interfering interfaces is likely to

be substantially more than the number of available channels for a multi-interface mesh

network. Therefore, interference still exists in a multi-radio multi-channel mesh network,

that needs to be addressed during the channel access and scheduling mechanisms.

It is assumed that every mesh STA uses MCCA as the MAC layer channel access

protocol, and HWMP as the mesh path selection protocol. To allow simultaneous

operations using different interfaces, every interface maintains separate MAC layer

scheduling parameters. With the limitations of the number of channels, it can be safely

assumed that the interfaces attached with a single mesh STA uses separate non-overlapping

channels to avoid self-interference due to simultaneous transmissions and receptions.

However in the proposed scheduling mechanism, the problem is modeled from the view of

the individual interfaces, rater than on per-STA basis. This type of modeling is justifiable

when every interface independently participate in the scheduling mechanism, with its own

set of scheduling and MAC parameters. Further, interface based modeling for directional

multi-interface WMNs can be easily tuned based on the network setup and the interference

characteristics. Therefore, without the loss in generality, the rest of this chapter uses the

term ‘interface’ instead of the term ‘mesh STA’, to denote a particular interface of a

particular mesh STA. Every interface in a WMN can be uniquely identified by its MAC

address. This chapter assumes that every flow in the network are of equal priority.

3.3 Interference Model and Characterization

This work considers ‘Protocol Interference Model’ [186,187] to capture interference among

the contending interfaces. Let Rc be the communication range of an interface. According

to the protocol interference model, two interfaces interfere with each other if their physical

distance is less than ρ×Rc, where the value of ρ depends on the physical carrier sensing and

the packet reception model. The supports of null steering [188] and capture effects [189] in

modern wireless hardwares limit the interference such that in general, ρ ≤ 2 [190]. Protocol

interference model is an approximation of the physical interference model. However,

it is distributed in nature, and can be used locally at every interface with the local

neighborhood information [187]. In [191], the authors have shown that with proper

parameter settings (such as the transmit power and the capture threshold), the protocol

interference model can perform as good as the physical interference model. Further if

ρ ≤ 2, the protocol interference model can be used correctly to capture the interference
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information with the two-hop broadcasting and the network overhearing.

A WMN can be represented as a directed graph Gnet(Vnet,Enet), where Vnet is the set

of directional interfaces, and Enet is the set of communication links between them. In case

of directional antenna based communications, an edge e(Ii, Ij) ∈ Enet is used to connect

two nodes, where {Ii, Ij} ∈ Vnet, if the transmitter beam of Ii and the receiver beam of

Ij are calibrated towards each other. In this case, Ii can directly communicate with Ij .

Definition 3.1. A Communication Graph Gcom(Vcom,Ecom) ⊆ Gnet(Vnet,Enet), where

Vcom = Vnet and e(Ii, Ij) ∈ Ecom if Ii is communicating with Ij, denoted as Ii → Ij.

Definition 3.2. Given a network graph Gnet(Vnet,Enet) and the corresponding commu-

nication graph Gcom(Vcom,Ecom), the Interference Graph Ginf (Vinf ,Einf ) for the net-

work can be constructed as follows. Let Vinf = Vcom. There exist a directional edge from

Ij ∈ Vinf to Ik ∈ Vinf if the transmissions of Ij interfere with the transmission of Ik.

It can be noted that interference is not symmetrical [192], i.e. Ij interfering with Ik

does not indicate that Ik is also interfering with Ij . Further, the receiver for Ij and Ik may

be same or different. In Figure 3.2(a), interface 1 and interface 3 transmit to the same

interface 2. Therefore interface 1 and interface 3 interfere with each other. There would

be directed edges from 1 to 3 as well as 3 to 1 in the interference graph. In Figure 3.2(b),

interface 1 and interface 4 transmit to different receivers, however, the transmissions of

interface 1 affect transmissions of interface 4 only. So, there would be directed edge only

from 1 to 4 in the corresponding interference graph. There would be no edge from 4 to 1.

Similarly in Figure 3.2(c), though interface 1 and interface 4 transmit to different receivers,

their transmissions interfere with each other. Accordingly there would be directed edges

from both 1 to 4 and 4 to 1 in the interference graph. This interface based interference

graph is different from the link interference graph [193] used in the existing literatures, as
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discussed in Chapter 2, where the edges in a communication graph represent the vertices

in the interference graph and there exists an edge if two links interfere with each other.

Interface based interference graphs are efficient for directional communications in a multi-

interface directional mesh network because of the following reasons.

� For multi-interface network, interference is interface specific rather than node

specific. An interface can either be in transmit or receive mode. Only the interfaces

that are in transmit mode, contribute to the network interference.

� Interface based interference is easy to capture in the MCCA based mesh network.

Let every mesh STA broadcast the transmissions and the interference informations

of its two-hop neighbors through the MCCAOP advertisement messages. As a result

every mesh STA has three hop communication information for every interfaces, from

where the local interference graph up to three hops can be constructed using the

protocol interference model, through a method similar to [187]. Later it would be

shown that three hop interference graph is sufficient to design an effective channel

access mechanism.

� Interface based interference model can easily capture the asymmetric nature of the

interference from the directed interference graph.

Network interference is an important parameter that characterizes the maximum

network capacity as well as the maximum throughput guarantee for the traffic flows. Let

Ginf be the interference graph. The corresponding undirected graph of Ginf is constructed

by removing the directionality of the edges. Then the corresponding graph is called

Channel Sharing Graph, Gch. The reason behind removing the directionality of edges

can be explained using an example. Let interface Ij interferes with interface Ik, however,

interface Ik does not interfere with Ij . This indicates that when Ik transmits, Ij should
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remain silent. Otherwise it would affect the transmissions of Ik. Similarly, when Ij

transmits, Ik should remain silent as it would affect its own transmissions. Let both the

interfaces are of equal priority. Then the total channel share should be divided equally

between the two interfaces to have a minimum interference channel access.

Figure 3.3(a) shows an interference graph, and Figure 3.3(b) shows the corresponding

channel sharing graph by removing the directionality of the edges. The maximal cliques

in a channel sharing graph are used to characterize the maximum throughput that an

edge in a communication graph can achieve. A maximal clique in a channel sharing graph

indicates that all the interfaces in that clique interfere with each other, and therefore the

total channel share should be divided among all those interfaces. An important proposition

from the channel sharing graph can be derived, stated as follows.

Proposition 3.1. Let C be a maximal clique in Gch. Then,

∑
Ij∈C

∑
∀FIj

λ(FIj )

 ≤ η (3.1)

where FIj is a traffic flow through the interface Ij , and λ(FIj ) is the data rate for

that flow. η is the maximum network capacity. Equation (3.1) is also called the ‘clique

constraint’, and η is called the ‘clique capacity’. As an example, the total channel share

for the interfaces 1, 2, 3 and 4 from Figure 3.3(b) should be less than the clique capacity.

The MCCA reservation procedure uses MCCAOP advertisement messages that

broadcast two-hop interference information (both at the sender and at the receiver) to the

neighborhood. Therefore, every mesh STA can find out the three hop interference graph

using MCCAOP advertisement messages and the protocol interference model. Following

theorem bounds the clique constraint in three hop neighborhood.

Theorem 3.1. Let C be a maximal clique in Gch. Then any two interfaces Ij ∈ C and

Ik ∈ C can be at maximum three-hop away.

Proof. It has been assumed that based on the protocol interference model, interference

range is ρ × Rc, where ρ ≤ 2. Then for the interface based interference graph, the worst
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case interference scenario is shown in Figure 3.4. Accordingly, the receiver of the interface

Ik can be at most in two hop distance from Ij . This indicates that Ij and Ik are at most

in three hop distance.

Following corollary can be derived directly from Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 3.1. Let Ij ∈ Vcom. Then Ij can compute all the maximal cliques to which it

belongs with three-hop neighbor information.

Proof. Let C be a maximal clique and Ij ∈ C. Then ∀Ik ∈ C; Ik 6= Ij , Ij and Ik are

at most three hop distance away (according to Theorem 3.1). This indicates that Ij can

compute C with three hop neighbor information.

Therefore, broadcasting two hop neighbor information with MCCAOP advertisement

message helps the mesh STAs to characterize the interference constraints independently

at every interface. This can capture the asymmetric behavior of the interference as well as

can model the real-time interference scenario, where the interference range is more than

the communication range. As discussed earlier, modern technologies, such as the adaptive

power control [194], null steering [188] and the capture effect [189] are used to limit the

interference range within twice the communication range. In this context, the proposed

model can effectively characterize the interference in a multi-interface mesh network.

Once the interference information is characterized, it can be used to find out the

required traffic demand at every interface. For this, a centralized optimization problem is

formulated to find out the optimum traffic demand, as discussed in the following section.

3.4 Flow Scheduling for Directional Multi-interface WMN

The proposed scheme finds the maximum achievable transmission rate for all flows based

on the interference information. A linear programming (LP) formulation is proposed to

find out the maximum theoretical achievable transmission rate for all flows, that minimizes

the interference among neighboring communications.

3.4.1 Centralized Formulation for Flow Scheduling

To find out the maximum achievable transmission rates for all the in the network, a

centralized linear convex optimization problem is formulated, when the communication

graph Gcom(Vcom,Ecom) and the channel sharing graph, corresponding to the interference

graph Ginf (Vinf ,Einf ), are known. Let the sub-flow for a flow F from Ii → Ij , denoted
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as F(Ii,Ij), be the part of the flow where Ii and Ij are in one-hop distance. For example,

if flow F follows the path {Is → Ip → Iq → Ir → Id}, then it can be divided into four

sub-flows as {(Is → Ip), (Ip → Iq), (Iq → Ir) and (Ir → Id)}. The constraint for this

problem is that, for all the set of interfering sub-flows, the summation of their normalized

transmission rates should be less than the normalized link capacity. As the set of sub-

flows, that interfere with each other, essentially forms a maximal clique in the channel

sharing graph, the constraint can be expressed as the maximal clique constraint, which is

expressed as follows. For all sets of maximal cliques of an channel sharing graph Gch, the

normalized transmission rates should be less than the network capacity. The constants

and variables used to formulate the centralized problem are as follows,

� F is the set of flows,

� S(F) is the set of sub-flows for the flow F ∈ F,

� λ(.) is the transmission rate for a flow or a sub-flow,

� C is the set of maximal cliques from the channel sharing graph Gch,

� Ci ∈ C is the ith maximal clique.

The optimization problem is formulated as follows,

Problem 3.1.

max
∑
∀F∈F

λ(F) (3.2a)

λ(F) = min{λ(F(Ii,Ij))|∀F(Ii,Ij) ∈ S(F)} ; ∀F ∈ F (3.2b)

∑
∀Ik∈Ci

 ∑
∀FIk

λ(FIk )

 ≤ η ;∀Ci ∈ C (3.2c)

λ(F(Ik,Il)) > 0 ; ∀F(Ik,Il) ∈ S(F) ∧ ∀F ∈ F (3.2d)

The objective function denotes that the normalized transmission rates for all flows

have to be maximized. The first set of constraints denote that the normalized transmission

rate for a flow is the minimum achievable transmission rate among all its sub-flows. It will

be discussed later that, maximizing the minimum transmission rates among all the sub-

flows ensures the max-min fairness among the flows. The second set of constraints are the

clique constraints and the third set of constraints are for the non-zero satisfiability. The LP

given in Problem 3.1 can be solved in a centralized way when the complete communication
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graph and the interference graph are known. The transmission rates for different sub-flows

are obtained by solving the LP, which maximizes the total normalized transmission rate.

Lemma 3.1. Let λ = [λ(F1), λ(F2), ..., λ(Fn)]T . Then the centralized optimization given

in Problem 3.1 is a convex optimization of λ.

Proof. Let Uc(λ) denotes the objective function given in equation (3.2a), i.e. Uc(λ) =∑
∀F
λ(F). Let

V i
c (λ) =

∑
∀Ik∈Ci

F(Ik,Il)∈S(F)∑
∀F∈F

λ(F(Ik,Il))


Then the Lagrangian of the centralized scheduling is written as,

ζ(λ, p1, p2, ..., pi, q1, q2..., qF(Ii,Ij)
) = Uc(λ) +

∑
i

pi(V
i
c (λ)− 1)−∑

F(Ik,Il)

qF(Ik,Il)
.λ(F(Ik,Il))

(3.3)

Where p1, p2, ..., pi, q1, q2, ..., qF(Ii,Ij)
are positive Lagrange multipliers. Now

partially differentiating equation (3.3) with respect to λ(F(Ik,Il)),

δ

δλ
ζ = 1 +

 ∑
i∈‖λ(F(Ik,Il))‖

pi

− qF(Ik,Il)
(3.4)

and
δ2

δλ2 ζ = 1 > 0 (3.5)

From equation (3.5), the optimization problem is a convex optimization with finite

number of elements. The solution set is also a discrete finite convex set with zero as the

lower bound and η as the upper bound.

As discussed earlier, an interface can have only its local three-hop information based

on the MCCA protocol. So a distributed solution is required to be designed to find out

the maximum achievable transmission rates of all flows, based on the partially available

per-interface information. This is presented in the next subsection.

3.4.2 Distributed Flow Scheduling

In wireless network, each node has partial information about its neighborhood. It can be

safely assumed that every interface has its three-hop network graph as well as three-hop
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communication graph (from two-hop broadcast of MCCAOP Advertisement messages, as

discussed earlier). From these information, an interface can find out the local interference

graph as well as the channel sharing graph for its three-hop neighborhood. The local

maximal cliques (the cliques formed using the three-hop channel sharing graph) can be

computed from the local channel sharing graph. The following theorem and corollary give

the basis for the distributed computation of scheduling decisions,

Theorem 3.2. The local maximal cliques are also globally maximal.

Proof. Let C`(Is) be a local maximal clique computed at an interface Is and Cg be a global

maximal clique where Is ∈ Cg. Also let Iu be another interface from the channel sharing

graph, and assume,

Cg = C`(Is) ∪ {Iu} (3.6)

Now, Is ∈ Cg and Iu ∈ Cg implies one of the following three cases in the corresponding

interference graph,

� Is → Iu, i.e. Is interferes with Iu,

� Is ← Iu, i.e. Iu interferes with Is,

� Is ↔ Iu, i.e. Is and Iu both interfere with each other

In either of the three cases, Is and Iu are within two hop neighborhood according to the

protocol interference model. As the proposed model assumes that every interface has two

hop communication graph as well as two hop interference graph, the assumption given in

equation (3.6) can not hold true. Therefore, Cell(Is) = Cg.

Following corollary can be derived directly from Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.2. The union of all local maximal cliques is the complete set of global maximal

cliques.

With the local information obtained from local maximal cliques, every interface

solves a local search problem (LSP). The notion of “partial flow”, required for the LSP

formulation, is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3. The partial flow for a flow F from Ii to Ij (F(Ii,Ij)) is defined as the

union of all sub-flows of the flow F from Ii to Ij.

It can be noted that, according to the definition of the sub-flow and the partial-flow,

all sub-flows are partial-flows, but the reverse is not true. The following local variables

are used for the formulation of the LSP for distributed scheduling,
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� F(Ii) is the set of flows passing through Ii,

� S′(Ii) is the set of sub-flows for all the flows which are in two-hop neighborhood2 of

Ii,

� λ(F(Ii,Ij)) is the transmission rate for the partial-flow F(Ii,Ij),

� ORG(F) be the originating interface for a flow F ,

� DST (F) be the destination interface for flow F ,

� PRV (Ii,F) is the previous hop interface for flow F where the current interface is

Ii,

� C(Ii) is the set of local maximal cliques at Ii

The LSP at Is is formulated as follows;

Problem 3.2.

max
∑

F∈F(Is)
λ(F) (3.7a)

λ(F) = min
{
λ(F(ORG(F),PRV (Is,F))), λ(F(PRV (s,F),s)), λ(F(Is,DST (F)))

}
; ∀F ∈ F(Is) (3.7b)

∑
∀Ik∈Ci

 ∑
∀F(Ik,Il)

∈S′(Is)
λ(F(Ik,Il))

 ≤ η ; ∀Ci ∈ C(Is) (3.7c)

λ(F(PRV (Is,F),Is)) > 0 ; ∀F ∈ F(Is) (3.7d)

Every interface tries to maximize the transmission rates of all flows passing through

it. The first set of constraints say that the transmission rate for a flow is the minimum

transmission rate of three partial-flows - from the source to the previous-hop interface,

from the previous-hop interface to the interface in consideration, and from the interface

in consideration to the destination interface. The second set of constraints are the local

maximal clique constraints. The third set of constraints are for the non-zero satisfiability.

Theorem 3.3. The solution of the centralized problem given in Problem 3.1 remains

within the solutions of the LSP given in Problem 3.2.

2Though every interface has three-hop flow informations, only two hop flow informations are used to

bound the local maximal cliques to avoid possible overlapping of clique constraints during computation.
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s dp rq

Figure 3.5: Example Flow from Is to Id

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, there is an optimum for the optimization problem given in

Problem 3.1, and it must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality condition,

i.e.
δ

δλ
Ucλ+

∑
i

νi.
δ

δλ
V i
cλ−

∑
F(Ik,Il)

υF(Ik,Il)
.
δ

δλ
λ(F(Ik,Il)) = 0 (3.8)

where {νi|Ci ∈ C} and {υF(Ik,Il)
|F(Ik,Il) ∈ S(F)} are the positive KKT multipliers.

Consider the LSP at an interface s. Then,

(i) S′(Is) ⊂ S(F) ;

(ii) F(Ii) ⊂ F;

(iii) C(Is) ⊂ C and

(iv)
⋃
∀Is

C(Is) = C (from Corollary (3.2)).

Thus Problem 3.2 is a convex subset of Problem 3.1. Then the optimality condition for

Problem 3.2 satisfies if the optimality condition for Problem 3.1 (i.e. equation (3.8)) gets

satisfied.

Conversely, because of the convexity property of Problem 3.1 and Problem 3.2, the

local optimum tends to the global optimum. The solution of Problem 3.1 remains within

the local solutions of Problem 3.2.

The working of the proposed LSP is explained using a diagram given in Fig. 3.5. To

solve the LSP correctly at an interface q, following three partial flow components need to

be known,

(i) λ(F(Is,Ip));

(ii) λ(F(Ip,Iq));

(iii) λ(F(Iq ,Id)).

λ(F(Ip,Iq)) is known to Iq, as it is the receiving rate of flow F at Iq. It can be

noted that the receiving rate provides more accurate result compared to the sending rate,

while calculating the overall transmission rate of a flow, as the channel loss can be captured
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through the receiving rate. Let, the receiving rate for flow F at Iq is initialized at ξ(F , Iq).
The value of ξ(F , Iq) is determined at every interface based on the priority of the flow.

Let the priority of flow F is ℘F . Then ξ(F , Iq) is calculated as follows:

ξ(F , Iq) = η × ℘F∑
F ′∈C(Iq)

℘F ′
(3.9)

The three components are initialized as,

(i) λ(F(Is,Ip)) = η

(ii) λ(F(Ip,Iq)) = ξ(F , Iq)

(iii) λ(F(Iq ,Id)) = η

It can be observed, that λ(F(Is,Ip)) can be obtained from the solution of the LSP at

Ip, and λ(F(Iq ,Id)) can be obtained from the solution of the LSP at Ir. To reduce the

network overhead, these solutions are piggybacked with the DATA and the ACK packets

of the flow F . Thus at ith iteration, Iq uses the solution obtained at the (i−1)th iteration

at Ip and Ir. The global solution is obtained in an iterative way. The working of the

LSP is formally given in Algorithm 3.1. SOLk(F , Is) denotes the solution obtained at kth

iteration at Is. NXT (Is,F) denotes the next hop interface for flow F , where the interface

in consideration is Is. SOL(F , Is) is the final solution for the flow F at Is. This is also

the global solution according to the formulation.

It can be noted that each interface broadcasts the solution tuple < F , λ(F) > through

mesh beacons to its two-hop neighborhood so that every other interfaces get synchronized

with the information of all the flows in their two-hop neighborhood. According to IEEE

802.11s standard [25], mesh beacons are broadcast in every TBTT. In these beacons, an

extra information element is added that contains the value of < F , λ(F) >. Thus, the

beaconing incurs only a small amount of extra overhead.

3.4.3 Equilibrium Analysis

Every interface follows Algorithm 3.1 in an iterative way. Based on the information

received in (i−1)th iteration, the local solution is computed, and this solution is propagated

through the DATA and the ACK packets. The equilibrium of Algorithm 3.1 is justified

through Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4. Before proceeding to these lemma and theorem,

the term “Network Bottleneck” is defined as follows.
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Algorithm 3.1 Working of Local Search Problem 3.2 at Is for flow F
1. Initialize:

(i) λ(F(ORG(F),PRV (Is,F))) = η

(ii) λ(F(PRV (Is,F),Is)) = ξ(F , Is)

(iii) λ(F(Is,DST (F))) = η

2. At ith Iteration

(i) λ(F(ORG(F),PRV (Is,F))) = SOLi−1(F , PRV (Is,F))

(ii) λ(F(Is,DST (F))) = SOLi−1(F , NXT (Is,F))

Solve Problem 3.2 to get the values of λ(F(PRV (Is,F),Is) and λ(F). Piggyback the

solution with the DATA and the ACK packets.

3. if SOLk−1(F , Is) ≈ SOLk(F , Is) then

4. SOL(F , Is) = SOLk(F , Is)
5. else

6. GOTO 2

7. end if

Definition 3.4. Network Bottleneck is defined as the links which are fully utilized, i.e.

the total transmission rates of all sub-flows through the network bottleneck is η.

Lemma 3.2. The solution of Problem 3.1 occurs at network bottlenecks.

Proof. Without any loss in generality, let us assume that flow F can be divided into n

sub-flows F(I1,I2),F(I2,I3), ...,F(In−1,In). The transmission rate of the sub-flow F(Ii,Ij) is

λ(F(Ii,Ij)). Then the transmission rate of the flow F is calculated as,

λ(F) = min(λ(F(I1,I2)), ..., λ(F(In−1,In)))

Let the minimum value occurs at the sub-flow F(Ik,Il). Further assume that, the link

(Ik, Il) is not a network bottleneck, and the total transmission rates of all sub-flows

through is Γ(Ik,Il) < η.

As λ(F(Ik,Il)) ≤ λ(F(Ii,Ij)) ∀F(Ii,Ij) 6= F(Ik,Il), the overall transmission rate of flow
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F can be given according to the objective function given in equation (3.2a),

λ(F) = min
{

(λ(F(Ik,Il)) + η − Γ(Ik,Il)), λ(F(Ii,Ij))

|∀λ(F(Ii,Ij)) 6= λ(F(Ik,Il))
}

This contradicts our assumption that λ(F(Ik,Il)) is the minimum, while link (Ik, Il) is not

a network bottleneck.

Theorem 3.4. Every interface, while executing Algorithm 3.1, will eventually reach to

the equilibrium state. This equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. From Lemma 3.2, the solutions of Problem 3.1 occurs at network bottlenecks.

For a network graph Gnet(Vnet,Enet) with |Enet| edges, there can be at most O(|Enet|)
bottlenecks (in a chain like topology, there are exactly |Enet| number of bottlenecks). The

interfaces with network bottlenecks can calculate the solution directly by solving the LSP

given in Problem 3.2. From Algorithm 3.1, these solutions are propagated to the network

through the DATA and the ACK packets, within finite rounds of data communication.

Thus within finite rounds of iterations, all the interfaces can solve Problem 3.1 using the

LSP given in Problem 3.2, and the system reaches in equilibrium state.

Let us consider Uc(λ), given in equation (3.2a) as the Lyapunov Function of the

system. It can be shown directly that Uc(λ) is 1-Lipschitz, as

Uc(λ(F1))− Uc(λ(F2)) = λ(F1)− λ(F2) =‖ λ ‖1

Differentiating Uc(λ) along trajectories,

U̇c = ∇Uc.λ̇ = λ̇ ≥ 0

where λ̇ is the time-derivative of λ.

Then λ = λ∗ is a solution of Problem 3.1 only when it is a solution of Problem 3.2.

Moreover U̇c = 0, only when λ̇ = 0, and λ = λ∗ is a solution of Problem 3.1. Invoking

Theorem 3.2 in [195], the equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable.

3.4.4 Convergence Analysis

Algorithm 3.1 provides distributed mechanism to solve the LSP. The convergence of the

algorithm is based on sub-gradient analysis. The definition of a sub-gradient for a function

is as follows.
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Definition 3.5. Let dom g defines the domain of the function g : Rn → R. A vector

g ∈ Rn is a sub-gradient of function g at x ∈ dom g, if for all z ∈ dom g,

g(z) ≥ g(x) + gT (z − x) (3.10)

Theorem 3.5. The sub-gradients of the LSP given in Problem 3.2 are also convex sub-

gradients of Problem 3.1.

Proof. From Theorem 3.3, Problem 3.2 is a convex subset of Problem 3.1. Hence it is

straightforward that the sub-gradient of the LSP given in Problem 3.2 are convex sub-

gradients of Problem 3.1 for interface s.

With Theorem 3.5, the convergence of Algorithm 3.1 can be analyzed using sub-

gradient analysis [196]. Assume every interface acts as an agent for the sub-gradient

updation. Following conditions are true throughout the network;

1. Connectivity: Every interface is connected with other interfaces.

2. Bounded inter-communication interval: Every interface forwards its own

solution through the DATA and the ACK packets.

3. Simultaneous information exchange: Every interface forwards the solutions

simultaneously.

4. Symmetric weight: Every interface behaves similarly, and gives equal priority to

its own solution.

Then according to Proposition 3 of [196], the convergence can be achieved in O(NI)
iterations where NI is number of interfaces in the network. However, most of the traffic for

an WMN are to and from mesh gates. So the links connected to the interfaces at the mesh

gates act as the network bottleneck. In a community WMN, traffic is forwarded from end

user to the mesh gate and vice-versa following a directed acyclic graph, without producing

any forwarding loop. So the interfaces attached with the mesh gate can independently

solve the LSP. Once these interfaces solves the LSP, the solution are propagated through

piggybacking, and in an average all other interfaces can solve the LSP in O(d) rounds

where d is the maximum hop distance of an interface from the mesh gate. However, for a

fast convergence, the mesh path selection protocol should uniformly distribute the flows

through the network.
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3.4.5 Fairness Analysis

Problem 3.1 shows an important property of scheduling that it is balanced under max-min

fairness. The balancing criteria for max-min fairness can be addressed as follows [98].

Definition 3.6. Max-min fairness is balanced if and only if for some L ≥ 1, the network

reduces to a set of L independent links in the sense that there exists a partition I1, ..., IL

of the set of classes and some positive constants κ1, ..., κL such that,

K =

ϕ :
∑
i∈I1

ϕi ≤ κ1, ...,
∑
i∈IL

ϕi ≤ κL


where ϕ is the allocation vector of transmission rates to different flows.

Problem 3.1 maximizes the minimum achievable transmission rate for all the sub-flows

of a flow. Thus it satisfies max-min fairness criteria during flow scheduling.

Theorem 3.6. Problem 3.1 is balanced under max-min fairness.

Proof. The proof can be derived in a straightforward way from Lemma 3.2. As the solution

occurs at network bottleneck, so the transmission rates of all the flows is bounded by the

capacity of the network bottlenecks. This satisfies the balanced criteria under max-min

fairness.

3.4.6 Tuning MCCA for Scheduling based on Requirement

As discussed earlier, adaptive MAF limit can solve the problem of service-differentiation

in MCCA. This work proposes an adaptive MAF limit where the MAF limit is tuned at

the beginning of DTIM interval, based on traffic demand. For better performance, per

interface MAF limit is maintained where different MAF values are used for every interface.

Consider an interface Ij . Let λ(Ij) denote the data rate for the flows through interface Ij .

C(Ij) denotes the set of cliques in which interface Ij belongs, according to the protocol

interference model. Then the MAF limit for interface Ij , MAFLIj , is set as follows.

MAFLIj = min
∀C∈C(Ij)

 λ(Ij)∑
Ik∈C

λ(Ik)

 (3.11)

The adaptive MAF limit solves the problem of service differentiation among

contending interfaces. Every interface can reserve channel in a DTIM interval according

to the traffic demand based on the scheduling. Therefore an interface can reserve sufficient
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number of MCCAOPs within a DTIM interval that meets its traffic demand based on the

scheduling information.

3.5 Mesh Path Selection based on Interface Scheduling

As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, IEEE 802.11s uses HWMP for mesh path selection.

As a hybrid protocol, HWMP aims at merging advantages of both the proactive and the

reactive path selection mechanisms. It can be configured to operate either in on-demand

reactive mode or in tree-based proactive mode. The standard defines ALM as the path

selection metric for each link. ALM (C) is defined as follows,

C =

[
Oca +Op +

Bt
r

]
1

1− ef
(3.12)

Where Oca and Op are constants named as channel access overhead and protocol overhead

respectively. Bt is the test frame size. The input parameters r and ef are bit rate in Mbps

and the frame error rate for the test frame size Bt.

3.5.1 Limitations of HWMP

Scheduling and path selection are interdependent in a directional antenna based mesh

network. The elements of a mesh path selection protocol should configure the end-to-

end path so that it provides maximum efficiency, while at the same time minimizes

the contention among communicating beams. The scheduling algorithm should use

this information to schedule the beam-forming to further improve network performance.

IEEE 802.11s integrates HWMP for efficient mesh path selection based on MAC layer

information. However, HWMP is designed for omni-directional MAC, and does not

consider existing scheduling information while allocating path for a new flow.

HWMP uses ALM as the path selection metric. However, the link cost for this metric

is calculated using a test frame. Lets consider the scenario given in Fig. 3.6. For the ease

of presentation a single interface is considered at every mesh STA. Similar situation can

arise with multiple interface scenario based on the interference graph. The dotted lines

denote the connection links between the mesh STAs. There is an ongoing flow between

I2 and I3. Because there is a single ongoing flow, based on the scheduling policy given in

section 3.4, the link between I2 and I3 will be fully utilized. In this scenario, a new flow

between I5 and I8 needs to be scheduled. The sub-flows I2 → I3 and I6 → I7 interfere

with each other. When I7 sends a test frame to calculate airtime cost between I6 and

I7, the cost will be very high because the two links are contending, and at that time, link
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Path selected through HWMP

Figure 3.6: Two Flow Scenario

I2 → I3 utilizes the complete capacity based on the proposed scheduling. Thus HWMP

may select an alternate path I5 → I9 → I10 → I11 → I12 → I8. However, if the capacity

is equally divided between the contending flows, then the path I5 → I6 → I7 → I8 may

give minimum airtime cost. This is not possible using test frame based per-hop airtime

link cost calculation. The next subsection provides an amendment over HWMP based on

the scheduling mechanism given in section 3.4 for efficient path selection in a direction

mesh network.

3.5.2 HWMP Path Metric: Scheduling Based ALM

The ALM, when calculated using a test frame, may provide stale information because the

actual transmission rate based on the scheduling policy is not known. However, when a

new flow is admitted in a stable network, its actual transmission rate can be predicted

based on current scheduling constraints. Let a newly generated flow has to be scheduled at

link Is → It. First, the current condition of the link need to be predicted. The link is called

to be “maximally loaded” if the remaining bandwidth in that link is less than the required

bandwidth for an arbitrary minimum priority flow. Note that the proposed scheduling

mechanism initially allocate the transmission rates based on their priority requirements,

as given in equation (3.9). Formally “maximally loaded” link can be defined as follows:

Definition 3.7. A link Is → It is called to be maximally loaded, if the following

condition holds,

η −
∑

F∈C(Is)

λ(F) ≤ ξ(Fminp, Is) (3.13)

where Fminp is an arbitrary flow with the minimum priority, and ξ(Fminp, Is) is calculated
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according to equation (3.9).

Based on this definition, following theorem can be derived.

Theorem 3.7. If a link Is → It is maximally loaded, then based on the proposed scheduling

policy, a newly admitted sub-flow Fnew(Is, It) can achieve at most ξ(Fnew, Is) amount of

transmission rate.

Proof. Let there are n number of sub-flows through the link Is → It, denoted as F1(Is, It),
F2(Is, It), ..., Fn(Is, It) corresponding to the flows F1,F2, ...,Fn. Further assume that

based on flow priority, the proposed scheduling mechanism allocates ξ(Fnew, Is) amount

of transmission rate initially for newly admitted flow Fnew. Note that,

ξ(Fnew, Is) ≥ ξ(Fminp, Is)

Let equation (3.13) is satisfied. This implies,

η −
∑

F∈C(Is)

λ(F) ≤ ξ(Fnew, Is)

So, if ξ(Fnew, Is) amount of transmission rate needs to be allocated to sub-flow

Fnew(Is, It), then the transmission rate of other flows have to be reduced. Consider any

arbitrary flow Fi. Based on Problem 3.1, Fi is already in the minimum of the maximum

achievable transmission rates of all its sub-flows. If the transmission rate for sub-flow

Fi(Is, It) is reduced to allocate ξ(Fnew, Is), then λ(Fi) would be the reduced transmission

rate for sub-flow Fi(Is, It). This is true for all the flows. Thus the maximum achievable

transmission rate for sub-flow Fnew(Is, It) is the initially allocated rate based on flow

priority, which is ξ(Fnew, Is).

When a new flow Fnew is going to be scheduled in a link Is → It, there can be two

possibilities,

1. The link is maximally loaded. Then the flow can get at most ξ(Fnew, Is) amount of

bandwidth through that link.

2. Otherwise, the flow can get at most η−
∑

F∈C(Is)

λ(F) amount of bandwidth through

that link.

In the proposed modifications over HWMP, the PREQ message contains a field called

“effective data rate” (EDR) which is used as the data rate value (r) for airtime link cost
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calculation, as given in equation (3.12). Based on this observation, EDR at every Is for a

newly admitted flow Fnew (EDRFnew(Is)) is calculated as follows:

EDRFnew(Is) = max


η − ∑

F∈C(Is)

λ(F)

 , ξ(Fnew, Is)

 (3.14)

The HWMP protocol is augmented as follows. The source interface initializes EDR

to∞ and airtime link cost to zero, and broadcasts PREQ through all its interfaces. When

an interfaces receives the PREQ message, it calculates EDR as follows:

EDRFnew = min(EDRFnew , EDRFnew(Is)) (3.15)

Where EDRFnew is the EDR value received through the PREQ packet. Then the

Schedule based ALM (S-ALM) is calculated as follows:

CS =

[
Oca +Op +

Bt
EDRFnew

]
1

1− ef
(3.16)

If the interface is not the final destination, then it broadcasts the updated PREQ

through all its interfaces. The updated PREQ contains the updated EDR and updated

metric value. The rest of the HWMP protocol works similar to the standard.

3.6 Performance Analysis through Simulation

The proposed scheme is simulated using Qualnet-5.0.1 [71] network simulator. The

performance is measured for both TCP traffic and UDP traffic. Jain Fairness Index [197]

is used to measure fairness between flows. The simulation setup and network model used

for simulation is described in following subsection.

3.6.1 Simulation Setup

The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 3.7. A mesh STA is placed in every square of

an 6 × 8 grids. 4 mesh STAs work as the mesh gate, and rest other mesh STAs work

as the mesh STA. The mesh gates are placed using an off-line heuristic similar to the

approach described in [198]. The dotted lines show the connectivity between the mesh

STAs. Mesh STAs are distributed uniformly in the arena. Every mesh STA is equipped

with two three-sectored multi-beam antenna with 120° beam-width, one for transmission,

and another for reception. The SINR Threshold is considered to be 4dB with transmit

power as 2.0mW . The main lobe gain is 7dB with side lobe gain as −20dB. Channel
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Mesh Gates

Mesh STAs

Figure 3.7: Simulation Scenario

bit error rate is modeled according to equation (17) and equation (18) from [199]. IEEE

802.11b with 11 Mbps channel bandwidth is used as physical layer specification that can

provide about 5.9 Mbps using TCP and 7.1 Mbps using UDP. There are 4 mesh gates each

equipped with three interfaces. So there are maximum 12 simultaneous communication

possible at all the mesh gates. This implies that if there are less than 12 flows, each flow in

the network can achieve maximum throughput, provided all the flows use different (mesh

gate, Interface) pair for communication.

CBR is used as application layer traffic for UDP flows. CBR packet size is taken as

8 bytes. Traffic is generated based on Weibull Distribution with mean 32 µs. As shown

in [200], wireless traffic characteristics can be captured correctly using Weibull distribution.

The duration of each flow is selected according to Log-Normal random variables [200], with

mean 20s and standard deviation 2. For TCP simulation, persistent FTP connections are

taken as the application layer traffic. A TCP variant, called TCP NJ-Plus [201] is used,

that is more suitable for WMN. TCP NJ-Plus is capable of distinguishing non-congestion

losses from the packet reordering in WMNs, and thus reduce unnecessary drops in TCP

congestion window.

Traffic sources are selected randomly among the mesh STAs. Sinks are also selected

randomly among the 4 mesh gates. Every simulation is executed 10 different times with

random (source,destination) pair and random seed values for the traffic generation. The

average is taken as the final result. The proposed scheduling scheme is simulated with both

ALM and S-ALM as the link metric for the HWMP protocol. The results are compared

with the standard MCCA channel access.
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Figure 3.8: TCP Average Throughput
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Figure 3.9: TCP Average Fairness Index

3.6.2 Analysis of the TCP Performance

TCP performance in the proposed scheme is analyzed through the end-to-end throughput

and the average fairness index. Fig. 3.8 shows the average end-to-end throughput for

the TCP traffics with respect to the number of flows. Fig. 3.9 shows the average

fairness index for the TCP traffic. Both the figures indicate that the performance of

the proposed scheduling mechanism is better compared to the standard MCCA based

channel access. Furthermore, the performance improves significantly if the S-ALM is used

as the metric for HWMP, along with the proposed scheduling mechanism. As there are

12 different interfaces for communication through mesh gates, the network gets saturated

with approximately 12 number of TCP flows. It has been observed from the analysis
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Figure 3.10: Average UDP Throughput

of the simulation trace that TCP congestion is more in case of the MCCA, and buffer

overflow occurs at the intermediate mesh STAs because of the severe unfairness among

the sub-flows of a TCP flow. For example, the simulation trace shows that the Jain

Fairness Index for the sub-flows of a single TCP flows drops as much as 0.2 for MCCA.

The beam prioritization method used in the proposed scheduling mechanism solves this

problem by providing max-min fairness among the sub-flows of different flows based on

their required transmission rate. This max-min fairness among different flows provides the

equal-time fairness among the sub-flows of a single flow, and thus reduce the buffer overflow

at intermediate mesh STAs. The HWMP protocol along with S-ALM further improves the

performance by distributing the flows in the network, and thus reduces the congestion at

the network bottlenecks. The reduction in the congestion improves the TCP performance

significantly. As seen from Fig. 3.9, TCP fairness increases for the proposed scheduling

along with S-ALM, compared to other schemes, as number of flows are increased in the

network.

3.6.3 Analysis of the UDP Performance

The average UDP throughput versus the number of UDP sources is shown in Fig. 3.10.

UDP sinks are selected randomly among the mesh gates. From the scenario set-up, the

average data rate for the CBR transmissions is approximately 2 Mbps. Fig. 3.10 shows that

the UDP throughput improves significantly in the proposed scheduling scheme, compared

to the MCCA based channel access. The HWMP protocol along with S-ALM further

improves the average UDP throughput.
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Figure 3.11: Average UDP Fairness

Fig. 3.11 shows the average fairness index versus the number of UDP sources. It can

be seen from the figure that, after the network gets saturated (which is with 45 number of

flows, the fairness index for UDP flows in case of the MCCA drops drastically. From the

simulation analysis, it has been observed that the packet delivery rates for the UDP traffic

flows depend on the amount of contention near the UDP sources. So the flows which face

less contention near the UDP sources forward more number of packets, resulting in packet

overflow near the mesh gates. This affects the flows with the high contention near the

UDP source. However, contention is same near the mesh gates for both type of flows. This

makes severe unfairness in case of the MCCA based access mechanism. In the proposed

scheduling mechanism, the packet delivery rate of a flow depends on the overall contention

of the network. As contention is more near the mesh gates, each and every flow forwards

packet in a balance delivery rate which is equal to the transmission rate of the sub-flows

near the mesh gates. This reduces the unfairness among different UDP flows, as seen from

Fig. 3.11. The unfairness is further reduced by using S-ALM as the link metric for mesh

path selection, along with the proposed scheduling.

The end-to-end delay for the UDP traffic versus the number of UDP sources is shown

in Fig. 3.12. It can be seen from the figure that the average end-to-end delay for the

proposed scheme is similar to the delay with MCCA based channel access. Thus the

proposed beam-prioritization method does not incurs any extra packet delivery delay.

However, the HWMP protocol along with S-ALM reduces the packet delay by admitting

new flows based on the scheduling mechanism, and by distributing the flows evenly in the

network.
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Figure 3.12: UDP Average Delay
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Figure 3.13: UDP % Packet Loss

Fig. 3.13 shows the percentage packet loss for the UDP traffic versus the number of

traffic sources. As the network becomes saturated, the packet loss for the UDP traffic

increases exponentially. From the analysis of the simulation trace, it has been observed

that the packet losses are due to the network congestion and the buffer overflow at the

intermediate mesh STAs. In the proposed scheduling mechanism, the total packet arrival

rate at the network bottlenecks can not exceed the the link capacity, as formulated in

Problem 3.1. So the buffer overflow is reduced significantly in the proposed scheme. The

HWMP protocol along with S-ALM further reduces the buffer overflow by selecting the

best path for the newly admitted flows.
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3.7 Summary

In this chapter a scheme is proposed to improve the performance of MCCA based WMNs

where each mesh STA is equipped with multiple switched beam directional antenna with

multi-beam antenna array. A decentralized optimization scheme is formulated and a

distributed local search mechanism is proposed to find out the theoretical maximum

achievable transmission rate for each communication flow in the network. Based on this

information, the MAF limit of MCCA is tuned to minimize the difference between the

actual transmission rate and the theoretical maximum transmission rate. The performance

of the proposed scheduling mechanism is improved further by tuning the ALM for the

HWMP path selection mechanism, based on the scheduling information. Simulation result

shows that the proposed scheme performs better compared to the standard IEEE 802.11s

MCCA based channel access mechanism.

This chapter assumes all the traffic flows in the network are of similar priority.

However, to support better QoS to the end users, real time flows are prioritized based

on the service level agreement with the end users. In this scenario, the flow scheduling

problem needs to support proportional fairness, where the data rates of the flows should

be proportional to their service class priority. The utility function for multi-class traffics

is non-convex, and therefore, the distributed convex decomposition method, as proposed

is this chapter, becomes inapplicable. The next chapter provides the scheduling, mesh

path selection and service differentiation method for multi-class traffics in a directional

multi-interface WMN.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Class Traffic in Directional

Mesh Networks: Scheduling, Path

Selection and Service

Differentiation

The joint scheduling and mesh path selection mechanism proposed in the previous chapter

has assumed a single-class traffic, where the traffic priority of every flow is similar, and the

channel allocation depends only on the traffic load, not on the individual traffic priority and

the service level agreement. However, QoS is an important requirement for modern days

network to provide guaranteed service to the end users. To support better QoS assurance,

network traffic has been traditionally classified into four service classes - voice, video,

background and best effort [202]. While inter-class service differentiation is necessary to

assure proportional resource distribution among different classes of services, based on their

class priority, intra-class fairness is also need to be assured so that traffics from similar

service classes get equal opportunity to utilize network resources.

As discussed in Chapter 2, (α, ℘) proportional fairness provides a good trade-off

between the proportional fairness and the max-min fairness for supporting inter-class

service differentiation and intra-class fairness simultaneously. This chapter proposes a

service differentiation strategy over the MCCA channel access protocol. The optimum

bandwidth allocation problem based on the service differentiation is modeled as a

centralized optimization based on (α, ℘) proportional fairness criteria. The log-convexity

of the centralized optimization is explored to design a localized distributed solution using
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the sub-gradient approximation method. The convergence and equilibrium criteria of the

distributed mechanism is analyzed theoretically. Finally the HWMP protocol is augmented

to support admission control for the proper working of the service differentiation strategy.

The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is analyzed using simulation results.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The motivation behind designing a

new QoS adaptation protocol over IEEE 802.11s MCCA is described in Section 4.1. The

centralized problem formulation for the inter-class service differentiation and the intra-

class fairness is discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 provides the distributed decomposition

method for the proposed centralized optimization by designing a per-STA solution using

sub-gradient optimization method. The call admission control mechanism over the HWMP

protocol is discussed in Section 4.4. The performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed

using simulation results, as reported in Section 4.5. Finally Section 4.6 concludes the

chapter.

4.1 Motivation

As discussed in Chapter 2, IEEE 802.11e EDCA supports service differentiation by

maintaining separate CW and AIFSN for different service classes. However, IEEE 802.11s

does not provide any service differentiation mechanism on the top of MCCA protocol.

EDCA like service differentiation can not be directly incorporated in MCCA, because the

design philosophy for EDCA is different from the design philosophy of MCCA. EDCA is

a probabilistic contention-based channel access protocol, whereas MCCA is a reservation-

based channel access protocol. Further, EDCA is known to perform poorly in terms

of fairness for multi-hop networks, though it provides better QoS support for service

differentiation [202].

MCCA has an inbuilt limitation that prevents it to provide service level QoS

guarantee. The maximum number of MCCAOPs that can be reserved within a DTIM

interval is bounded by MAF limit. The standard proposes to use a fixed MAF limit.

In [203], the authors have shown that fixed MAF limit at every mesh STA provides equal

air-time usage to the contending mesh STAs. Therefor, every mesh STA can have equal

channel access opportunity in a DTIM interval. This approach provides equal time fairness

among the mesh STAs and is not suitable for a multi-class service network. mesh STAs

with higher priority traffic may require more channel access compared to mesh STAs having

low priority traffic. EDCA provides service differentiation by maintaining separate CW

and AIFSN values for different service classes. Similar approach of maintaining separate
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MAF limits is not possible in MCCA as it may lead to network inconsistency if a single

mesh STA serves for both high priority and low priority traffics. The reason behind this is

as follows: MAF limit determines how many MCCAOPs a mesh STA can reserve within

a DTIM interval, whereas CW or AIFSN denotes how many slots a node have to wait

before accessing the channel. If a single mesh STA uses different MAF limits for different

service classes within a single DTIM interval, then maintaining contention free reservation

would become impossible. Therefore every mesh STA should maintain a single MAF limit

for the complete DTIM interval that can be tuned adaptively at the beginning of DTIM

interval. The adaptive MAF limit should be based on the current channel requirement for

the mesh STA that assures QoS for all flows passing through it.

4.2 Centralized Problem Formulation for Service-Differentiation

and Fairness

Similar to Chapter 3, it is considered that every mesh STA uses switched beam smart

antenna system [181] for directional communication. It is assumed that every mesh

STA uses MCCA as the MAC layer channel access protocol, and HWMP as the mesh

path selection protocol. To allow simultaneous operations using different interfaces, every

interface maintains separate MAC layer scheduling parameters. The protocol interference

model, as described in Chapter 3, section 3.3 is also considered for this chapter. However, it

has been assumed that every flow has different priority. The concept of the network graph

(Gnet), communication graph (Gcom), interference graph (Ginf ) and the channel sharing

graph (Gch) are also used in this chapter without any change in the definitions.

Let F denote the set of flows in the network. As discussed in previous chapter, a

flow F ∈ F can be divided in several MAC layer sub-flows. Let F(F) denote the set

of sub-flows for flow F . It can be noted that each sub-flow represents an edge in the

communication graph. Let λ(Ij , Ik) denote the rate for the sub-flow (Ij , Ik). Every flow

F ∈ F is associated with an utility function UF : R+ → R. Thus flow F attains an

utility UF (λ(F)) when it sends data at rate λ(F), satisfying λ(F) ≥ λ(F). Here λ(F) is

the minimum rate bound to satisfy service level QoS agreement. ℘(F) is the priority for

flow F . For (α, ℘) proportional fairness, the utility function is defined as follows, using a

similar method proposed in [109];

UF (λ(F)) =

{
℘(F)(1− α)−1λ(F)1−α, if α 6= 1;

℘(F) log(λ(F)), if α = 1.
(4.1)
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The correctness of the utility function can be proved using following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let λ∗ be the optimal solution of the problem;

max
∑
F∈F

UF (λ(F))

where UF (λ(F)) is given in equation (4.1). Then λ∗ is (α, ℘) proportional fair.

Proof. The lemma can be proved directly by extending the proof for Lemma 2 given

in [109].

Let Γ(α) be an indicator variable such that,

Γ(α) =

{
1, if α = 1;

0, if α 6= 1.
(4.2)

Then the utility function can be represented as;

UF (λ(F)) = Γ(α)℘(F) log(λ(F)) + (1− Γ(α))℘(F)(1− α)−1λ(F)1−α (4.3)

Let λ = {λ(F)|∀f ∈ F} be the rate vector. Then λ is a convex set. The following theorem

characterizes the utility function.

Theorem 4.1. UF (λ(F)) is a continuously differentiable strictly concave utility function.

Proof. From equation (4.3),

δ

δλ(F)
UF (λ(F)) = Γ(α)℘(F)λ(F)−1 + (1− Γ(α))℘(F)λ(F)−α

Similarly,
δ2

δλ(F)2
= −Γ(α)℘(F)λ(F)−2 − (1− Γ(α))℘(F)αλ(F)−α−1

As λ(F) > 0;

δ2

δλ(F)2
< 0

Therefore the function UF (λ(F)) is continuously differentiable and monotonic increasing.

Therefore, it is concave.

Let C denotes the set of maximal cliques in the channel sharing graph Gch. The rate

optimization problem for (α, ℘) proportional fairness can be formalized as follows;
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Problem 4.1.

max
∑
F∈F

UF (λ(F)) (4.4a)

s.t. λ(F) = min {λ(F(Ij , Ik))|F(Ij , Ik) ∈ S(F)} ; ∀F ∈ F (4.4b)

∑
Ij∈C

∑
∀FIj

λ(FIj )

 ≤ η; ∀C ∈ C (4.4c)

λ(F) ≥ λ(F); ∀f ∈ F (4.4d)

The objective is to maximize the utility for all flows ensuring a set of constraints. The

first constraint ensures that the data rate for a flow is the minimum among all the rates

for its sub-flows. The second constraint ensures the interference minimization in terms

of clique constraint. The third constraint ensures the feasibility of solution for minimum

service level QoS guarantee. The value α is tuned by the service provider to make a

balance between proportional fairness and max-min fairness. The effect of α is analyzed

later in this chapter using simulation results.

Lemma 4.2. Problem 4.1 is a convex optimization over λ.

Proof. Theorem 4.1 shows that the utility function is continuously differentiable concave

function defined over a convex set λ. All the three constraints are also linear with λ. So

the optimization is convex over λ.

In the next section, a distributed method is designed to solve this centralized

optimization formulation based sub-gradient projection method.

4.3 Distributed Convex Decomposition and Per-Interface

Solution

The distributed per-interface solution has three steps;

(i) The centralized problem is decomposed for per-interface such that the distributed

problem becomes a convex subset of the centralized problem (called distributed

convex decomposition).

(ii) The sub-gradient of the centralized problem is calculated using penalty based

approach.
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(iii) The distributed convex decomposition is used to solve the sub-gradients iteratively

to find the global optimum solution (called sub-gradient projection).

4.3.1 Distributed Convex Decomposition

Problem 4.1 is centralized in nature, and requires complete network information to

solve. The convexity of the problem along with the observation from interference

characterization, given in Corollary 3.1 of Chapter 3, help to decompose the problem

in per-interface basis. Let Iz be the intended interface. Fz is the set of flows through Iz.
Cz is the set of maximal cliques to which Iz belongs. Cz can be computed locally, as shown

in Corollary 3.1 in Chapter 3. Then the centralized Problem 4.1 can be decomposed at

the interface Iz as follows.

Problem 4.2.

max
∑
F∈Fz

UF (λ(F)) (4.5a)

s.t. λ(F) = min
{
λ(F(Ij ,Ik))|F(Ij ,Ik) ∈ S(F)

}
; ∀F ∈ Fz (4.5b)

∑
Ix∈C

∑
∀FIx

λFIx

 ≤ η; ∀C ∈ Cz (4.5c)

λ(F) ≥ λ(F); ∀F ∈ Fz (4.5d)

Following theorem characterized the distributed decomposition.

Theorem 4.2. Problem 4.2 is a convex subset of Problem 4.1.

Proof. It can be noted that;

Fz ⊂ F;
⋃
z

Fz = F (4.6)

Cz ⊂ C;
⋃
z

Cz = C (4.7)

Consequently Problem 4.2 is a subset of Problem 4.1. Any bounded subset of a convex

set is also convex. So Problem 4.2 is also convex.
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4.3.2 Sub-gradient Calculation

The solution of Problem 4.1 is based on distributed sub-gradient method [204, 205] over

Problem 4.2. Let;

GF (λ(F)) = λ(F)−min
{
λ(F(Ij ,Ik))|F(Ij ,Ik) ∈ S(F)

}
(4.8)

HC(λ(F)) =
∑
Ix∈C

∑
∀FIx

λFIx

− η (4.9)

RF (λ(F)) = λ(F)− λ(F) (4.10)

Therefore, equation (4.4b) becomes GF (λ(F)) = 0. However, equality constants

are difficult to model for distributed sub-gradient method. The boundary points exist

at infinity for equity constraints, and the solution may be trapped within those points.

As the objective function maximizes rate for every flow, a relaxation can be given over

equation (4.4b), by making it GF (λ(F)) ≤ 0. Although this does not effect the final

solution, it helps to avoid infinite boundary points. λ is the rate vector. Therefore the

centralized optimization given in Problem 4.1 can be represented as;

Problem 4.3.

max
∑
F∈Fz

UF (λ) (4.11a)

s.t. GF (λ) ≤ 0; ∀f ∈ F (4.11b)

HC(λ) ≤ 0; ∀C ∈ C (4.11c)

RF (λ) ≤ 0; ∀f ∈ F (4.11d)

This chapter uses penalty based approach for distributed sub-gradient optimiza-

tion [204, 206]. A penalty function should impose a positive penalty at infeasible points

and no penalty at feasible points. A suitable penalty function β for the constraints in

Problem 4.3 can be defined as;

β(λ) =
∑
F∈F

φ(GF (λ)) +
∑
C∈C

ψ(HC(λ)) +
∑
F∈F

κ(RF (λ)) (4.12)

where φ, ψ and κ are continuous functions satisfying following constraints;
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φ(s) = 0 if s ≤ 0 and φ(s) > 0 if s > 0 (4.13)

ψ(s) = 0 if s ≤ 0 and ψ(s) > 0 if s > 0 (4.14)

κ(s) = 0 if s ≤ 0 and κ(s) > 0 if s > 0 (4.15)

The functions φ, ψ and κ can be written as the form;

φ(s) = (max{0, s})m (4.16)

ψ(s) = (max{0, s})m (4.17)

κ(s) = (max{0, s})m (4.18)

where m is a positive integer. This chapter assumes m ≥ 2 that provides a smooth

penalty function [204, 206]. The gradient projection method is directly applicable in this

case.

The auxiliary function for Problem 4.3 can be defined as;

∑
F∈F

UF (λ)− ωβ(λ) (4.19)

Here ω is the penalty scaling factor. The penalty based approach solves following

problem;

θ(λ, ω) = max
λ

{∑
F∈F

UF (λ)− ωβ(λ)

}
(4.20)

Here θ(λ, ω) is an unconstrained optimization problem. If m ≥ 2, optimal solutions

of θ(λ, ω) do not give exact solution of Problem 4.3. However from Theorem 9.2.2 of [204],

by making ω sufficiently large, θ(λ, ω) can be made to represent Problem 4.3.

4.3.3 Sub-gradient Projection

The sub-gradient method solves the unconstrained optimization given in equation (4.20).

To solve equation (4.20), every interface needs to know the solution vector λ. This value

is calculated iteratively using sub-gradient projection. Let λ(n) be the solution received

at nth iteration. The sub-gradient projection method updates λ as follows;

λ(n+1) =
[
λ(n) + γξ(n)

z

]
(4.21)
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Here γ is a constant step size. ξ
(n)
z is the sub-gradient of the local objective

(distributed decomposition) which is calculated as follows.

Let βz(λ) be the penalty function calculated from the distributed decomposition using

similar way as described earlier. The local unconstrained optimization for the distributed

decomposition, given in Problem 4.2, can be represented as;

θz(λ, ω) = max
λ

{∑
F∈Fz

UF (λ)− ωβz(λ)

}
(4.22)

Therefore,

ξz =
δ

δλ
θz(λ, ω) (4.23)

Equation (4.23) can be solved numerically at Iz, for every flow passing through it.

The sub-gradient update procedure works as follows;

1. At every interface, λ is initiated to zero.

2. Let F ∈ Fz. The sub-gradient for flow F is updated using equation (4.21).

3. The solution for flow F is piggybacked with the DATA packets for that flow. All

the interfaces update λ, on receiving the DATA packet.

4. Every interface also broadcasts its own λ within three hops. This is required to

maintain interference constraints.

In next subsection, the convergence and the equilibrium of the proposed method is

analyzed theoretically.

4.3.4 Convergence and Equilibrium Analysis

In distributed sub-gradient methods, several communicating entities (called the agent)

coordinate to find globally optimal solution from their local information. The convergence

and the equilibrium of a distributed sub-gradient method depends on four criteria [196];

1. Connectivity: All the agents should be connected with each other.

2. Bounded Inter-communication Interval: Agents should inform their local

solutions to the neighborhood periodically.

3. Simultaneous Information Exchange: Agents should exchange their local

solutions simultaneously.
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4. Symmetric Weight: Agents should behave similarly, and give equal priority to

their local solutions.

In the proposed mechanism, the interfaces act as the agents. These four conditions

are satisfied in the proposed mechanism. Every interface is connected with other interfaces

(through multi-hop communication). The interfaces forward their local solutions through

the DATA packets. They also exchange the solutions in three-hop neighborhood through

periodic broadcasting. Further the values of α and ω are uniform throughout the network

(set by the service provider) which provides equal scaling to the solutions from all

interfaces. Then according to Proposition 3 of [196], following theorem can be derived

directly for the convergence of the proposed scheme.

Theorem 4.3. The proposed scheme converges in O(NI) rounds where NI is the number

of interfaces in the network.

The equilibrium for the proposed scheme is derived through following lemmas and

theorems.

Lemma 4.3. The sub-gradient defined in equation (4.23) is Lipschitz continuous.

Proof. From Theorem 4.1, UF (λ) is continuously differentiable. βz(λ) is linear to λ.

Therefore;
δ

δλ(F)
β(λ) = constant

So, δ
δλθz is continuously differentiable. Hence, ξz, defined in equation (4.23) is Lipschitz

continuous.

Theorem 4.4. The solution of Problem 4.2 is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. Lemma 4.3 states that the sub-gradient is Lipschitz continuous. From Theorem 4.2,

Problem 4.2 is convex. As UF (λ) is strictly concave (from Theorem 4.1) and β(λ) is

linear, θ(λ, ω) is strictly concave (subtraction of a linear function from a concave function

results in a concave function). So there exists λ∗ ∈ R+, for which the sequence given in

equation (4.21) converges to the globally asymptotically stable state [204].

Once the required data rate for every flow is known, MCCA is tuned to get required

data rate based on service demand. The MCCA tuning mechanism is given in the next

subsection.
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4.3.5 Tuning MCCA for Service-Differentiation

A similar method is used as proposed in Chapter 3 for tuning MAF limits based on

traffic demand. Consider an interface Ij . Let λ(FIj ) denote the total data rate for the

flows through interface Ij . C(Ij) denotes the set of cliques in which interface Ij belongs,

according to protocol model. Then the MAF limit for interface Ij , MAFLIj , is set as

follows.

MAFLIj = min
∀C∈C(Ij)

 λ(FIj )∑
Ik∈C

λ(FIk)

 (4.24)

The adaptive MAF limit solves the problem of service differentiation among

contending mesh STAs. Every mesh STA can reserve channel in a DTIM interval

proportional to its service demand. The service demand is calculated based on minimum

service level QoS assurance. Therefore a mesh STA can reserve sufficient number of

MCCAOPs within a DTIM interval that meets the requirement for the flow based on its

priority. Further the conditions for (α, ℘) proportional fairness ensures QoS maintaining

minimum service demand as well as equity among the flows with similar service priority.

Once the total required channel share within a DTIM interval is determined using

equation (4.24), per-class reservation at a single interface can be assured using standard

MCCAOP reservation procedure. Let interface Ij has two flows within it - one high

priority flow and another low priority flow. Then during MCCAOP reservation procedure

for every flow, the MCCAOP duration and periodicity would be set according to the

priority for that flow. This can be computed locally at every interface based on standard

priority queuing mechanism.

4.4 Call Admission Control using HWMP

In the proposed scheme the network utilization is maximized while ensuring minimum

service requirement and fairness among the flows. However, tuning MAF limit alone can

not provide complete service-differentiation. When a new flow arrives, the flow should be

admitted to the network if its required service demand can be satisfied, without affecting

minimum service demands for other flows. For this purpose, the reactive HWMP protocol

is augmented to check whether the service demand for the new flow can be satisfied,

without degrading QoS requirements for other flows.

IEEE 802.11s uses HWMP for MAC layer path selection. As a hybrid protocol,
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Algorithm 4.1 An interface Receives PREQ with ESR, ℘(Fnew), λ(Fnew)

1: λ(Fnew)← ESR

2: λ← [λ, λ(Fnew)]

3: Update sub-gradient given in equation (4.23) using λ, and find the maximum

achievable rate (λ∗(Fnew)) using equation (4.21).

4: if solution is feasible then

5: ESR∗ ← λ∗(Fnew)

6: Broadcast PREQ with ESR∗, ℘(Fnew), λ(Fnew).

7: else

8: Drop the PREQ message.

9: end if

HWMP aims at merging advantages of both proactive and reactive routing mechanisms.

It can be configured to operate in two modes - on-demand reactive mode and tree-based

proactive mode. For mesh path selection, the IEEE 802.11s standard [25] defines ALM

as the path selection metric for each link. For the ease of presentation, the definition of

ALM (C) is reproduced in this chapter, given as follows,

C =

[
Oca +Op +

Bt
r

]
1

1− ef
(4.25)

Where Oca and Op are constants named as the channel access overhead and the protocol

overhead, respectively. Bt is the test frame size. The input parameters r and ef are bit

rate in Mbps and the frame error rate for the test frame size Bt respectively. Based on the

reactive mode of HWMP, a call admission control mechanism is proposed. The HWMP

protocol with support for call admission control, is termed as CAC-HWMP. The detailed

working procedure of CAC-HWMP is given in following sub-section.

4.4.1 Working Procedure of CAC-HWMP

In the proposed modification of HWMP, apart from ALM, three parameters have been

incorporated in PREQ message - the service class priority of the new flow to be admitted

(℘(Fnew)), the minimum traffic demand for service level QoS agreement (λ(Fnew)) and

Estimated Service Rate (ESR) that determines maximum data rate the flow can achieve.

Let Fnew be the new flow that is admitted in the network. The actions performed by an

interface on receiving such a PREQ message is shown in Algorithm 4.1.

According to Algorithm 4.1, every interface executes the local sub-gradient update

method to find out whether the local solution is feasible with the minimum service demand
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for the new flow to be admitted. If the minimum service demand is satisfied, then ESR is

updated with the locally found optimal solution for the newly admitted flow. The PREQ

message is further broadcast with the updated ESR value. If the solution is not feasible, it

indicates that the path can not provide minimum service demand for that flow. Then the

PREQ message is dropped. As a result, the destination interface receives PREQ messages

only through the paths that can assure minimum service demand. It then selects the best

PREQ based on airtime metric value, and forwards the PREP message through that path.

If the flow can not be admitted in the network satisfying its traffic demand, then

the source interface does not receive PREP messages within a timeout interval. In this

case, the flow is dropped. The time-out interval can be set based on the end-to-end delay

requirement for that flow. The timeout value should be less than the end-to-end delay

requirement.

The convergence of Algorithm 4.1 is based on the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5. Let the network be in stable state, indicating λ at every interface is the

optimal solution. Let a new flow Fnew is admitted such that λ = [λ, λ(Fnew)]. λ(Fnew) is

initialized to zero. If λ is feasible, then λ can be calculated directly from equation (4.21).

Proof. The proof for this theorem comes from Lipschitz continuity of the sub-gradient

given in equation (4.23). As the sub-gradient is Lipschitz continuous, there exists τ ≥ 0,

such that for two flows F1 and f2 where F1 6= f2,

|θ(λ(F1), ω)− θ(λ(F2), ω)|
|λ(F1)− λ(F2)|

≤ τ

Consider an arbitrary flow Fa which is in stable condition. Let the rate for flow Fa is

λ(stable)(Fa) before the new flow is introduced, and λ(upd)(Fa) after the admission of the

new flow. Then according to Lipschitz continuity criteria before the admission of Fnew;

|θ(λ(stable)(Fa), ω)|
|λ(stable)(Fa)|

≤ τ (4.26)

Similarly after the admission of the new flow;

|θ(λ(upd)(Fa), ω)− θ(λ(Fnew), ω)|
|λ(upd)(Fa)− λ(Fnew)|

≤ τ (4.27)

As θ is strictly concave, from equation (4.26) and equation (4.27), it can be concluded

that;

θ(λ(upd)(Fa), ω) ≤ θ(λ(stable)(F), ω)
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Therefore, whenever a new flow is introduced, the solutions for existing flows are non-

oscillating, and decrease uniformly. If feasible solution exists, the sub-gradient directly

converges to the updated solution [196], giving the optimal solution for the newly admitted

flow.

Therefore, in a stable network, HWMP can be used to find out whether minimum

service demand for a newly admitted flow can be assured or not. If the demand can be

assured, the flow is admitted in the network. Once the flow is admitted, the network

again converges to the stable state rapidly according to Theorem 4.5, by updating traffic

demand for every affected flow.

Consequently, whenever an existing flow leaves the network, the solutions for existing

flows are non-oscillating and increases uniformly (can be proved using similar argument

as of Theorem 4.5. Then all the affected flows increase their rates based on sub-gradient

update using equation (4.21). In a stable network, the sub-gradient update depends

only on the flow priorities, not on their actual traffic rate. Further, flow join and leave

operations are atomic in nature. Every interface assumes the presence of a flow whenever

it receives either a DATA packet for that flow, or broadcast information from its neighbor.

If it does not receives this information within a timeout interval, it assumes that the flow is

terminated, and updates rate vector λ accordingly. Therefore the sub-gradient update at

each interface for flow join and for flow leave are mutually independent, and are executed

atomically. This assures first convergence when a new flow is admitted in the network, or

an existing flow leaves the network.

4.4.2 Applicability of the Proposed Scheme for Four Class Service

System

IEEE 802.11 defines four classes of services - voice (VO), video (VD), background (BK)

and best effort (BE). The proposed scheme can be extended to support these four classes

of service. The specific service requirements fo these four classes are as follows;

� Voice (VO): Highest priority traffic, requires minimum bandwidth guarantee,

minimum delay and negligible packet loss.

� Video (VD): Next highest priority, delay should be as small as possible, jitter

should be negligible, can tolerate limited packet loss.

� Background (BK): Priority is less than video traffic, however loss rate should be

as less as possible.
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� Best-Effort (BE): No specific QoS requirement.

Following criteria should be satisfied to support these four class services over the proposed

scheme;

℘V O > ℘V D > ℘BK > ℘BE (4.28)

Equation (4.28) denotes that the priority of VO traffic is maximum, and the traffic

priority decreases in the order of VD to BK and BE traffic. Further following minimum

traffic guarantee should be ensured.

λBE ≥ 0

λV O > λV D ≥ λBK > λBE (4.29)

The specific service parameters can be set by the service provider. It can be noted

that the end-to-end delay guarantee can be ensured by the timeout interval of HWMP

PREP reception during flow admission. The above considerations are sufficient to support

QoS provisioning for four class service system. The proposed scheme allocates channel

share to the traffic from every class proportionally to their class priority, maintaining

minimum bandwidth demand. The minimum bandwidth demand also ensures delay and

jitter guarantee. Further, the α value ensures that no traffic class can overuse channel

share that may affect BE services. The effectiveness of (α, ℘) proportional fairness over

max-min fairness and proportional fairness is analyzed in the next section using simulation

results.

4.5 Simulation Results

The proposed scheme is implemented using Qualnet 5.0.1 [71] network simulator frame-

work. The performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed for service-differentiation

and fairness, and compared with IEEE 802.11s standard. Further the effectiveness of the

proposed scheme for (α, ℘) fairness is compared with max-min fairness and proportional

fairness. Standard IEEE 802.11 four class service is considered for performance measure-

ment in various scenarios.

4.5.1 Simulation Set-up

In the simulation scenario, 40 mesh STAs have been deployed in the simulation arena

uniformly using mean connectivity 4. This indicates that every mesh STA has on an
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average 4 mesh STAs in its communication range. Out of these mesh STAs, 3 mesh

STAs have been selected as mesh gate. The mesh gates are selected using degree based

Greedy Dominating Tree Set Partitioning (degree based GDTSP) algorithm proposed

in [207]. Degree based GDTSP algorithm optimizes connectivity among the mesh gates

and other mesh STAs in the network. Every mesh STA is equipped with 3 interfaces.

Every interface is connected with switched beam smart antenna with main lobe gain as

15dB and side lobe gain as −20dB. IEEE 802.11g 54Mbps physical layer technology is

used for communication. Capture effect is enabled at physical layer with capture threshold

of 4dB with transmit power 16dBm. These physical layer settings are according to CISCO

1500 series MAPs [208].

MCCA is used as the MAC layer standard. DTIM interval is kept at 600µs. The

beacon transmission time is set as 200µs. HWMP is used for mesh path selection. HWMP

route timeout is kept as 3sec, and number of PREQ attempts is set to 2. That means a

mesh STA can try to find out the the path for a flow at most 2 times. If no PREP message

arrives for 2 consecutive times, the flow is dropped.

Four classes of traffic are considered for simulation purpose. The traffic are generated

using Qualnet traffic generator framework. The traffic priority, minimum bandwidth

demand and average flow duration for each service class is given in Table 4.1. It can

be noted that the properties shown in Table 4.1 may vary in real system. For example,

the average flow durations are taken smaller compared to their actual durations, to avoid

lengthy simulation process. However, for the comparative analysis purpose, the variance

in the data matters, not their actual values. For example, the average duration of a VO

flow should be less compared to a VD flow. In real system, the results can be scaled up

or scaled down based on the actual parameters used. Here we are only interested in a

comparative performance analysis. The parameters shown in Table 4.1 are sufficient for

this purpose.

The flow durations are chosen using log-normal distribution with mean values given

in Table 4.1. This captures real time traffic distribution characteristics in a community

network. Every experiment is executed for 10 different times with 10 different seed values.

The average values are taken to plot the graphs. However, the confidence intervals are

also shown in every graph.

4.5.2 Effect of Inter-Class Flow Differentiation and Intra-Class Fairness

For this class of experiments, two types of flows are taken - high priority VO flows, and low

priority BE flows. The traffic generation rate for VO flows is exponentially distributed with
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Table 4.1: Traffic properties for different service classes

Traffic

Class
Priority

Minimum

Demand

(kbps)

Mean

Flow

Duration

(min)

VO 7 64 1

VD 5 48 5

BK 3 20 5

BE 1 0 20

mean 100Kbps and variance 10Kbps. Similarly the traffic generation rate for BE flows

is Poisson distributed with mean 1Mbps and variance 0.1Mbps. Service differentiation

gets affected just after the network saturation (total traffic demand overshoots network

capacity). Therefore number of flows are selected based on saturation point. Jain fairness

index [197] is used to check fairness among the flows from similar traffic classes. Jain

fairness index is defined as follows;

F (λ) =
(
∑
λ(F))2

n(
∑
λ(F)2)

(4.30)

where λ(F) is the throughput for flow f , and n is the total number of such flows. For these

set of experiments, α value is taken as 20 that provides a trade-off between proportional

fairness and max-min fairness.

Figure 4.1 shows the throughput of VO flows with respect to increasing number of

BE flows. For this experiment, network saturation occurs with 40 numbers of BE flows.

30 VO flows are distributed uniformly in the network. BE flows are also distributed

uniformly so that complete network would get saturated. Without uniform distribution of

flows, performance comparison is difficult as some portion of the network gets saturated

whereas some portion may still remain in unsaturation. Average throughput for VO flows

is considered to plot the graph. It can be observed from the graph that before saturation,

both the proposed scheme and standard IEEE 802.11s performs similarly. However after

saturation, the performance for VO flows drops exponentially in case of IEEE 802.11s

network. On the other hand, the throughput for the VO flows in the proposed scheme

is always maintained to its minimum demand, 64Kbps. In case of IEEE 802.11s, the BE

flows reserve maximum MCCAOPs in the DTIM interval, which affects the performance

of VO flows. In the proposed scheme maximum MCCAOP reservation for BE flows is

limited by number of high priority VO flows present in the network.
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Figure 4.1: Throughput: VO Flows in Presence of BE Flows
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Figure 4.2: Throughput: BE Flows in Presence of Voice Flows

Figure 4.2 shows the throughput for BE flows with respect to increasing number of

VO flows. For this experiment, 20 numbers of BE flows are considered. Like previous,

the BE and VO flows are distributed uniformly in the network. For this scenario,

network saturation occurs with 50 numbers of VO flows. It can be noted that there

is no minimum traffic demand for BE services. Therefore, as the number of VO flows

increase in the network, the throughput for the BE flows drops in the proposed scheme to
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Figure 4.3: Throughput: BE Flows in Presence of BE Flows

accommodate the high priority VO flows. Standard IEEE 802.11s does not make service

class differentiation. Therefore, increasing number of VO flows in the network does not

affect the performance of BE flows. As the data rate for BE flows is significantly higher

than the VO flows, BE flows reserve most of the MCCAOPs in the DTIM interval for

IEEE 802.11s, affecting performance of VO flows.

Figure 4.3 shows the performance of BE flows with increasing number of BE flows in

the network. For this experiment the network contains only BE flows. Network saturation

occurs with 35 numbers of BE flows. In this case, the throughput for BE flows drops

for both the cases - the proposed scheme and standard IEEE 802.11s. However, average

per-flow throughput for the proposed scheme is higher compared to IEEE 802.11s. The

reason behind this is intra-class fairness provisioning used in the proposed scheme. In

IEEE 802.11s standard, some flows get starved when traffic demand is very high. Fairness

assurance in the proposed scheme solves the problem of starvation, resulting increase in

per-flow throughput.

Intra-class fairness for the above three experiments have been shown in Figure 4.4-

Figure 4.6. Figure 4.4 shows fairness among VO flows with respect to increasing number

of BE flows. Figure 4.5 plots the fairness index for BE flows with increasing number of

VO flows. Similarly Figure 4.6 shows fairness among BE flows when number of BE flows

are increased in the network. In all the three cases, the proposed scheme provides more

intra-class fairness compared to standard IEEE 802.11s.
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Figure 4.4: Fairness Index: VO Flows in Presence of BE Flows
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Figure 4.5: Fairness Index: BE Flows in Presence of Voice Flows

4.5.3 Trade-off Between Proportional Fairness and Max-Min Fairness

A set of experiments have been performed to analyze the trade-off between proportion

fairness and max-min fairness. For these experiments, 20 BE flows with 1Mbps mean

data rate is distributed uniformly in the network. The fairness index is measured by

varying number of VO flows. Max-min fairness is measured by Jain fairness index, whereas

proportional fairness is measured using proportional fairness index. Proportional fairness
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Figure 4.6: Fairness Index: BE Flows in Presence of BE Flows
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Figure 4.7: Proportional Fairness Index

index (Fp(λ)) can be measured as;

Fp(λ) =
∑
∀F

℘(F) log λ(F) (4.31)

where ℘(F) is the priority of flow F .

Figure 4.7 shows the proportional fairness index for different α values. As discussed

earlier, α = 1 is similar to proportional fairness, and large α value denotes max-min
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Figure 4.8: Jain Fairness Index

fairness. It can be seen from the figure that proportional fairness index is maximum when

α = 1. As α value increases, proportional fairness index decreases. Another observation

can be made that proportional fairness index value increases as number of VO flows

increase in the network. This indicates that more proportionality in channel share is

required when high priority flows dominate the network.

Figure 4.8 shows the Jain fairness index for different α values. Jain fairness index

reflects the equity in channel share. Therefore it is used to measure max-min fairness

criteria in the network. It can be observed from Figure 4.8 that Jain fairness index value

is minimum for α = 1. The reason behind this is that proportionality in the network

violates max-min fairness criteria by starving low priority flows. Further Jain fairness

index decreases as number of high priority flow dominates the network.

Figure 4.9 compares network utilization with different α values and compares it with

MCCA. Network utilization for multi-class service flows can be defined as percentage

of data traffic transferred successfully compared to the actual demand based on service

priority. It can be seen that network utilization is better in the proposed scheme

compared to other three mechanisms - proportional fairness, max-min fairness and IEEE

802.11s. Theoretically, proportional fairness should give maximum utilization. However

in proportional fairness, BE flows are starved when VO flows dominate the network,

resulting in lower utilization. For max-min fairness, network utilization is lower than

that of proportional fairness, because even the high priority traffic may not get sufficient
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Figure 4.9: Network Utilization
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Figure 4.10: Delay for VO flows

channel share based on their service class demand. The proposed scheme is a trade-off

between these two and improves network utilization by providing sufficient channel share

to the high priority traffic and avoiding starvation for the low priority traffic.
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Figure 4.11: Jitter for VD flows

4.5.4 General Performance Parameters

Figure 4.10 shows the average end-to-end delay observed for the VO traffic with respect

to varying number of BE flows. For this experiment, 20 VO flows and 10 VD flows

are uniformly distributed in the network. For this experiment the VD traffic acts as the

background traffic in the network. The VD traffic is incorporated to check the performance

of VO flows in presence of traffics from different service classes. The graph is plotted by

varying number of BE flows. It can be seen from the figure that average end-to-end delay

for VO flows increases for IEEE 802.11s network, as number of BE flows increases. On the

contrary, end-to-end delay for VO flows remains almost constant in the proposed scheme.

This is because the proposed scheme always guarantees minimum data rate for the high

priority traffic, and gives maximum priority to the VO packets.

Figure 4.11 shows average jitter for VD traffic. For this experiment, 20 VD flows and

10 VO flows are distributed uniformly in the network. The VO flows act as the background

traffic, and limit the maximum rate for the VD traffic (priority of VO traffic is more than

VD traffic). The average jitter for VD traffic is checked by varying number of BE flows.

The figure shows that average jitter is very small for the proposed scheme, whereas it

increases exponentially in case of IEEE 802.11s. The priority assignment and assurance

of minimum data rate keep the jitter constant in the proposed scheme.

One severe problem for multi-hop mesh network is that end-to-end throughput

decreases drastically as number of hops increases. The reason for this is that the long
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Figure 4.12: Hop vs Throughput

distance flows get starved by the short distance flows. The proposed scheme also solves

this problem by limiting the maximum channel share that a flow can use, irrespective

of number of hops it traverses. Figure 4.12 shows average throughput with respect to

number of hops. In IEEE 802.11s, average throughput degrades exponentially as number

of hops increases. On the contrary, the average throughput degradation with the increase

in number of hops is significantly less. In the proposed scheme, channel share is limited

based on traffic demand and flow priority. So the shorter flows can not overuse the channel,

leading to efficient channel usage for all flows in the network.

4.6 Summary

This chapter proposes a service differentiation strategy in IEEE 802.11s MCCA based

mesh network while ensuring fairness. Two issues have been addressed in this chapter

for multi-class service network - inter-class service differentiation and intra-class fairness.

The concept of (α, ℘) proportional fairness is used to balance the trade-off between

proportional fairness and max-min fairness that solves these two issues. The service

demand with fairness requirement is modeled as a non-linear convex optimization problem,

considering the effect of interference. A distributed mechanism is designed based on sub-

gradient method to solve the optimization locally at every mesh STA. The convergence

and equilibrium of the method is analyzed theoretically. To provide better service level
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agreement, the HWMP protocol is augmented to support the call admission control

mechanism. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is analyzed using simulation results.

Till now, this thesis has considered single-rate mesh networks where every mesh

STAs operates in a single data rate. However, modern wireless routers supports multi-

rate features where one of the data rates from the list of supported data rates is chosen

dynamically based on channel condition. Multi-rate support can handle the wireless

channel dynamics by adopting the most sustainable data rate that can operate optimally in

the present channel condition. IEEE 802.11s MPM, MCCA and HWMP protocols do not

provide any standard mechanism for rate adaptation in mesh networks. Multi-rate support

in mesh networks introduces additional problem of rate-hops-interference trade-off. The

next chapter analyzes this trade-off theoretically and provides an augmentation over the

standard protocols to support multi-rate adaptation in IEEE 802.11s mesh networks.
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Chapter 5

Multi-Rate Support in Mesh

Networks: The

Rate-Hops-Interference Trade-off

Now a days, most of the commercially available wireless routers are equipped with multi-

rate support to adopt the physical data rates based on the channel condition fluctuations.

However, IEEE 802.11s does not provide any mechanism for rate adaptation in mesh

networks. The recent studies in multi-rate support have shown that the low data rates

are much effective when the channel error rate is high. Because of the physical layer

modulation and signal decoding issues, low data rates are sustainable for long transmission

ranges. Therefore, for the multi-hop mesh networks, low data rates may scale down the

number of hops towards the destination, resulting less end-to-end delay. However, for a

highly loaded network, long transmission ranges may increase the network interference.

This chapter theoretically analyzes the rate-hop-interference trade-off in IEEE 802.11s

multi-rate mesh network and uses the theoretical analysis to propose a rate adaptation

mechanism over the standard protocols. In summary, the major contributions of this

chapter are as follows.

� IEEE 802.11s mesh architecture has been represented as a queuing network to

theoretically model the rate-hop-interference trade-off. This theoretical analysis

helps in understanding the effect of different data rate selections over the performance

of the mesh network.

� The functionality of IEEE 802.11s MPM, MCCA and HWMP are enhanced to
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support rate adaptation based on the optimal data rate selection. The proposed

rate adaptation protocol, Hop-Interference Trade-off based Rate Adaptation for

Mesh (HITRAM), explores the rate-hop-interference trade-off, and provides a rate-

adaptation technique over the standard protocols.

� The protocol is implemented in Qualnet-5.0.1 network simulator and the effectiveness

of the proposed rate adaptation scheme is established through simulation results.

The performance of the HITRAM protocol is compared with other state-of-the-art

works.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives the motivation

of designing an efficient rate adaptation mechanism over the IEEE 802.11s technology.

In section 5.2, the queuing network analysis is used to theoretically model the rate-hop-

interference trade-off for multi-rate IEEE 802.11s mesh network. Based on this theoretical

analysis, the rate adaptation in IEEE 802.11s mesh network, HITRAM, has been proposed

in section 5.3. The scheme is implemented in Qualnet simulator, and the performance of

HITRAM is analyzed and compared with other schemes, as reported in section 5.4. Finally

section 5.5 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Motivation

IEEE 802.11s MAC layer technology can operate above any of the physical layer

technologies supported by the IEEE 802.11b/g/n standards. Current standard for

802.11b/g/n physical layer technologies support multiple data rates for the communication

between two wireless nodes. As discussed in Chapter 2, 802.11g supports eight data rates

using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) for data transmission, shown

in Table 5.11. Due to different channel encoding and modulation techniques for different

data rate support, the transmission ranges are different for the different data rates [120].

The industry standard transmission ranges for different 802.11g data rates are shown in

Table 5.1, as reported by the CISCO white chapter.

Table 5.1 shows that the transmission range decreases as the data rate increases.

Most of the rate adaption algorithms proposed in the literature, such as [113, 117–119],

and the references therein, mainly focus on the mechanism to find a sustainable data rate

based on the channel fluctuations, measured in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).

1The table is reproduced from Chapter 2 for illustration purpose.
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Figure 5.1: Three mesh STAs scenario with different data rates

Table 5.1: Data Rate vs Range in 802.11g
Data Rate

(Mbps)
6 9 12 18 24 36 48 54

Modulation

Technology
BPSK BPSK-3 QPSK QPSK-1 16-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM 64-QAM

Communication

Range (feet)
300 250 210 180 140 100 95 90

However, in the case of mesh network, the rate adaption mechanism is more challenging

because of following reasons,

1. Low data rates increase the transmission ranges. For multi-hop networks, long

transmission range decreases the number of hops between a source, destination pair.

Considering Fig. 5.1, with data rate ru, mesh STA 1 and mesh STA 3 are connected

by two-hops, using mesh STA 2 as an intermediate relay. However, mesh STA 3 can

be reached directly in one hop, if data rate rv (rv < ru) is used. It is well known

for the multi-hop networks, that the throughput decreases as the number of hops

increases [134]. Therefore, it may be possible that one-hop communication using data

rate rv improves the network throughput compared to the two-hop communication

using a high data rate ru.

2. For a network with moderate to high traffic load, long transmission range increases

the possibility of interference among ongoing communications, resulting in through-

put degradation.

The above arguments indicate that there is a trade-off among the data rate, the

number-of-hops and the interference for multi-rate mesh network. This trade-off is
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theoretically modeled in the next section. Based on the trade-off, the IEEE 802.11s

protocols are augmented for the support of rate adaptation technology, as discussed is

subsequent sections.

5.2 Queuing Analysis of IEEE 802.11s for a Specific Rate

Region

This section models the performance of IEEE 802.11s by applying diffusion approximation

method [209] over time-varying queuing network. The objective of this analysis is to

capture the behavior of different data rates at two extreme scenarios: the maximum

interference scenario (when all mesh STAs interfere with each other) and the minimum

interference scenario (the communication is in a chain, only the mesh STAs in the

communication path interfere), keeping the Euclidean distance between the source and

destination fixed. Thus changes in the data rate also effects number of hops between a

fixed source-destination pair and the interference level.

It can be noted that this chapter considers single-interface mesh networks for the

ease of presentation. The proposed scheme can be easily extended for multi-interface

network by adopting the protocol interference model, as proposed in Chapter 3, and using

per-interface rate adaptation decision, rather than per-STA decisions as discussed in this

chapter.

5.2.1 Network Model

Let us assume that the rate region is defined as R = {ru|u ∈ (1, ..., ~)}, i.e. there are ~
different data rates available, with rmin = r1 be the minimum data rate and rmax = r~

be the maximum data rate. Further, ru > rv; ru, rv ∈ R if u > v. To make the analysis

simple and understandable, the arena is considered to be divided into non-overlapping

hexagonal zones. The hexagonal zone is considered as an approximation of communication

coverage to avoid the complexities introduced in the analysis due to the edge effects. Every

hexagonal zone has a mesh STA. It has been considered that two mesh STAs, STAi and

STAj , are capable of communicate at rmax if their zones share a common point. The set of

one-hop neighbors for the STAi, with data rate r, is denoted as N i
1(r). The number of one-

hop neighbors for every mesh STAs is equal because of the hexagonal zone assumption.

Suppose, κr = |N i
1(r)| is the number of one-hop neighbors at data rate r. The rate

subset property of the neighbor set is satisfied with respect to the data rate, which can be

defined as follows. Consider two different data rates ru and rv such that ru > rv. Then
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N i
1(ru) ⊆ N i

1(rv) and κru < κrv . Without the loss in generality, this chapter assumes

single channel wireless mesh network. The proposed analysis can be extended for multiple

channel network by grouping the mesh routers that are using similar channel (co-channel

interference) or the overlapping channels (adjacent channel interference).

The mesh network can be represented as a queuing network where the data forwarding

of every mesh STA in a DTIM interval can be modeled as a G/G/1 queue, as follows;

� Packets arrive at every STAi according to a Poisson process with the mean arrival

rate as Λi (packet arrival in a multi-hop wireless network can be effectively modeled

as a Poisson process, because of its random but self-similar nature [210]). The

packet arrival includes both the clients’ packets and the relayed packets from the

neighboring mesh STAs.

� Due to the MCCAOP channel reservation procedure, the packets from STAi are

forwarded with effective service rate µi(r), which is based on the channel reservation

in the current DTIM interval, with the selected data rate r.

It can be noted that the service rate µi(r) may differ in different DTIM interval, and

without the loss in generality, the analysis of the effect of multi-rate is confined within one

DTIM interval. Similar procedure is repeated for consecutive DTIM intervals.

5.2.2 Derivation of the Parameters for Queuing Network

Two different events of packet arrival can occur in a mesh STA. First, the packet may

arrive from the clients, and second the packet may be a relayed packet. Let us assume

that Λe denotes the packet arrival rate from the clients to every mesh STA. The visit ratio

of a mesh STA, is defined as the average number of time a packet is forwarded by the

mesh STA. The visit ratio of STAi, denoted as ei, is given by,

ei = p0i +
∑
r′∈R

∑
STAj∈N i

1(r′)

pji(r
′).ej (5.1)

where p0i denotes the probability that a packet enters the queuing network from the

clients of STAi, and pji(r
′) denotes the probability of forwarding a packet to STAi from

STAj ∈ N i
1(r′).

The arrival rate Λi is the effective arrival rate at STAi that has two components - i)

arrival from the clients, and ii) relayed packet arrival from the neighbors. Therefore, Λi

can be expressed as,

Λi = Λe.ei (5.2)
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The utilization factor for STAi with data rate r, denoted as ρi(r), is given by;

ρi(r) =
Λi
µi(r)

(5.3)

Suppose, c2
Ai denotes the Squared Coefficient of Variance (SCV) of the inter-arrival

times at STAi. Using the diffusion approximation method, c2
Ai can be expressed as,

c2
Ai = 1 +

∑
r′∈R

 ∑
STAj∈N i

1(r′)

(c2
Bj − 1)p2

ji.ej .e
−1
i

 (5.4)

where c2
Bj is the SCV of the service time at STAj .

According to diffusion approximation of G/G/1 queuing network, the mean number

of packets at STAi, denoted as Πi, can be expressed as follows;

Πi =
ρi

1− ρi
(5.5)

where,

ρi = exp

(
− 2(1− ρi)
c2
Ai.ρi + c2

Bi

)
The parameters of the G/G/1 queuing network for the multi-rate mesh networks are

calculated based on a set of lemmas, as stated follows.

Lemma 5.1. The probability that a packet is forwarded from the queue of STAi to the

queue of STAj at data rate r, denoted by pij(r), is given by

pij(r) =

 2(1− 1
κr

)
~∏

u=1
(1− Γ(u, r)) ; STAj ∈ N i

1(r)

0; Otherwise

(5.6)

where,

Γ(u, r) =
~− (u− 1)

~(κru−1 − κru)

Proof. Suppose, S and R are the sender and receiver mesh STAs respectively. For a

successful transmission, S and R have to first reserve channel in the DTIM interval,

according to the MCCA reservation procedure. S can successfully send a MCCAOP

reservation request, if no other station in the transmission range of S reserves channel that

overlaps with the reservation of S. At the same time R can forward back a MCCAOP
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r

r

r

S R

r

w

w−1

1

Figure 5.2: Transmission from mesh STA S to mesh STA R

reply if no other mesh STAs transmits simultaneously, that interfere at R. Suppose, P [.]

denotes the probability of an event occurred. Then,

P [Packet is forwarded successfully at rate r] =P [No overlapping channel reservation at S]×

P [No other mesh STAs interfere with R]

(5.7)

Overlapping channel reservation may occur either due to a transmission, or a reception,

in the transmission range of S. Therefore,

P [No overlapping channel reservation at S] = 2(1− 1

κr
) (5.8)

To find out that no other mesh STAs transmits that cause interference at R, let us

consider Fig. 5.2. The dotted regions show the area where a particular data rate

can sustain. Suppose, <(r) denotes the region where data rate r can sustain. As

discussed earlier, transmission range increases as the data rate decreases. Therefore

<(r~) ⊂ <(r~−1) ⊂ ... ⊂ <(r1). Starting from the minimum data rate r1 (with maximum

transmission range), interference occurs at R, if the mesh STAs at <(r1)−<(r2) transmit at

the data rate r1. Similarly, interference can occur at R, if the mesh STAs at <(r3)−<(r2)

transmit at the data rates r1 and r2. Proceedings this way, interference can occur at R, if

the mesh STAs at <(r~) transmits at one of the data rates r1, r2, ..., r~.

Let us consider the mesh STAs at <(ru−1)− <(ru) where ru, ru−1 ∈ R. There is no

interference at R, if none of the mesh STAs in <(ru−1)−<(ru) transmits at the data rates

ru, ru+1, ..., r~. This indicates that there are ~ − (u − 1) possible data rates in which the

mesh STAs in <(ru−1) − <(ru) cannot transmit to avoid interference at R. Suppose, E1

denotes the event that one of the nodes in <(ru−1)−<(ru) transmits. Then P [E1] is given
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as,

P [E1] =
1

κru−1 − κru
Suppose, the event E2 denotes that one of the data rates in {ru, ru+1, ..., r~} is chosen.

P [E2] is derived as,

P [E2] =
~− (u− 1)

~
As the events E1 and E2 are mutually exclusive,

P [E1.E2] = P [E1]× P [E2] =
~− (u− 1)

~(κru−1 − κru)

Suppose, Eu denotes the event that no mesh STAs in <(ru−1) − <(ru) transmit at data

rate ru, ru+1, ..., r~. Then,

P [Eu] = 1− P [E1.E2] = 1− ~− (u− 1)

~(κru−1 − κru)
= 1− Γ(u, r)

Suppose, E denotes the event that no other mesh STAs interfere with R. Then,

P [E ] =
~∏

u=1

P [Eu] =
~∏

u=1

(1− Γ(u, r)) (5.9)

Using equation (5.7), equation (5.8) and equation (5.9), the value of pij(r) can be

derived.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose, there are on average ϕ number of clients under every mesh STA.

The visit ratio of STAi, denoted as ei, can be expressed as,

ei =
1

ϕ

(
1−

∑
r′∈R

( ~∏
u=1

(1− Γ(u, r′))

)) (5.10)

Proof. The packets arrive at each mesh STA according to an independent and identically

distributed Poisson process. Therefore, the probability that a new packet arrives at STAi

from one of its clients equals 1/ϕ. Therefore, p0i = 1/ϕ. Substituting p0i and pji in

equation (5.1),

ei =
1

ϕ
+
∑
r′∈R

 ∑
STAj∈N i

1(r′)

1

κr′

~∏
u=1

(1− Γ(u, r′)).ej


In a stable and steady state queuing network, the visit ratio for all the mesh STAs

become symmetrical [209]. Therefore, ei = ej . Substituting the value of ej ,

ei =
1

ϕ
+ ei

∑
r′∈R

( ~∏
u=1

(1− Γ(u, r′))

)
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Rearranging the values, ei can be expressed in terms of equation (5.10).

Lemma 5.3. The effective arrival rate at STAi, denoted as Λi, can be expressed as,

Λi =
Λe

ϕ
∑
r′∈R

( ~∏
u=1

(1− Γ(u, r′))

)

Proof. The proof can be directly derived using lemma 5.2 and equation (5.2).

Suppose, O denotes the mesh STA where the packet enters the mesh network, called

the originator mesh STA, and G is the mesh gate, from where the packet leaves the mesh

network. The packet is forwarded from O to G using a set of mesh STAs as intermediate

relays. The next-hop relay is selected based on the data rate. Let us assume that if an

intermediate relay I selects data rate r, then it forwards the packet to the next hop relay

at the maximum Euclidean distance from I, where data rate r sustains. This subsection

presents a backward formulation, where the data rate is first assumed, and then its effect

is analyzed over the number of hops and the interference. Though the data rate is selected

based on the number of hops and the interference conditions during actual protocol design,

the backward formulation is helpful for analyzing the effect of different data rate selections

on the network performance. For a particular scenario, the optimal data rate can be chosen

that provides best network performance according to the theoretical analysis. The effect

of the selected data rate over the number of hops and the interference can be expressed

using following lemmas and theorems.

Lemma 5.4. A mesh STA is said to be active if it has a packet to transmit. Suppose, Ψi

denotes number of active interfering mesh STAs for STAi. Then,

E[Ψi] =
∑
r′∈R

κr′ .ρi(r
′) (5.11)

E[Ψ2
i ] =

∑
r′∈R

κr′ρi(r
′)(1 + (κr′ − 1)ρi(r

′))

+ 2
∑
u<v

κuκvρi(ru)ρi(rv) (5.12)

Proof. Suppose, Ψi(r) denotes the number of active interfering mesh STAs of STAi, when
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it transmits at data rate r. Then,

Ψi =
∑
r′∈R

Ψi(r
′)

Ψ2
i =

(∑
r′∈R

Ψi(r
′)

)2

=
∑
r′∈R

Ψ2
i (r
′) + 2

∑
u<v

Ψi(ru)Ψi(rv)

It can be noted that the random variables Ψi(ru) and Ψi(rv) are independent. Taking

expectation at both sides,

E[Ψi] =
∑
r′∈R

E[Ψi(r
′)] (5.13)

E[Ψ2
i ] =

∑
r′∈R

E[Ψ2
i (r
′)] + 2

∑
u<v

E[Ψi(ru)]E[Ψi(rv)] (5.14)

STAi can have a packet to transmit at data rate r, if its utilization ρi(r) > 1, that is

the arrival rate is more than the service rate. Therefore Ψi(r) is a binomial distribution

with parameters (κr, ρi(r)). This follows,

E[Ψi(r)] = κr.ρi(r); E[Ψ2
i (r)] = κrρi(r)(1 + (κi − 1)ρi(r))

Replacing the value of E[Ψi(r)] in equation (5.13) and equation (5.14), equation (5.11)

and equation (5.12) directly follow.

Lemma 5.4 characterizes the interference scenario expressed as the expected numbers

of active interfering mesh STAs. The next theorem characterizes the service times of the

mesh routers based on the interference information.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose, L is the packet size and Xi(r) is the service time of STAi, when

it transmits at data rate r. Then,

E[Xi(r)] =
L
r

1− L
r Λiκr

∑
r′∈R\{r}

κr′E[Xi(r′)]
(5.15)

E[X2
i (r)] =

L2

r2

(
E[Ψ2

i ] + 2E[Ψi] + 1
)

(5.16)

Proof. The average service time of STAi has two components - the time when the

neighbors of STAi reserve channel in the DTIM interval and the time when STAi reserves

channel in the DTIM interval with data rate r. Therefore,

Xi(r) =
L

r
Ψi +

L

r
;

X2
i (r) =

L2

r2
Ψ2
i + 2

L2

r2
Ψi +

L2

r2
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Taking expectation at both sides, and using equation (5.11) yield,

E[Xi(r)] =
L

r

∑
r′∈R

κr′ρi(r
′) +

L

r

Now, ρi(r) = ΛiE[Xi(r)]. Therefore,

E[Xi(r)] =
L

r

∑
r′∈R

κr′ΛiE[Xi(r
′)] +

L

r

=
L

r
ΛiκrE[Xi(r)]

∑
r′∈R\{r}

κr′E[Xi(r
′)] +

L

r

Rearranging the values, equation (5.15) yields. Similarly equation (5.16) can be derived by

taking expectation at both sides of the equation of X2
i (r) and using equation (5.12).

The SCV of service time of STAi can be calculated using equation (5.15) and

equation (5.16), as follows,

c2
Bi =

E[X2
i (r)]− E[Xi(r)]

2

E[Xi(r)]2
(5.17)

Using the value of c2
Bi, the value of c2

Ai and Πi can be calculated through equation (5.4)

and equation (5.5). Once the service rates of the individual mesh STAs are determined

based on the interference information, the next task is to determine the average number

of hops between the end-pairs. Following theorem characterizes the average number of

hops required to transmit a packet, based on the selected data rates at intermediate mesh

STAs.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose, DOG be the Euclidean distance between the packet originator O

and the mesh gate G. The average number of hops between O and G, denoted as SOG, is

given by,

SOG =
1

~
∑
r′∈R

DOG

C(r′)
(5.18)

where C(r′) denotes transmission range with data rate r′.

Proof. If the packet is forwarded using data rate r, then average number of hops between

O and G is given by DOG/C(r). Every intermediate mesh STA can select a data rate from

R, and there are ~ numbers of supported data rates. Therefore, averaging over number of

supported data rates, equation (5.18) yields.
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Finally, the end-to-end delay is calculated based on the selected data rate, the number

of hops between the end pairs (as characterize in Theorem 5.2), and the interference

scenario (expressed through the service time, as presented in Theorem 5.1).

Theorem 5.3. In the steady state mesh network with multi-rate support, the average

end-to-end delay from mesh STA O to mesh gate G, denoted as δOG, is given as,

δOG =
ϕΠ

~Λe

∑
r′∈R

DOG

C(r′)

( ~∏
u=1

(1− Γ(u, r′))

)
(5.19)

where Π denotes average number of packets in a mesh STA at steady state. According to

diffusion approximation of queuing network, at steady state, Π = Πi.

Proof. Suppose, δi denotes the average packet delay at STAi. According to Little’s law,

δi = Πi/Λi. Therefore, the average end-to-end delay can be represented as, δOG = SOG×δi.
Replacing these values using Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.2, equation (5.19) yields.

The steady state maximum achievable throughput of the mesh routers can also be

characterized, as expressed in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4. In the steady state mesh network with multi-rate support, the maximum

achievable throughput for STAi, denoted as Zi, is given as,

Zi =
ϕrB

L(1 + κrA)
(5.20)

where,

A =
∑

r′∈R\{r}

κr′E[Xi(r
′)];

B =
∑
r′∈R

( ~∏
u=1

(1− Γ(u, r′))

)
Proof. The maximum achievable throughput of STAi is the maximum value of packet

arrival rate at clients (Λe), for which average end-to-end delay remains finite. According to

diffusion approximation of G/G/1 queue, in order to have finite delay, following inequality

must be satisfied [209].

ΛiE[Xi(r)] < 1

Based on equation (5.15), replacing the value of E[Xi(r)],

Λi

L
r

1− L
r ΛiκrA

< 1 ⇒
L
r

1
Λi
− L

r κrA
< 1

⇒ 1

Λi
>
L

r
(1 + κrA) ⇒Λi <

r

L(1 + κrA)
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Figure 5.3: Theory versus Simulation (6 Mbps)

Replacing the value of Λi using Lemma 5.3 and rearranging,

Λe <
ϕrB

L(1 + κrA)

This leads to equation (5.20).

For a data rate r, equation (5.19) shows the effect of the selected data rate on

the end-to-end delay based on the number of hops and the interference information,

according to the transmission ranges of the selected data rates. Similarly equation (5.20)

shows the effect of the selected data rate on maximum achievable throughput. The rate-

hop-interference trade-off has been shown in the next subsection using numerical results

obtained from the theoretical analysis.

5.2.3 Validation and Analysis of the Model

This subsection validates the theoretical model derived for end-to-end delay in a multi-rate

mesh network by comparing the theoretical result with the simulation result. Then the

results obtained from the theoretical model are analyzed to show the trade-off among rate,

hop and interference for multi-rate mesh networks.
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Figure 5.5: Theory versus Simulation (54 Mbps)

Model Validation

To validate the proposed theoretical model, the results obtained from the theoretical anal-

ysis are compared with the simulation results from Qualnet 5.0.1 [71] network simulator

framework. Qualnet-5.0.1 has in-built support for IEEE 802.11s mesh networking. 802.11g

rate region is used for simulation purpose that supports eight different data rates as shown

in Table 5.1. Two different network setups have been considered - first a network with
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the maximum interference, and second a network with the minimum interference. For

maximum interference network, 144 mesh STAs are placed in an approximate hexagonal

structure (similar to the scenario considered in the theoretical analysis), where all the

mesh STAs have data to transmit, and they content for reserving channels in the DTIM

interval. The mesh gate is considered at one corner of the arena. The position of the

originator mesh STA is shifted gradually through the diagonal of the arena to increase

the Euclidean distance between the originator mesh STA and the mesh gate. The com-

munication distance for different data rates are considered according to the CISCO white

paper [121]. On the other hand, for minimum interference network, the communication

is only between the packet originator and the mesh gate, and the interference is limited

only among the mesh STAs in the data forwarding path. The data generation rate at

the clients have been taken as 512 Kbps, and on average 10 clients are associated with

every mesh STA. The DTIM interval is taken as 200 ms. Every simulation scenario is

executed for 10 times with different seed values, and average is taken to plot the graphs.

The confidence factor, determines as the variance of the results obtained in different simu-

lation trials with different seed values, have been shown in the figures using a vertical line.

Fig. 5.3 to Fig. 5.5 show the comparison between the theoretical results and the simulation

results for three different data rates - the minimum data rate (6 Mbps), the maximum data

rate (54 Mbps) and an intermediate data rate (24 Mbps). In the figures ‘max’ denotes

the maximum interference scenario, and ‘min’ denotes the minimum interference scenario.

It can be seen from the figures that the results obtained from the theoretical model are

similar with the simulation results for all the three data rates. It can be noted that the

throughput value is not compared with the simulation results, as the theoretical analy-

sis reveals the maximum achievable throughput based on the bound on end-to-end delay.

However, it has been observed from simulation traces that the actual network throughput

for different data rates follows a similar pattern as obtained from the theoretical bound.

Nevertheless, the simulation values are less than their theoretical counterpart, as a result

of compulsory physical and MAC layer signaling overhead.

Model Analysis

Similar scenarios, as described earlier, have been used to analyze the results obtained

from the theoretical model. Fig. 5.6 shows the end-to-end delay for different 802.11g data

rates in the minimum interference scenario of IEEE 802.11s mesh networking technology.

Similarly, Fig. 5.7 shows the end-to-end delay for different data rates in the maximum

interference scenario. In the minimum interference scenario, 54 Mbps and 48 Mbps perform
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Figure 5.6: Delay at minimum interference
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Figure 5.7: Delay at maximum interference

better than other data rates when the distance between the originator mesh STA and the

mesh gate is less than 100 feet. At 100 feet distance, 36 Mbps provides less end-to-end

delay. The trend changes again after 100 feet distance. This time 24 Mbps achieves better

result than other data rates. Proceeding this way, it can be observed that 6 Mbps performs

better than all other high data rates when the distance is 300 feet. This variation of end-

to-end delay is the result of the different number of hops between the end pair for different
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Figure 5.8: Data rate vs number of hops

data rates. Fig. 5.8 shows the average number of hops between the originator mesh STA

and the mesh gate for different data rates. When the distance is less that 100 feet, the

mesh gate can be reached from the originator mesh STA using single hop only. Therefore

54 Mbps performs better than all other rates. However, at 100 feet distance, 54 Mbps and

48 Mbps require two hops to transmit the packet, whereas the packet can be forwarded

using single hop if 36 Mbps data rate is used. As per-hop processing delay increases with

the increase in number of hops, 36 Mbps achieves less end-to-end delay than other rates

in this case. Similarly at 300 feet distance, 6 Mbps requires only single hop to transmit

the packets, whereas 54 Mbps requires four hops. At this stage 6 Mbps performs better

because the originator mesh STA can directly communicate with the mesh gate, whereas

9 Mbps and 12 Mbps require two hops and rest other high rates require even more number

of hops.

The minimum interference scenario clearly shows the effect of the selected data rate on

network performance based on number of hops required to transmit the packets. However,

the interference is limited only among the previous hop and the next hop forwarder mesh

STAs for this scenario. Fig. 5.7 shows the effect of interference over the performance for

different data rates, using the maximum interference scenario. In this scenario, all the

mesh STAs in the 12 × 12 grid topology have data to transmit. It can be seen from the

figure that at maximum interference scenario, 54 Mbps functions better than all other low

rates, irrespective of the hop distance. Fig. 5.9 shows average number of active neighbors
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Figure 5.9: Data rate vs interfering neighbors
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Figure 5.10: Throughput at minimum interference

at different data rates that interfere with the transmission of a mesh STA. The figure shows

that the average number of interfering mesh STAs increases exponentially as the data rate

decreases. High interference reduces the chance of obtaining MCCAOPs in the DTIM

interval during the channel reservation procedure. Therefore, average channel reservation

delay increases significantly, that suppresses the advantages obtained by reducing number

of hops using low data rates.
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Figure 5.11: Throughput at maximum interference

Fig. 5.10 shows average throughput for the minimum interference scenario. In the

minimum interference scenario, the rate-hop-interference trade-off significantly impacts

maximum achievable throughput at the mesh STAs. Similar to the earlier cases, the data

rate that provides maximum throughput changes with the change in the distance between

the originator mesh STA and the mesh gate. Nevertheless, 54 Mbps data rate always

provides maximum throughput in case of maximum interference scenario, as shown in

Fig. 5.11.

In the real life community and commodity wireless mesh networks, the number of

interfering neighbors changes with time, based on the number of associated clients and

their individual traffic demands. Low data rates may be selected when number of active

mesh STAs in the neighborhood is less, to reduce the number of hops between end-to-

end communication pairs. On the contrary, high data rates should be selected when

interference level is more. This rate-hop-interference trade-off is explored in this chapter

to enhance the basic IEEE 802.11s mesh protocols to support multi-rate functionality, as

discussed in the next section.

5.3 HITRAM: Protocol Design and Implementation

According to IEEE 802.11s standard, the mesh STAs adopt the supported data rates

of a MBSS through a parameter called BSSBasicRateSet. However, the MPM protocol
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specified in the standard does not provide any mechanism for choosing optimum peer

mesh STAs based on the network interference and the selected data rate. To support

rate adaptation in IEEE 802.11s, a coordination is required among the MPM, MCCA

and HWMP protocols to adaptively select the peer mesh STAs and the next hop mesh

STA based on the optimal data rate. The detailed design and implementation aspects

of HITRAM with respect to the standard IEEE 802.11s protocols are discussed in the

following subsections.

5.3.1 Mesh Beaconing

IEEE 802.11s uses mesh beaconing to collect neighbor information periodically. Every

mesh STA broadcast mesh beacons after a timeout interval. However, the standard does

not specify which data rate to use for the beacon broadcast in case of multi-rate support.

In HITRAM, periodic mesh beaconing is done at the minimum supported data rate from

BSSBasicRateSet. This enables all the mesh STAs to get informed about the complete

neighborhood, irrespective of their data rate. However, the maximum sustainable data rate

for every neighbor should be estimated to support for the rate adaptation. On receiving

a beacon message from the neighbor mesh STA, every mesh STA builds a neighbor map

(NMAP) that contains the tuple < MAC,SDRmax > information, where MAC is the

MAC address, works as the unique identifier for the mesh STA in the MBSS and SDRmax

is the maximum sustainable data rate for that mesh STA. The maximum sustainable data

rate is calculated using the well known Shannon Capacity formula as follows;

SDRmax = f(B log(1 + SNR)) (5.21)

Where B is the channel bandwidth, and f : x→ r is a function that maps x to the nearest

supported data rate, less than or equals to r ∈ BSSBasicRateSet. SNR is calculated from

the received beacons signal strength.

Implementation Issues

Though most of the wireless hardware returns Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI)

as the signal strength measurement, it is actually the SNR value. For example, the

well known MadWifi driver calculates RSSI in terms of SNR, as specified in MadWiFi

documentation [211]. The reason for reporting RSSI in terms of SNR is that the hardware

specifies the measured value in dBm which is the difference between the signal level and

the noise level for each packet. Therefore the driver calculates the absolute signal level by

adding RSSI with the noise level.
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However, the measured SNR values fluctuate with time due to the signal blocking,

shadowing and multi-path propagation. The SNR predication mechanism proposed by the

RAM protocol [113] has been adopted to deal with the irregular SNR measurements from

the hardware. In this scheme, a moving average of SNR values has been used, based on

the mean and the deviation, as follows;

Smean = (1− ε)Smean + εScurr, (5.22)

Sdev = (1− η)Sdev + η(|Scurr − Smean|) (5.23)

Sest = Smean − ϑSdev (5.24)

where Smean, Scurr, Sdev, and Sest denote the mean value, the current value, the

deviation and the estimated value of the SNR respectively, and ε, η, ϑ are the design

parameters. The values of ε, η, and ϑ are set up based on the real time measurement

traces.

The estimated SNR value is used to find out the maximum sustainable data rate

for every neighbor mesh STA by the help of the equation (5.21). Once the neighbor

information are populated, the MPM protocol can start functioning. Further it can

be mentioned that, wireless links may sometime deviate from bi-directional behavior,

because of propagation and path loss effects. In the proposed scheme, the mesh beaconing

procedure gives an initial estimation of the probable mesh STAs, with which single-

hop communication may sustain with a data rate from BSSBasicRateSet. However, the

actual data rate is selected based on the three way handshaking procedure during peer

establishment. Therefore, the deviation in bi-directional behavior does not affect data

communication within DTIM intervals.

5.3.2 Initial Peer Selection and Mesh Functioning

Initially the MPM protocol establishes peer only with the neighbors that support

communication with maximum data rate from BSSBasicRateSet. The MCCA and the

HWMP protocols operate according to the maximum data rate peering. Then every

mesh STA periodically probes the network to find out whether performance can be

improved by switching to a low data rate. On the contrary, if a mesh STA finds out

performance degradation with low data rate due to increased interference, it switches

back to the high rate. It can be noted that switching from one rate to another requires

re-establishment of mesh peering. Therefore, the data rates are switched only during

the normal peering procedure. According to MPM protocol, mesh peering are renewed
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after MeshHoldingTimeout. The default value of MeshHoldingTimeout is set to 40 ms.

Therefore, for every expiry of MeshHoldingTimeout value, the mesh STAs check for

possibility of improving performance by switching to another data rate. The MCCA and

HWMP protocols are augmented for this purpose, as discussed in following subsection.

5.3.3 Estimation of Rate-Hops-Interference Trade-off

For estimating the rate-hop-interference trade-off based on a selected data rate, the

interference parameter is estimated from the information obtained during the channel

access and scheduling based on MCCA. HWMP uses airtime value instead of hop count

for finding out the best path between the end-to-end communication pairs. Therefore,

this chapter uses the airtime value as an alternative to the hop count. The path quality

information is obtained from the HWMP path-metric probing. The detailed procedures

for the interference estimation and the path quality measurement are given next.

Interference Estimation

During MCCAOP channel reservation, every mesh STA broadcast MCCAOP advertise-

ment messages that contain the channel reservation information. STAi interfere with

STAj if the channel reservation of STAi overlaps with the channel reservation of STAj .

Suppose, STAi transmits at data rate ru in the current DTIM interval. The service time

of STAi with data rate ru in a DTIM interval, denoted as Xi(ru), is the average time

the mesh STA has to wait to get a MCCAOP, starting from the beginning of the DTIM

interval. Following theorem characterizes the expected service time of STAi, if data rate

rv is used instead of data rate ru.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose, C(ru) denotes the transmission range with data rate ru. Then

following inequality holds,

Xi(rv) ≤ Xi(ru)
C2(rv)

C2(ru)
(5.25)

Proof. Suppose, I(ru) denotes number of interfering neighbors when data rate ru is used.

Then, due to the symmetry and the fairness properties of the MCCA reservation procedure,

Xi(rv) = Xi(ru)
I(rv)

I(ru)
(5.26)

As discussed earlier, rmax sustains for minimum transmission range. Suppose, STAi

transmits at data rate ru. Assuming rmax as the basis for minimum distance neighbor

selection, the maximum number of mesh STAs that can remain within the communication
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range with data rate ru can be calculated using the ‘ball packing’ result as provided in [212].

The ‘ball packing’ result shows that, the maximum number of balls of radius θ that can

be “packed” into a ball of radius qθ, q > 0 is bounded by Lq2, where L = π
√

3/6. In the

present scenario, q = C(ru)
C(rmax) , where C(ru) denotes the transmission range at data rate

ru. Therefore,

I(ru) ≤ L C2(ru)

C2(rmax)
; I(rv) ≤ L

C2(rv)

C2(rmax)

Henceforth,
I(rv)

I(ru)
≤ C2(rv)

C2(ru)

Replacing the values at equation (5.26), the result yields.

Theorem 5.5 provides the expected service time for other data rates based on the

current interference information with the selected data rate. This information is used to

select the data rate for the next peering after MeshHoldingTimeout expires.

Path Quality Measurement

HWMP uses airtime link metric to check the path quality with the selected data rate. The

protocol probes a test packet of size Bt with data rate r, and finds out the frame error

rate ef for the test frame. The metric value, denoted as C, is calculated using following

equation,

C(r) =

[
Op +

Bt
r

]
1

1− ef
where Op is a constant that depends on the physical layer modulation technique. The

airtime value reflects amount of the time required to transmit the test frame to the next

hop.

HWMP provides complete path information from the originator mesh STA to the

mesh gate. Therefore, every intermediate mesh STA remains aware of the next hops

towards the mesh gate. Considering Fig. 5.1, suppose the mesh STAs transmit with data

rate ru in the current DTIM interval. Every mesh STA is aware of the supported data rates

for all its neighbors from the NMAP table. Therefore, mesh STA 1 knows the supported

data rate to reach mesh STA 3 directly, without relaying through mesh STA 2. In the

proposed augmentation in the HWMP protocol, mesh STA 1 also periodically probes to

mesh STA 3 for the path metric value using data rate rv, and stores that value in the link

metric table. This way, every mesh STA periodically probe for the metric value through

low data rates, by avoiding one-hop or two-hop relays. The HWMP link metric probing
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Figure 5.12: Multi-rate path selection

with low rates gives an estimation of the possibility of hop count reduction. HITRAM

bounds the percentage of extra messages used for link metric probing at different data

rates to the 5% of the total control messages, to limit the extra signaling overhead.

5.3.4 Selection of Optimal Data Rate

Suppose there exists a maximum data rate path from the originator mesh STA O to the

mesh gate G, through the intermediate relays 1, 2, ..., as shown in Fig. 5.12. If the data

rate is decreased, the number of hops can be reduced, which is shown using dotted links

in the figure. cost(i, j) is the cost of every link, defined as follows;

cost(i, j) = C(r̂(i, j)) +Xi(r̂(i, j)) (5.27)

where r̂(i, j) is the optimal data rate for the link (i, j), which is the solution of the following

unconstrained optimization problem.

r̂(i, j) = arg max
r≤SDRmax(i,j),

r∈BSSBasicRateSet

(
r

C(r) +Xi(r)

)
(5.28)

where SDRmax(i, j) is the maximum sustainable data rate from STAi to STAj . The

unconstrained optimization finds out the maximum sustainable data rate that reduces the

service time (Xi(r)) as well as the packet forwarding time (C(r)). Therefore, the problem

of finding the optimal data rate for every mesh STA is reduced to the problem of finding

minimum cost path in the graph shown in Fig. 5.12, and assigning the data rate to every

mesh STA that minimizes the cost.

Implementation of Rate Down-gradation

The minimum cost path finding, using equation (5.27) and equation (5.28), is difficult

in implementation perspective as every mesh STA requires global network knowledge.

Therefore an approximation of this scheme is used in HITRAM, where every mesh STA
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requires the knowledge of only its two-hop information using current data rate. Let us

consider an instance of the network with three mesh STAs, where STAi forwards packet

to STAj using data rate ru, and STAj forwards to STAk using data rate rv. However,

STAi can transmit to STAk directly, with SDRmax(i, k) = rw. Based on equation (5.25),

following unconstrained optimization is executed at STAi,

r̂w = arg max
r′≤rw,

r′∈BSSBasicRateSet

 r

C(r) +Xi(ru) C2(r)
C2(ru)

 (5.29)

STAi can solve equation (5.29) within constant time (because of finite number of

elements in BSSBasicRateSet), and get r̂w. C(r) can be obtained through the HWMP

link metric probing mechanism, as described earlier. r̂w is selected as the data rate for

the next peering after MeshHoldingTimeout, if following condition is satisfied,

Xi(ru)
C2(r̂w)

C2(ru)
+ C(r̂w) < Xi(ru) +Xj(rv) + C(ru) + C(rv) (5.30)

STAi can check the condition for downgrading data rate only with the two-hop

information. This way, every mesh STA in the network checks for possibility of using

low data rate for reducing number of hops. If the rate is downgraded, the MPM protocol

establishes peers based on the selected data rate.

Implementation of Rate Up-gradation

In HITRAM mechanism, mesh STAs upgrade their data rates to the high rates available

in BSSBasicRateSet, if a performance degradation is observed with the current data rate.

Suppose in the previous three mesh STAs scenario, STAi downgrades its data rate from

ru to r̂w < ru to improve end-to-end performance by reducing number of hops. Before

downgrading to data rate r̂w, STAi stores the value (Xi)(ru) + Xj(rv) + C(ru) + C(rv))

to a local variable called pCost. STAi reverts back to data rate ru from data rate r̂w, if

following condition is satisfied,

pCost < Xi(r̂w) + C(r̂w) (5.31)

At this stage, Xi(r̂w) can be calculated directly from the information obtained during the

MCCA channel access. As discussed earlier, high data rates provide optimum performance

in a highly-loaded network with high degree of interference. Further, as the network is

static, performance degradation with low data rates indicate that the degree of interference

has been increased in the network. Therefore upgrading data rate increases the possibility

of reducing interference in the network, resulting performance gain.
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5.4 Simulation Results

The HITRAM protocol is implemented in Qualnet 5.0.1 [71] discrete event simulator

framework. For comparison purpose, three more state-of-the-art rate adaptation protocols

have been implemented in Qualnet, as follows;

(a) SampleRate [111]: This rate adaptation protocol maximizes the throughput by

estimating per-frame transmission time for each data rate, and selecting the rate with

lower per-frame transmission time. SampleRate is implemented in Qualnet framework

by strictly following the MadWiFi implementation.

(b) BEWARE [129]: This protocol dynamically adjust the rate selection decision with

respect to the different background traffic levels, as well as wireless link condition

fluctuations. However, the BEWARE scheme estimates packet transmission time

based on the CSMA/CA MAC. In the current implementation of the protocol for IEEE

802.11s MAC, the estimation of packet transmission time is modified based on [213].

However, the Rate Selection Engine works as per the basic BEWARE protocol.

(c) MARA [135]: This protocol uses a routing metric to evaluate expected end-to-end

delay based on Expected Transmission Count (ETX) routing metric, as follows;

MARAij = min
u

(
ETXu

ij .ps

ru

)
(5.32)

where ETXu
ij represents the ETX between STAi and STAj with data rate ru, and

ps is the size of the probe packet. MARA sends ETX probes at every available rates

and adopts the rate that provides minimum metric value.

5.4.1 Simulation Setup

The proposed scheme is implemented as an extension to IEEE 802.11s protocols, that

operates above the data rates supported by 802.11g, as shown in Table 5.1. The other

rate adaptation schemes, SampleRate, BEWARE and MARA have been implemented as

Loadable Kernel Modules (LKM) for Qualnet kernel. The IEEE 802.11s protocols call the

LKM module for a specific rate adaptation technique as and when data rate is required

for functioning. To consider realistic wireless channel condition, Ricean fading model is

considered with K-factor fixed at 6. This reflects average fading scenario in a general

indoor environment. The simulation scenario consists of 144 mesh STAs placed in an

approximate grid of 12× 12, based on the transmission range for the maximum data rate
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Figure 5.13: Impact of traffic load over UDP

(54 Mbps). Two mesh STAs at two corner act as the mesh gate. Both the mesh gates are

connected to a corresponding node (CN) through wired interface. The mesh gate selection

is based on HWMP RANN mechanism. All the mesh STAs and clients are supported with

IEEE 802.11s MAC functionality with multi-rate support. Number of flows has been

varied during simulation based on load and interference scenarios. Each scenario is 10

minutes long, and repeated 10 times to ensure tight confidential intervals.

5.4.2 Performance for UDP Traffic

In this set of simulation experiments, the impact of network load and number of clients

are examined on the rate adaptation schemes. For the first experiment, 32 clients have

been randomly distributed in the network. For each of the 10 trials of the experiment,

the clients are distributed using different random seed values, and both the average result

and the confidence factor are shown in the graphs. The UDP data generation rate of each

of the clients is varied from 32 Kbps to 2 Mbps, with fixed packet size of 1500 bytes. In

turn, the overall load on the network varies from 1 Mbps to 64 Mbps. The maximum

theoretical bandwidth of the network is 54 Mbps with 802.11g technology. However, the

mandatory MAC and physical layer overheads limit the maximum network throughput to

lower values. Fig. 5.13 plots the total network throughput as a function of offered load. It

can be observed that the network throughput saturates at 8 Mbps for SampleRate, at 12

Mbps for BEWARE, and at 15 Mbps for MARA. SampleRate does not consider the effect
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Figure 5.14: Impact of number of clients over UDP

of data rate selection over the number of hops and interference, and only concentrate on the

packet loss. Therefore it continuously use low data rates as an effect of congestion-related

losses. BEWARE can identify congestion effects, however inefficient for hop-reduction

based on the selected data rate. On the other hand, the metric value used in MARA

can partially identify the rate-hop-interference trade-off. The performance of MARA is

affected because of frequent re-peering due to changes in data rates, as it does not consider

the interdependence of the peer selection, channel access, and routing protocols in IEEE

802.11s. The proposed HITRAM protocol considers the rate-hop-interference trade-off

for multi-rate mesh networks, and adopt the best data rate based on the current network

information obtained through the channel access and the routing protocols. It can be

observed from the figure that HITRAM saturates at 29 Mbps, a considerably higher

throughput compared to SampleRate, BEWARE and MARA.

In the second set of simulation experiments through UDP traffic, the interference

effect is observed over different rate adaptation schemes. The scenario configurations

are similar to the earlier, except that the number of clients have been varied from 10

to 120, with every client generates traffic at a rate of 512 Kbps. Fig. 5.14 plots the

graph with the network throughput as a function of number of clients. Higher number of

clients reflects more interference in the network. To explain the behavior of different data

rates, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the fraction of packets received with

different transmission rates have been plotted for two different scenarios, a low interference
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of rates in low interference
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of rates in high interference

scenario (with 10 clients), as shown in Fig. 5.15, and a high interference scenario (with 120

clients), as shown in Fig. 5.16. SampleRate is always affected by the congestion effects,

and it switches to low data rates frequently even in the low interference scenario. At high

Interference scenario, SampleRate aggressively uses low rates most of the time, and the

performance is affected severely. BEWARE and MARA shows a conservative behavior

for both the low interference and high interference scenarios, by using 18, 24, 36, and 48
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Figure 5.17: TCP steady state throughput

Mbps data rates most of the time. However, BEWARE uses 36 and 48 Mbps rates more

at low interference scenario, and 18 and 24 Mbps rates more at high interference scenario.

BEWARE considers background traffic as the reason for congestion, and therefore uses low

rates, which is preferable for the infrastructure wireless networks. However, it affects the

performance of mesh networks. MARA shows more preferable rate adaptation for mesh

networks, by selecting the high rates at the high interference scenario and the low rates at

the low interference scenario. However its conservative nature prevents it to excessively

use 54 Mbps rate during the high interference scenario. The proposed HITRAM protocol

adopts the best rates at the low interference, mostly 12, 18, 24, and 36 Mbps. Further it

extensively uses 48 and 54 Mbps during the high interference, resulting better performance

gain compared to other techniques, as shown in Fig. 5.14.

5.4.3 Performance for TCP Traffic

In these sets of experiments, the TCP performance is evaluated for different rate

adaptation techniques. As earlier, the clients are randomly distributed in the network

with different seed values for 10 different trials of the simulation. Every client transfer

an 1 GB file to the CN using broadly used TCP new Reno protocol. The performance

of TCP is measured in terms of steady state TCP throughput and average end-to-end

packet delay. Fig. 5.17 shows average steady state TCP throughput as a function of

number of TCP clients. The frequent rate fluctuations at SampleRate and BEWARE
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Figure 5.18: TCP end-to-end delay

techniques affects TCP performance at high interference, by dropping TCP congestion

window (CWnd) value. TCP maintains retransmit timer values based on estimated round

trip time (RTT). The RTT changes as data rate changes, and therefore TCP falsely triggers

retransmit timeouts, which results congestion avoiding actions by dropping CWnd values

and sender’s data rate. MARA performs better than SampleRate and BEWARE protocols,

however the throughput is affected due to frequent peer changes. The HITRAM protocol

balances between rate selection and peer establishment, and outperforms other protocols

at higher interference. The gradual performance degradation of HITRAM with increased

number of clients is only because of the bandwidth sharing between the TCP flows, and the

bottleneck behavior near the mesh gateways. It has been observed from the simulation

traces, that number of retransmit timeouts and CWnd drops are considerably less for

HITRAM, compared to other rate adaptation techniques. Fig. 5.18 shows average end-to-

end TCP packet delay for different rate adaptation techniques. The average end-to-end

TCP delay for HITRAM is considerably less than other rate adaptation techniques,

5.4.4 Compatibility with Other Rate Adaptations

In this set of simulation experiments, the gains obtained in the throughput is evaluated

with the incremental deployment of HITRAM in a environment of SampleRate support.

The scenario configurations are similar as described in Subsection 5.4.2. Fig. 5.19 plots

the throughput with respect to the fraction of mesh STAs upgraded from SampleRate
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Figure 5.19: Throughput in a mixed network

to HITRAM. 30 number of clients are deployed randomly, as earlier, with each client

generates traffic at a rate of 2 Mbps, resulting network saturation. It can be observed that

the overall network throughput improves as the mesh STAs are upgraded from SampleRate

to HITRAM. This indicates that the incremental deployment of the HITRAM supported

mesh STAs provides network performance gains. The HITRAM supported mesh STAs

adjust data rates based on interference and hop-counts towards destination, resulting best

possible performance gain.

5.4.5 Impact of Different Channel Conditions

In this set of simulation experiments, similar setup is used as described in Subsection 5.4.2,

except that the Ricean fading parameter K is varied. As the value of K increases, the line-

of-sight signal component becomes stronger, and overall channel SNR increases. Fig. 5.20

and Fig. 5.21 plots overall network throughput as a function of number of UDP clients,

with two different K values, K = 0 and K = 12 respectively. It can be observed from the

figures, that HITRAM outperforms all other rate adaptations for both at low SNR link

scenario (with K = 0) and at high SNR link scenario (with K = 12). However, the overall

throughput for the low SNR scenario is less because the low data rates are used more to

sustain the communications between the end-to-end pairs, according to equation (5.21).
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Figure 5.20: UDP throughput for K = 0
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Figure 5.21: UDP throughput for K = 12

5.5 Summary

This chapter proposes a rate-adaptation mechanism for IEEE 802.11s standard. The

rate-hop-interference trade-off for multi-rate mesh network is analyzed theoretically. The

standard IEEE 802.11s protocols have been enhanced to support rate adaptation based

on the rate-hop-interference trade-off. The performance as well as the interoperability of

the proposed scheme have been evaluated through simulation results. The performance
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5.5 Summary

comparison with existing rate adaptation techniques shows that the proposed HITRAM

protocol performs better than other schemes for different network scenarios. The proposed

HITRAM protocol addresses the rate-hop-interference trade-off for multi-rate mesh

networks, and provides better MAC layer performance at various network conditions.

It can be noted that rate-adaptation in a mesh network handles the effect of channel

variability over the channel access protocol by selecting the optimal data rate that provides

best performance. In a multi-hop mesh network, the variability in the channel and

the network conditions also affect the mesh path selection protocols. The next chapter

proposes an improved mesh path selection protocol to deal with the variable channel and

network conditions in a mesh network.
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Chapter 6

Selective Greedy Path Selection:

Exploring the Path Diversity in

Backbone Mesh Networks

As discussed earlier, the interdependency among the transmission scheduling and mesh

path selection in a multi-interface mesh network has indulged the researchers to incorpo-

rate the mesh path selection protocols at the MAC layer. The traditional path selection

protocols use either proactive or reactive based approaches. The proactive protocols do

not adapt to the wireless link fluctuations and path loss constraints, as they precalculate

a fixed mesh path based on the decision time network conditions and channel quality mea-

surements. On the contrary, the reactive path selection protocols can adjust to the chan-

nel conditions through on-demand path finding, but clog the network with control packet

flooding. This chapter proposes a new mesh path selection paradigm for multi-interface

mesh networks, called the ‘Selective Greedy’ (SelG) mesh path selection protocol, that can

adapt with the changing path diversity in a mesh network. The protocol works over the

standard IEEE 802.11s HWMP protocol. The proposed protocol operates in two stages.

In the first stage, the proactive approach is used to find out a set of ‘potential next-hop

candidates’ (PNC) that can work as the competent next hop relay. This selection is based

on the HWMP airtime link metric. In the second stage during the actual data communica-

tion, a greedy selection strategy is used to find out the local best among the set of PNCs.

The greedy selection is based on two parameters - the network interference and the impact

of the local variability in the channel condition over the metric value, that is used for the

computation of the forwarder set. The characteristics of IEEE 802.11s mesh network is
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explored to devise the network interference constraint locally at every mesh STA, using the

well-established protocol interference model [186]. The proposed protocol does not flood

control packets to adapt with the channel variability, like reactive protocols. However,

it considers the impact of the channel variability over the proactive path calculation, by

reflecting the statistical dispersion in the current link metric value over the path metric

value, and considering the effect of the interference over the path selection strategy. The

effectiveness of the proposed scheme is analyzed and compared with other traditional path

selection protocols for multi-hop and mesh networks, using simulation results.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The motivation behind designing a new

mesh path selection protocol is discussed in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 discusses the network

model and assumptions used for designing the proposed mesh path selection protocol. The

design and implementation details of the proposed protocol is discussed in section 6.3. The

performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed using simulation results, as reported in

section 6.4. This section also compares the performance of the proposed protocol with

other state-of-the-art protocols proposed in the literature. Finally, section 6.5 concludes

the chapter.

6.1 Motivation

The existing path selection protocols for mesh networks can be broadly classified into

three groups - proactive [136], reactive [141] or hybrid [147]. The proactive path

selection protocols decide the mesh path before the actual data communication takes place.

Therefore the performance of the proactive protocols are affected by the wireless channel

dynamics, such as fading, shadowing, multi-path propagation and path loss components.

The path diversity in wireless mesh networks does not guarantee that the current best

path would remain best for the entire duration of the communication. In [149] and [150],

the authors have shown that the proactive path selection performs poorly under variable

path loss components. On the other hand, reactive protocols find out the mesh path in an

on-demand basis. Though reactive protocols are more adaptative to the network channel

variability, it floods the network with control packets every-time a new flow is introduced

in the network. As discussed in [151], the reactive protocols do not perform well for static

wireless mesh backbone, and the control overhead becomes higher than the communication

efficiency. The hybrid path selection protocols, being a combination of the proactive and

reactive approaches, select the path upto some pivot points using the reactive approach,

and the paths from the pivot points to the final destination is discovered using a proactive
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approach. Though hybrid protocols perform better than proactive and reactive protocols

in a mesh backbone network [153], the deficiency of the proactive and reactive protocols

still exist upto some extent.

As discussed earlier, IEEE 802.11s supports HWMP to captivate the MAC layer

mesh path selection functionality through multi-hop communications. HWMP operates

in two modes - proactive tree based path selection, and reactive on-demand mesh path

selection. HWMP uses airtime link value as the path selection metric. However, HWMP

along with the airtime link metric do not perform well for multi-interface multi-channel

mesh networks, because of the following two reasons.

� The number of pair-wise interfaces in a neighborhood is likely to be more than the

number of non-overlapping channels available. Only 3 non-overlapping channels are

available for the most commercially used IEEE 802.11b/g physical layer. Though

IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n have more number of non-overlapping channels,

different countries apply their own regulations to the allowable channels. Therefore,

interference cannot be avoided completely even with multiple channels. Finding

optimal interface depends on the interference condition at the channel in which the

interface is operating.

� The demerits of the proactive and the reactive path selection protocols, as discussed

earlier, are also applicable for the HWMP protocol.

To cop up with the problems associated with the proactive and the reactive path

selection protocols, this chapter proposes a new mesh path selection protocol, called the

‘Selective Greedy’, that can adapt to the channel variability, however, does not use on-

demand control packets flooding. The proposed SelG protocol works in two phases. In the

first phase, a set of PNCs are selected using a proactive approach, those can work as the

next-hop relay. In the second stage, the variability in the network and channel conditions

are explored to device a local greedy strategy to find out the best forwarder among the

set of PNCs. The design details of the proposed SelG protocol is discussed in subsequent

sections.

6.2 Network Model

In the proposed system architecture, every mesh STA is equipped with multiple interfaces

operated in different channels, based on existing channel assignment protocols [170].

Though most of the works in literature talk about interdependency of channel assignment
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and mesh path selection, these two operations are segregated in this chapter to make the

protocol simple and easily implementable. As mesh STAs are fixed and pre-deployed,

centralized channel assignment can be implemented at mesh STAs without the violation

of scalability. This chapter assumes the centralized channel assignment scheme proposed

in [170] which is independent of mesh path selection. Communication is possible between

a pair of mesh STAs if they have at least one interface each tuned in the same channel. It

may not be necessary that every mesh STA has same number of interfaces. However, every

such pair of interfaces have different path selection elements due to channel interference

and dynamic network conditions. The objective is to find out the best pair of interfaces

for the optimum mesh path selection protocol performance.

As discussed earlier, due to unavailability of the sufficient number of channels, inter-

ference is still possible among the mesh STAs. The protocol model for interference [186] is

assumed in this chapter, where two links interfere if they are within the interference range

of each-other (which is more than the communication range) and use the same channel

for communication. However, the proposed protocol can be extended for any model of

interference, as long as the interference can be characterized at the mesh STAs.

6.3 Selective Greedy Forwarding (SelG): Protocol Design

The proposed protocol has two stages. In the first stage, which is executed periodically,

a set of PNCs are pre-determined using the proactive path selection mechanism. In the

second stage, during actual data transmission, a candidate is selected from the set of PNCs,

based on the impact of the current network conditions. It can be noted that there can be

multiple flows from different sources to the same destination. In the proposed scheme, the

forwarder set is constructed individually at every sources, for each destination, and is not

flow specific.

For the ease of presentation, this section assumes that the traffic in the network are

to and from the mesh gates. Therefore every mesh STAs in the network finds out the mesh

path towards the mesh gates. However, the proposed scheme can be extended for finding

out the mesh path between any two mesh STAs, as discussed in subsequent sections.

6.3.1 Stage 1: Construction of the Set of Potential Forwarders

The proactive method of the HWMP protocol is used to find out the set of PNCs of a

mesh STA from its one-hop neighborhood. As discussed earlier, the proactive tree rooted

at the mesh gates are constructed through periodic PPREQ message broadcast. For the
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nb

ifSet V     (Set of Interfaces)bp

Set V        (Set of Neighbors)bp

Figure 6.1: Bipartite graph model for finding minimum set of interfaces required to
broadcast PPREQ messages

conventional HWMP protocol, PPREQ messages are broadcast through every interfaces

of each mesh STA. However, it increases control overhead in the network. This chapter

proposes to limit the broadcast of the PPREQ messages through a set of interfaces, such

that every neighbor receives at least one copy of the PPREQ message. To find out the

minimal set of interfaces that suffices the above purpose, every mesh STA should have

sufficient knowledge of all peer neighbors through each interface. This can be accomplished

by IEEE 802.11s mesh peer management (MPM) Protocol [25], where every mesh STA

broadcast peering beacons through every interfaces periodically to keep aware of the local

network connectivity. With this information, finding minimal set of interfaces for PPREQ

broadcast can be modeled as a graph theoretic problem as follows.

Construction of the Minimal Set of Interfaces for PPREQ Broadcast

Let STAi and STAj be the two mesh STAs, each have Γi and Γj set of interfaces. Let

Xij = {(Imi , Inj ) | Imi ∈ Γi, I
n
j ∈ Γj , I

m
i and Inj are tuned to the same channel}. Then

communication is possible between STAi and STAj through any (Imi , I
n
j ) ∈ Xij . Let,

Ni1 denotes the set of one-hop neighbors for STAi. A bipartite graph Gbp(Vbp,Ebp) is

constructed as follows, where Vbp is the set of vertices, and Ebp is the set of edges.

� Every interface Iki ∈ Γi and every STA` ∈ Ni1 is represented as a vertex in Vbp.

� There exists an undirected edge from Iki to STA` if (Iki , I
n
` ) ∈ Xil, i.e. STA` has at

least one interface which is tuned to the same channel as of Iki .

Let the vertex set is divided into two subsets, Vifbp ⊂ Vbp and Vnbbp ⊂ Vbp, where the

set Vifbp contains the vertices from Γi and the set Vnbbp contains the vertices from Ni1. An

example of this construction is shown in Figure 6.1. The term, ‘Interface cover’ is defined

as follows.
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Algorithm 6.1 Find minimum set of interfaces to cover all neighbors

1: Sort the vertices in the set Vifbp according to their degree

2: while Set Vnbbp is non-empty do

3: Select the vertex v ∈ Vifbp with the highest degree, and delete all the edges and the

corresponding vertices in Vnbbp that are incident to v.

4: Add the interface corresponding to the vertex v to the set of required interfaces, and

delete v from Vifbp
5: end while

Definition 6.1. The interface cover of STAi, denoted as Hi, is the subset of Vifbp, such

that every vertex of the set Vnbbp is incident to at-least one edge (Iki , STA`) ∈ Ebp with the

following constraints;

(C-1) Iki ∈ Hi, and

(C-2) STA` ∈ Vnbbp

Let Mi ⊆ Γi denotes the minimum set of interfaces required for PPREQ broadcast

at STAi, ensuring that every STA` ∈ Ni1 receives at least one copy of the message. Then

then the following axiom holds true.

Axiom 6.1. Mi = min
Hi

|Hi|, where |Hi| denotes the cardinality of the set Hi.

Proof. The proof is trivial and can be directly derived from the definition of the interface

cover.

Based on the Axiom 6.1, a greedy strategy is presented in Algorithm 6.1 to solve

this problem. Algorithm 6.1 repeatedly finds out the interfaces that can broadcast the

PPREQ messages to the maximum number of neighbors (the corresponding vertex in Vifbp
with maximum degree), and includes that interface to the set of required interfaces. The

computation is local and requires O(|Γi|) rounds where |Γi| denotes the cardinality of the

set Γi, and thus linear in nature.

Set of Potential Forwarders

The set of PNCs are constructed using the proactive approach through the receipt of the

PPREQ broadcast at different interfaces. On receiving a PPREQ message from STAj at

interface Iki , STAi decides whether to include 〈STAj , Iki 〉 to the set of PNCs. It can be
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noted that for multi-interface mesh network, the mesh path is decided by the next-hop

mesh STA as well as the interface that should be used to communicate with that mesh

STA. Therefore, the (MP,interface) pair is stored in the set of PNCs. Further it can be

noted that because of the assumption of static channel assignment, the associated interface

to communicate with a neighboring mesh STA remains valid for the entire duration of the

network operations.

Let ξ denotes the maximum number of PNCs for a mesh STA. The value of ξ depends

on the flexibility of the mesh path selection architecture, and the effect of ξ is discussed

later in this chapter. If ξ = 1, the proposed scheme is reduced to the conventional proactive

path selection mechanism. On receiving the PPREQ messages from its neighbors, a mesh

STA stores the first ξ number of candidates, based on the path metric value, as the set of

PNCs. An iterative process is used for this purpose. Let Fi denote the set of PNCs for

STAi. Every entry in Fi has three tuples 〈STAj , Iki ,Pk
ij〉, where Pk

ij is the path metric

value1 between STAi and STAj , when the corresponding PPREQ message from STAj is

received through interface Iki ∈ Γi. Let Cki` denote the airtime link metric between STAi

and STA`, using interface Iki ∈ Γi. On receiving a PPREQ message from STAj through

interface Iki , with path metric value Pk
ij , STAi executes Algorithm 6.2.

According to the algorithm, when a mesh STA receives a PPREQ message, if the

entry is already in the set of PNCs, then it updates the corresponding path metric value

with the value received. If not, then it checks whether the sender of the PPREQ message

can be elected as a candidate for the next-hop, by comparing the received path metric

value with the existing values. If the path metric value for the PPREQ sender is less,

then the entry with the highest path metric value is replaced with the metric value of the

PPREQ sender. When there is a change in the set of PNCs, the mesh STA broadcast

a new PPREQ message with the minimum updated path metric value, from the set of

PNCs. Otherwise, the PPREQ messages is broadcast if another PPREQ message with

the same sequence number is not broadcast earlier (to avoid the path loops).

1The difference between the link metric and the path metric should be noted. The link metric is the

airtime link value between two mesh STAs (using a specific interface for communication). The path metric

is the aggregate of the link metric values for all the links in the path. The aggregation depends on the

properties of the link metric values. Airtime link metric is additive in nature, and therefore the path metric

is the sum of the individual link metrics.
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Algorithm 6.2 On receiving a PPREQ from STAj through interface Iki of STAi, with

the path metric value Pk
ij

1: if 〈STAj , Iki 〉 ∈ Fi then

2: Update Pk
ij in Fi

3: else

4: Find a candidate 〈STA`, Iqi 〉 with maximum Pq
i` from Fi

5: if Pq
i` > Pk

ij then

6: Replace the entry 〈STA`, Iqi ,P
q
i`〉 with 〈STAj , Iki ,Pk

ij〉
7: Find the candidate 〈STAm, Iri 〉 with the minimum (Pr

im + Crim) from Fi.
8: Broadcast a PPREQ message with the metric value (Pr

im + Crim) through the set of

interfaces calculated using Algorithm 6.1.

9: end if

10: end if

11: if PPREQ with same sequence number is NOT broadcasted then

12: Find a candidate 〈STAm, Iri 〉 with the minimum (Pr
im + Crim) from Fi.

13: Broadcast a PPREQ message with the metric value (Pr
im + Crim) through the set of

interfaces calculated using Algorithm 6.1.

14: end if

Information Collection During Stage 1

It can be noted that the path metric values are stored along with the candidates in the set

of PNC. Additionally, every STAi maintains another table Li, where the rows correspond

to the candidates in the PNC set of STAi, and the columns correspond to the interfaces

of STAi. Every entry Li[STAj , Iki ] stores the airtime link value for the link to the PNC

STAj through the interface Iki . Whenever a candidate is inserted or updated in the PNC

set, the corresponding row in L is updated also. If STAj is not reachable through Iki ,

then corresponding entry is∞. Thus L stores the link metric information during the time

when a mesh STA is selected as a PNC.

The path metric and the link metrics are used in the second stage to analyze the

effect of the link metric deviation (the deviation of the link metric at the time of its

use for the calculation of the set of potential next-hops, and the current value during

communication) over the path metrics. This reflects the variability in the network and

the channel conditions. This measure of the network and the channel variability is used

to decide the most stable and optimal route using a local greedy selection, as described in
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the next subsection.

6.3.2 Stage 2: The Greedy Selection of the Best Candidate

During the actual data transmission, a candidate mesh STA from the set of PNCs are

selected as the next hop. This selection is based on the channel interference, airtime link

value of the PNCs and the current channel characteristics. IEEE 802.11s uses dynamic

TDMA based channel scheduling where time is divided into delivery traffic indication

message (DTIM) intervals. At the current DTIM interval, data scheduling for the next

DTIM interval is done through a reservation mechanism, called the mesh coordinated

channel access (MCCA). During MCCA handshaking, every mesh STA broadcast MCCA

advertisement messages, that contain the two hop interference information at the data

sender and the data receiver. Thus interference characteristic of the next DTIM interval

can be estimated from the current MCCA scheduling information. Whenever a new flow is

introduced in the network, the greedy selection mechanism characterizes the interference

based on the current data scheduling in the two hop neighborhood, and selects the best

candidate from the set of PNCs.

Interference Characterization

As discussed earlier, this chapter considers the protocol model for interference [186, 187,

214]. Let Rc denotes the communication range of an interface. Then according to the

protocol model, two interfaces interfere with each other, if they are in the same channel

and are at-most q×Rc distance apart, where the value of q depends on the physical layer

characterization. For general multi-interface multi-channel mesh network, q ≤ 2 because

of the capture effect and message-in-message communications [189, 215–217]. Protocol

interference model is an approximation of the physical interference model. However,

it is distributed in nature, and can be computed locally at every interface with local

neighborhood information [187]. In [214], the authors have shown that with proper

parameter settings (such as transmit power and capture threshold), protocol interference

model can perform as good as the physical interference model. Further if q ≤ 2, protocol

interference model can be used correctly to capture interference information with two-hop

broadcasting and network overhearing.

From MPM and MCCA protocols of the IEEE 802.11s mesh standard, every mesh

STA is aware of all the interfaces in its two-hop neighborhood, that interfere with its own

interfaces. Let H(Iki ) denotes the set of interfaces which interfere with interface Iki of
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STAi. Assume Z(Iki ) is an indicator variable such that,

Z(Iki ) =


1 If Iki is currently being used

for communication

0 Otherwise

According to the protocol interference model, only one interface can transmit among

the interfaces that interfere with each other. Consider an interface Iki ∈ Γi. Then either

Iki can transmit or a set of interfaces from H(Iki ) can transmit, where no two interfaces

interfere with each other.

Theorem 6.2. For every interface Iki ∈ Γi of STAi, following condition must hold true

for minimum interference data communication,

Z(Iki ) +
∑

Imj ∈H(Iki )

Z(Imj ) ≤ 1.11364α (6.1)

where α is the beam-width of the interface Iki , expressed in radians.

Proof. The proof extends the concept provided in Lemma 1, given in [53], for protocol

interference model in multi-interface mesh network. According to the protocol interference

model, two interfaces interfere with each other, if they are at-most q ×Rc distance apart.

Consider the following two cases,

Case I. Assume Iki transmits. In this case, none of the interfaces in H(Iki ) can transmit.

Therefore,

Z(Iki ) = 1∑
Imj ∈H(Iki )

Z(Imj ) = 0

This satisfies the inequality given in (6.1).

Case II. Assume Iki does not transmit. In this case, two interfaces from H(Iki ) can

transmit, provided that they are at-least q ×Rc distance apart. Let us assume

that there exists S number of interfaces in H(Iki ), who are at least q × Rc

distance apart. Considering the fact that all interfaces in H(Iki ) must be within

the disk centered at Iki and with radius q × Rc (based of the protocol model

consideration, interference range is at-most q × Rc), the problem of finding S

can be reduced to the circle packing problem discussed in [218]. Let us consider
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Figure 6.2: Interference characterization

Fig. 6.2. If STAi does not use interface Iki , then the interfaces of STAu and

STAv can transmit simultaneously if they are at-least q × Rc distance apart.

Without considering the directionality of the interfaces, the problem of “finding

maximum number of interfaces that can simultaneously transmit”, is similar to

the problem of “finding maximum number of non-overlapping circles of radius

(q×Rc)/2 that can be packed within a circle of radius 1.5×q×Rc”. From [218],

the value is 7. Therefore, for uniform distribution of the directional beams of

the interfaces,

S ≤
( α

2π
× 7 ≈ 1.11364α

)
where α is the beam-width of the interface Iki , expressed in radians. As a result,

Z(Iki ) = 0∑
Imj ∈H(Iki )

Z(Imj ) ≤ 1.11364α

This follows the theorem.

The interference characteristics for multi-interface mesh networks, as derived in

equation (6.1), gives a theoretical upper bound for selecting maximum number of interfaces

for simultaneous interference-free communications. The bound is free of the q value,

which indicates that interference range does not affect interface selection, until the set of

interfering interfaces (H(Iki )) are identified properly. IEEE 802.11s MCCA advertisement

message provides the support for populating the set of interfering interfaces in every DTIM
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interval. In practice interference-free interface selection can not be guaranteed because

of the approximation in the protocol interference model2. However, as shown in [214],

with proper power adjustments, protocol interference model can capture interference with

minimum error, and therefore, equation (6.1) can provide the bound for the minimum

interference interface selection. Accordingly, equation (6.1) works as a constraint for the

greedy selection to support the minimum interference mesh path selection. The next

section provides the utility function for the greedy selection strategy.

Design of the Utility Function

The utility function is designed based on the effect of the current network dynamics

(channel condition and interference) over the path metric information, to find out the

set of PNCs. Let Ckij denote the link metric value between STAi and STAj through

interface Iki ∈ Γi, when STAj was selected as a PNC. Similarly assume that Pk
ij denotes

the path metric during the PNC computation. The utility function for the greedy selection

of STAj , denoted as U(STAj , I
k
i ) is expressed as follows;

U(STAj , I
k
i ) =

1 +

√√√√(
Ck
ij

)2
−(Ck

ij)
2(

Ck
ij

)2
×Pk

ij ; if Ckij < Ckij1−

√√√√(
Ck
ij

)2
−(Ck

ij)
2(

Ck
ij

)2
×Pk

ij ; if Ckij > Ckij

Pk
ij ; if Ckij = Ckij

(6.2)

The utility function estimates the path metric value based on the statistical dispersion

in the current link metric value. A negative dispersion in the link metric value indicates

possible cost reduction in the path metric value. Similarly, a positive dispersion in the

link metric indicates cost inflation in the path metric. It can be noted that based on the

stored information, the values of Ckij and Pk
ij are obtained as follows;

Ckij = Li[STAj , Iki ]

Pk
ij = Fi[STAj , Iki ]

2Protocol interference model can not handle cumulative interference [214]. Therefore, the set of

interfaces that introduce interferences due to cumulative power effect, can not be identified properly

through MCCA broadcast messages. As a result, small error is observed in the set of interfering interfaces.
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The utility function along with the interference constraint is used for the greedy

selection of 〈STAj , Iki 〉 as the next-hop forwarder, discussed next.

The Greedy Selection Strategy

The greedy selection is based on a constrained optimization problem, formulated as follows.

Problem 6.1.

min
〈STAj ,Iki 〉

U(STAj , I
k
i )

s.t. Z(Iki ) +
∑

e′∈H(Iki )

Z(e′) ≤ 1.11364α

STAj ∈ Fi

Iki ∈ Γi

The constrained optimization given in Problem 6.1 returns the 〈STAj , Iki 〉 pair that

provides minimum utility maintaining the interference constraint. The convergent time of

the constrained optimization is analyzed using following theorem.

Theorem 6.3. Problem 6.1 can be solved within O(|Fi| × |Γi|) time complexity.

Proof. Let Yi = 〈STAj , Iki 〉 represent the optimal solution of Problem 6.1 for STAi.

Instead of allowing Yi to take specific (MP, interface) value, let us define Yi to be a

vector in {O1,O2, ...,Ok}, where each Oj takes a possible solution, and is represented by

an integer value from [0...k]. Let this integer is chosen as follows: consider an equilateral

simplex Σk in Rk−1 with vertices b1, b2, ..., bk. Let ck = b1+b2+...+bk
k be the centroid of

Σk, and let Oj = bj − ck for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Then problem 6.1 is represented as an integer

semidefinite program with finite solution bound. From [219], the problem can be solved

within O(k) time complexity by exploring all the elements in the vector {O1,O2, ...,Ok}.
In the present scenario, k = |Fi| × |Γi|. This follows the theorem.

Nevertheless in practice, the numeric value of the bound O(|Fi| × |Γi|) is very less

(maximum within the order of two digits). So the running time for the problem is

significantly low. The above selection procedure returns the next-hop candidate from

the set of PNCs, and corresponding interface to be used, considering the link metric and

its dispersion, as well as the interference constraint.
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6.3.3 Extension of the SelG Protocol for Path Selection Between Two

Mesh STAs

The SelG protocol is discussed till now from the context of the mesh path selection from

a mesh STA to the mesh gates. According to the proactive HWMP protocol, the mesh

gates periodically broadcast PPREQ messages. On hearing the PPREQ messages, every

mesh STA populates the set of PNCs. However the protocol can be also extended for

finding out the mesh path between two mesh STAs. For this purpose, every mesh STA

maintains a SelG table, denoted as TSelG. For STAi, TSelGi
has two columns, where

the first column contains the destination STAj , and the second column stores the set of

PNCs, when the destination is STAj , denotes as Fji . Before the first time communication

between STAi and STAj , the source STAi broadcast a PREQ message3, according to

the reactive HWMP protocol, using the selected interfaces, as discussed in Algorithm 6.1.

Once the PREQ from STAi is reached at STAj , the PREP message propagates back to

STAi, using a similar procedure described in Algorithm, 6.1. On hearing the PREQ and

PREP messages, every intermediate mesh STAs insert an entry corresponding to STAi (if

PREQ is received) or STAj (if PREP is received) in its TSelG, based on Algorithm 6.2 as

discussed earlier.

Assume a mesh STA receives a PREQ message where the destination is STAj .

Further assume that it already has an entry for STAj in its TSelG. Then the mesh

STA immediately replies back with a gratuitous PREP message. However, to avoid the

stale entries in TSelG, every entry is associated with a lifetime interval, on expiry of which

the entry is deleted. The duration of the lifetime interval is set by the service provider,

based on the network deployment characteristics. For example, the lifetime interval would

be less for an indoor mesh network compared to an outdoor mesh network, because the

channel variability is more in an indoor environment compared to an outdoor environment.

Once the set of PNCs are computed, and an entry is made in TSelG, for all

subsequent communications, the greedy selection mechanism is used to find out the next-

hop candidate, until the lifetime of the entry expires. Once the lifetime expires, the set of

PNCs are recomputed by broadcasting the PREQ messages. However, a higher lifetime

value can be supported for the SelG, compared to the lifetime of the forwarding tables

built using the proactive protocols.

3It can be noted that for communication between two mesh STAs, PREQ messages are used instead of

PPREQ, according to the standard HWMP protocol.
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6.3.4 The Size of the Set of Potential Forwarders

The performance of the SelG protocol relies on the size of the initial set of PNCs. If the

size is too small, then the behavior of the SelG protocol becomes similar to the proactive

protocols. On the other hand, large number of entries in the set of PNCs may trap the

protocol to the local best solutions (the local optimum based on the greedy selection),

which is not the globally best solution, with minimum path metric value and interference

constraints. Therefore, the size of the set of PNCs need to be chosen carefully for the best

performance of the protocol.

In the proposed protocol, the size of the set of PNC is limited based on the dispersion

in the path metric values received from the individual neighbors. Assume STAi has the set

of PNCs Fi. Let STAi receives a PPREQ (or a PREQ in case of on-demand path selection

between two mesh STAs) from STAj through the interface Iki ∈ Γi. Then 〈STAj , Iki 〉 in

included in Fi, if and only if following condition is satisfied,√√√√√√
(
Pk
ij

)2
−
(
P̂k
ij

)2

(
P̂k
ij

)2 ≤ δ (6.4)

where,

P̂k
ij = min{Pr

i`|〈STA`, Iri 〉 ∈ Fi}

and δ is a constant, called the ‘forwarder percentage’. The value of δ depends on the path

loss components, and can be decided by the service provider based on the deployment

scenarios. The effect of δ is analyzed in this chapter through simulation and experimental

results.

6.3.5 Routing Efficiency of SelG

To ensure stable mesh paths, a path selection protocol should support following

characteristics,

1. isotonic path selection, and

2. loop-free forwarding.

The concept of isotonicity is introduced in [220] and [221]. Assume two mesh paths

P1 and P2 and two links L1 and L2. The isotonicity of a path selection (or routing)

metric is defined as follows.
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Z(L1+P1) <= Z(L 1+P2) Z(P1+L2) <= Z(P 2+L2)

P2

P1

P1 P1

P2 P2

Z(P1) <= Z(P 2)

A B

C’

L2

A BC

L1

A B

Figure 6.3: Explanation of Isotonicity

Definition 6.2. A path selection (or routing) decision metric Z(.) is called isotonic if

Z(P1) ≤ Z(P2) implies both Z(L1⊕P1) ≤ Z(L1⊕P2) and Z(P1⊕L2) ≤ Z(P2⊕L2),

where the operator ⊕ denotes addition of a link to a path.

The concept of isotonicity is explained using a figure, as shown in Fig. 6.3. Assume

there exists two paths between the nodes A and B, P1 and P2 respectively. Further

assume that the path metric value for P1 is less than the path metric value for P2. Let

us add a link L1 from node C to node A. If isotonicity is satisfied, the path metric value

from C to B through the path P1 should be less that the path metric value through the

path P2. Similarly, if the link is added to node B, the isotonicity of the path metric is to

be satisfied also.

Theorem 6.4. The utility function, given in equation (6.2), for the decision making in

the SelG protocol, supports isotonicity.

Proof. The airtime link metric value is additive in nature, and therefore it supports

isotonicity. According to Algorithm 6.2, before broadcasting a PPREQ message, a mesh

STA, STAi, updates the path metric value as follows,

Pk
ij
∗

= min{Pk
ij + Ckij |〈STAj , Iki 〉 ∈ Fi} (6.5)

where Pk
ij
∗

is the updated path metric value. Considering two sets A ⊆ R and B ⊆ R,

where R is the set of real numbers. if min{x|x ∈ A} ≤ min{y|y ∈ B}, then for any ω ∈ R,

following inequality always holds true.

min{x|x ∈ A}+ ω ≤ min{y|y ∈ B}+ ω
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Based upon this inequality, it can be easily seen that Pk
ij
∗

is isotonic. During greedy

selection, let us assume the link dispersion factor be ρ. Considering Pk
ij
∗ ≤ Pw

uv
∗ for two

candidate forwarders 〈STAj , Ikj 〉 and 〈STAv, Iwu 〉, following inequalities always hold true.

(1 + ρ)×Pk
ij
∗ ≤ (1 + ρ)×Pw

uv
∗ (6.6)

(1− ρ)×Pk
ij
∗ ≤ (1− ρ)×Pw

uv
∗ (6.7)

Therefore the utility function, as given in equation (6.2), also follows the isotonicity

property.

The isotonicity property guarantees stable mesh paths in the network [220,221], that

is the mesh paths do not fall into the ping-pong effect, when the network and the channel

condition is stable, and the best path at a moment can be selected unconditionally. The

path is changed only when the network and the channel conditions are dispersed sufficiently

to provide a better path. It can be noted that the interference constraint does not judge

the quality of a path. It just gives a binary decision on whether to use a candidate or not,

from the set of PNCs, such that the minimum interference mesh path selection is possible.

The candidate that gives the minimal utility value, according to the equation (6.2), is

allowed to transmit only when the interference constraint is satisfied.

As discussed earlier, another important property to judge a mesh path selection

protocol is to check whether loop-free property is satisfied. Following theorem shows that

the proposed SelG protocol is loop-free.

Theorem 6.5. The greedy selection does not introduce a forwarding loop.

Proof. The method of contradiction is used to proof the theorem. For the notational

shorthand, let us use only the next-hop mesh STA as the candidate from the set of

PNCs, and imply that the corresponding interface is used. Let Pi and Ci denote the

path metric and the link metric for the next hop STAi respectively, with the implication

of corresponding interfaces.

Let us assume that the greedy selection introduces a forwarding loop at STAi.

Assume the forwarding loop be {STAi, STAj , ..., STAk, STAi}. Because of the additive

and non-zero properties of the airtime metric value,

min{Pi + Ci} < min{Pj + Cj} < ...

< min{Pk + Ck} < min{Pi + Ci} (6.8)

∀i; min{Pi + Ci} ∈ R+, where R+ is the set of positive real numbers. Therefore, the

inequality given in equation (6.8) is never possible. This contradicts with our assumption.
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Hence, the greedy selection never introduces a forwarding loop.

6.4 Simulation Results

The proposed scheme is implemented and simulated using Qualnet Network simulator

version 5.0.1 [71]. Qualnet supports IEEE 802.11s complaint HWMP protocol for the

MAC layer path selection in a mesh network. The proposed SelG protocol is implemented

as an extension of the HWMP protocol.

6.4.1 Scenario Settings

The network consists of 100 mesh STAs distributed uniformly in the arena such that

every mesh STA has on average (mean) 5 neighbors and maximum 8 neighbors. Every

mesh STA is equipped with 4 interfaces. The proposed SelG protocol is implemented at

the IEEE 802.11s MAC layer, that operates with 54 Mbps physical layer data rate and

3 non-overlapping channels. Channel assignment is done statically using the centralized

algorithm proposed in [170]. Out of the 100 mesh STAs, 5 mesh STAs have been selected

as mesh gates. This 5 mesh gates are also placed uniformly in the arena. To capture the

channel variability, the log-distance path loss model is used, with path loss parameters

γ = 3.0 and σ = 7, that represents the path loss in an indoor environment [222].

6.4.2 Mesh STA to Mesh Gate Communication

This section analyzes the performance of the proposed SelG protocol when all the

communications are towards or from mesh gates. The traffic generation model of Qualnet

is used to generate flows from the mesh STAs. Every different traffic source inside a mesh

STA can be considered as client nodes associated with the mesh STA. The simulation

is executed for 200 seconds. For every scenario settings, 10 different simulations have

been executed with different seed values, and the average is taken to plot the graphs.

However the outcomes from every settings are also shown in the graphs to indicate the

variation in the results, called the confidence intervals. The traffic start time is chosen

exponentially between 1 sec and 100 sec, using log-normal distribution, and the traffic

duration is selected using Pareto truncated distribution (capture random but self-similar

nature of the traffic) with shortest duration as 50 sec, longest duration as 180 sec, scale

parameter 3 and tail index as 1.5. Packet generation rate is chosen using a log-normal

distribution with mean 64 kbps. This traffic distribution captures the real-time nature of

a mesh network.
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The performance of the proposed SelG protocol is quantified using following metrics,

1. the average goodput of all the flows, that denotes average non-duplicate data bits

received per second,

2. the average end-to-end delay of all the flows,

3. the average jitter for the flows, and

4. the Jain’s fairness index [197], defined as (
∑
xi)

2/(n×
∑
x2
i ), where xi is the goodput

of flow i, and n is the total number of flows.

Effect of the Number of Flows per mesh STA

For these set of experiments, the number of flows generated per mesh STA is increased

to evaluate the performance metrics. The performance of the proposed SelG protocol is

measured for two different δ values, 0.05 and 0.1. δ = 0.1 indicates that the set of PNCs

can support more number of entries, from which the greedy selection chooses the best one

as the next-hop relay. The performance of the SelG protocol is also compared with the

conventional HWMP protocol. Increasing the number of flows per mesh STA also increases

the network congestion and packet losses due to channel contention. The proposed SelG

protocol handles contention and congestion using the interference constraint, and the

utility function for the greedy selection deals with the channel variabilities.

Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.7 show the effect of the number of flows per mesh STA, over

the network performance measured in terms of the average goodput, average end-to-end

delay, average jitter and the fairness index. The proposed SelG performs better compared

to the conventional HWMP for average goodput, as shown in Figure 6.4, because the next

hop is selected based on the current channel and interference conditions, which makes the

mesh path selection decision more efficient. As the network load (in terms of number of

flows per mesh STA) increases, the variation in channel contention and network congestion

also increases with time (the traffic rate for every flow varies with time, because of the

exponential start time and the Pareto truncated duration, as used for the simulation

purpose). The conventional HWMP can not cop up with this variabilities in the channel

and the network conditions, and the path selected at the beginning of the communication

continues for the entire lifetime of the flow. On the contrary, the proposed SelG protocol

adapt to the variabilities in the network and the channel conditions, and select the relay

(the next-hop forwarder) that provides best performance at the current condition. The
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Figure 6.4: Number of flows vs goodput
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Figure 6.5: Number of flows vs end-to-end delay

selection of minimum interference path also reduces the end-to-end delay, as shown in

Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.6 shows that the SelG protocol reduces the average jitter. Jitter is introduced

in the network, if different packets of a flow experience different delays. In the conventional
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Figure 6.6: Number of flows vs average jitter
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Figure 6.7: Number of flows vs fairness index

HWMP protocol, all the packets for a flow follow the same path. Therefore, the

variability in the path conditions, in terms of the channel loss, contention and the network

interference, affects the end-to-end delay of the packets. As a result, jitter is introduced in

the flows. The SelG protocol updates the next-hop relay, if it can find out a better relay
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based on the channel and the network conditions. Therefore, the effect of the channel

and the network variabilities affect less on the end-to-end flow performance. Further, less

jitter reflects more path stability, in which SelG outperforms the HWMP protocol.

The proposed SelG protocol also defeats the HWMP protocol in terms of fairness

index, as shown in Figure 6.7. The fairness is more in case of the proposed SelG protocol,

as the dynamic channel and the network conditions have less impact on the mesh paths.

The flows adopt the changes in the network and the channel conditions, and selects the

best path at the current moment. The differences in the fairness value is significant

when number of flows generated per mesh STA is high, which reflects high interference

in the network. The interference constraint used in the greedy selection of the next-hop

relay bounds the packet losses due to the interference, and improves the overall network

performance.

It can be noted that for all the four parameters shown above, the performance of SelG

increases if δ value increases. As mentioned, increasing δ value allows more number of

candidates to include in the set of PNCs. Therefore, the path diversity for multi-interface

mesh network can be better explored based on the channel and the network dynamics,

which reflects in the performance improvement for δ = 0.1, compared to δ = 0.05.

However, the performance improvement with respect to the δ value is not monotonic,

that means higher δ value does not always gives better performance, as analyzed in the

next subsection.

Effect of the Forwarder Percentage

Increasing the value of forwarder percentage, in terms of δ value, implies that more number

of mesh STAs are selected as the PNCs in the first phase of the proposed protocol.

Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show that increasing the number of PNCs improves the network

performance initially for the average goodput and the end-to-end delay upto a limit.

However, the performance improvement is not monotonic. Figure 6.8 shows that the

average goodput reaches in a steady state after δ ≥ 0.15. After that, increasing the δ

value does not reflect performance improvement in terms of average goodput. For average,

end-to-end delay, the performance becomes steady after δ ≥ 0.2, as shown in Figure 6.9.

The interesting result is observed for the jitter and the fairness index values, as shown

in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. Increasing the δ value decreases the jitter value initially.

However, after a limit, the jitter start increasing. The reason behind this is as follows.

Considering a large number of mesh STAs in the set of PNCs decreases the path stability,

by giving possibility to select the next-hop based on the local greedy selection. Therefore
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Figure 6.8: δ vs average goodput
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Figure 6.9: δ vs end-to-end delay

the system may trap into the local optima, where the local best information does not

necessarily guarantee the global best path. Some packets choose the locally best next hop,

which may not be the part of the globally best path, thus increasing the delay for those

packets significantly, and incorporating additional jitter. Similar scenario occurs for the
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Figure 6.11: δ vs fairness index

fairness index. Unfairness gets introduced among the flows because of trapping in the

local optima. Therefore the δ value should be limited in a such a way, so that the path

diversity does not get over-explored, which may lead to network instability. As the δ value

bounds the statistical dispersion of the link metric values, the optimal value of δ need to be
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the average goodput

selected based on the variance in the path loss components. From extensive simulations,

it has been observed that, in most of the cases, the δ value equals to the variance in the

path loss components gives the near-optimal outcomes.

Comparison with Other Protocols

The proposed SelG protocol is compared with the SOAR [162] and HOVER [146] protocols

proposed in the literature for efficient path selection in a mesh network. The SOAR

protocol provides an opportunistic path selection (or routing) scheme over the mesh

protocols. On the other hand, the HOVER protocol uses a hybrid approach for deciding

the mesh path in a mesh network. The SOAR and the HOVER protocols are implemented

in Qualnet as an extension to the existing mesh path selection (or routing) architectures.

Similar traffic settings, as discussed earlier, are used to compare the performance of SelG

with SOAR and HOVER. For SelG, the δ value is taken as 0.1.

Figure 6.12 compares the average goodput of the SelG with that of the SOAR and

HOVER. The goodput for the HOVER protocol is minimum, as the control overhead in

terms of RREQ and RREP packets, are high compared to the SOAR and SelG protocols.

SOAR uses an opportunistic approach to reduce the path selection control overhead.

However, the selection procedure of the PNC uses an iterative approach, by pruning a

node from the PNC, based on the link metric value. This iterative pruning mechanism
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the average end-to-end delay

affects the network stability, that reduces the average goodput of the flows. Further, the

node that rebroadcast a packet first, may not belong to the optimal path. The possibility

of this event is high for SOAR, as it does not consider the effect of the local changes over

the global path metric value. The proposed SelG protocol uses the greedy selection by

considering the statistical effect of the changes in the link metric value, over the path

metric value, that increases the path stability while exploring the path diversity. Further

no coordination among the forwarding nodes is required in the case of the proposed SelG

protocol, which improves the network performance in terms of the average goodput of the

flows.

The comparison among the SelG, SOAR and HOVER protocols are shown in

Figure 6.13 in terms of average end-to-end delay. The average end-to-end delay is

maximum for HOVER, as every time a flow is introduced in the network, HOVER uses

the on-demand distance vector protocol to find out the mesh paths. Though intermediate

mesh STAs can immediately return a path, if they have one in their forwarding table, the

lifetime of the entries in the forwarding tables for HOVER is low that triggers rebroadcast

of the RREQ packets. The opportunistic forwarding in the SOAR protocol reduces the

end-to-end delay. However, SOAR can not provide minimum delay for all the flows because

of the frequent trapping in the local solution due to un-managed coordination among the

forwarders. The SelG protocol provides minimum end-to-end delay among these three
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the average jitter

protocols, due to two main reasons. First, the utility function estimates the effect of

the local changes over the global path metrics, during the greedy selection, and second,

the minimum interference mesh path selection reduces the extra delay that might be

introduced due to channel contention. HOVER and SOAR do not consider minimum

interference paths, and therefore, per-hop contention and channel access delay affects the

overall end-to-end delay for the flows.

Figure 6.14 compares the thee protocols in terms of average packet jitter. HOVER

and SOAR do not consider the interference effect over the path selection. Therefore, in

the dynamic network scenarios, different packets experience different amount of per-hop

contention and channel access delay, which reflects in their average packet jitter value.

The SelG protocol results in the minimum packet jitter among these three protocols, by

incorporating both the channel and the network variabilities in the mesh path decision.

The fairness index for the three protocols has been shown in Figure 6.15. The proposed

SelG protocol provides maximum route stability, by considering the local effect on the

global path selection criteria, which reflects in the fairness index. In case of the HOVER

protocol, network congestion may occur when every flow selects the shortest path based

on the path selection metric. Similarly, the forwarder set in SOAR is constructed based

on the shortest path routing, which also may result in network congestion when number

of flows is high. It can be noted that SOAR does not explicitly consider the congestion or
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the fairness index

interference effects, even during the packet broadcast. Further, receiving the packet earlier

does not guarantee that the packet is received through the minimum interference path.

The proposed SelG protocol aims to satisfy the minimum interference constraint along

with minimizing the utility. As a result, the shortest paths are selected only when the

interference constraint is satisfied. If the interference constraint is not satisfied, the flows

are temporarily redirected to one of the next best available paths, until the interference

constraint gets satisfied. This way, the congestion is avoided. Network congestion results in

severe unfairness, as the goodput for the flows in congestion degrades severely. Therefore,

SelG provides better fairness compared to SOAR and HOVER, as reflected in Figure 6.15.

6.4.3 Communication Between Two Mesh STAs

For these sets of experiments, the network scenario is kept similar to the one as described

for mesh STA to mesh gates communication. Number of flows has been varied for every

scenario to measure the performance metrics. The traffic sources and the destinations

are selected uniformly among the mesh STAs. Every scenario is executed for 10 different

times with different sets of sources and destinations, and the average is taken to plot the

graphs. The performance of the proposed SelG protocol is compared with the reactive

HWMP and SOAR protocols. The lifetime of the entries in the forwarding table is taken

as 3 min for the reactive HWMP protocol, and 6 min for the SelG protocol. The δ value
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of the average end-to-end delay

for the SelG protocol is assumed to be 0.1.

Figure 6.16 compares the three protocols with respect to average goodput for the

flows. The figure reveals that the average goodput for the SelG is highest among the

three. The reactive HWMP needs to find out the mesh path every-time a flow is
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introduces, henceforth decreasing the average goodput. Further, the channel contention

and the interference also affects the performance of the reactive HWMP and SOAR

protocols. Frequent path updates are not required for SelG as it uses statistical dispersion

measurement for estimating the effect of local changes on the global path values. The
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isotonicity of the utility function makes SelG stable under small network and channel

fluctuations, as a result of which, the average end-to-end delay and jitter for SelG is

minimum, as shown in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18. Figure 6.19 compares the fairness

among the three protocols. As the figure reveals, SelG results in better fairness compared

to SOAR and reactive HWMP. It can be observed from the figures, that SelG improves

the end-to-end performance significantly, when network load (in terms of number of flows)

is high enough. The uniform distribution of the flows in the network, as realized by the

interference constraint of the SelG, reduces interference and channel contention in the

network, which improves overall performance by reducing the contention and congestion

losses. Further, the path selection control overhead is low for the SelG protocol, compared

to other two protocols.

6.5 Summary

This chapter proposes a two phase mesh path selection protocol over the conventional

HWMP to overcome the shortcomings of both the proactive and the reactive approaches

in multi-interface mesh network. Due to the fluctuation in wireless channel characteristics

and the interference conditions, proactive HWMP does not fit well for multi-interface

network. Reactive mode of HWMP floods the network with lots of control packets.

In the proposed protocol, a set of PNCs are selected from the one-hop neighborhood

using a proactive approach, and then a greedy selection is used during the actual data

communication, to select the optimal next-hop candidate from the set of PNCs, based

on the current channel conditions and interference constraints. The results from the

simulation experiments show that the proposed scheme works better than HWMP and

other related protocols.

Upto this chapter, the performances of the proposed schemes have been analyzed

through the simulation results. Next chapter gives a detailed analysis of the performance

of the improved mesh protocols, compared to the IEEE 802.11s standard, using the results

obtained from a practical mesh testbed.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of WMN through a

Practical Indoor Mesh Testbed

For all the protocol amendments proposed till the last chapter, the results from the

simulation experiments are used to evaluate the performance enhancements of the

protocols in a WMN built over the IEEE 802.11s technology. The simulation allows

to evaluate the performance in a broader range of scenarios, whereas the results from a

practical testbed experiment provide outcomes from a more realistic settings. This chapter

analyzes the performance of the proposed protocols over a practical indoor mesh testbed,

deployed in the research labs of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering,

Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati. All the proposed protocols, except the rate

adaptation mechanism, have been implemented in mesh protocol stack. Because of the

driver restriction, as will be discussed in subsequent sections, the rate adaptation protocol

could not be implemented over the testbed. In view of the complete implementation of the

proposed set of improvements over the basic IEEE 802.11s technology, a separate chapter

is dedicated to analyze the results from the testbed, rather than merging it with previous

chapters. The testbed details and the results obtained from the experiments are reported

in subsequent sections.

7.1 Implementation Basics

The testbed is built with 11 mesh routers with open source Linux kernel support (kernel

version 2.6.14). However, the driver support is proprietary, and therefore direct access

to the firmware level modifications (the physical layer and some part of the data link
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layer, including logical link layer and partial MAC protocols) are not possible. For this

reason, the testbed is used to analyze the performance of the proposed channel access

and mesh path selection protocols only. The multi-rate support is not implemented in

the routers, as it requires direct interaction with the chipset driver, which is beyond the

scope of support. The proposed channel access and the mesh path selection protocols

are implemented as an extension to the kernel network module, in the form of ‘Loadable

Kernel Module’ (LKM) [223]. A LKM is an object file that contains code to extend

the running kernel or the base kernel. LKMs are typically used to add support for new

hardware and file-systems, or for adding system calls. When the functionality provided

by an LKM is no longer required, it can be unloaded in order to free memory and other

resources. In the implementation of the proposed protocols over the mesh routers, the

required functionalities are executed within the LKM, and the results are feedback to the

driver to tune the necessary driver parameters. For example, the LKM for the channel

access executes the proposed optimization, as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and

feeds back the required MAC parameters (such as MAF limit for the MCCA channel

access) to the hardware driver. Similarly the LKM corresponding to the proposed SelG

protocol finds out the next-hop forwarder and sets the next-hop variable accordingly in the

IP layer of the kernel protocol stack. It can be noted that, though the driver is proprietary

and the source can not be modified, it gives access to some of the access parameters, like

the MAF limit, which can be assigned to a specific value from the kernel level. The next

section gives the details of the chipset and configuration properties for the routers.

For the ease of presentation, individual contributions in this thesis build the protocols

from the scratch over the basic IEEE 802.11s standard. Chapter 3 proposes an improved

scheduling and mesh path selection protocol for directional multi-interface scheduling,

whereas Chapter 4 designs a service differentiation and call admission control mechanisms

over the IEEE 802.11s set of protocols for supporting service differentiation in the mesh

network. As a consequence, Chapter 6 proposes a new mesh path selection paradigm,

called the SelG. SelG uses a two phase mesh path selection scheme, however, the ALM is

used as the path selection metric for illustration purpose. In the combined implementation

of the proposed set of protocols over the mesh testbed, SelG uses S-ALM, as proposed in

Chapter 3, instead of the ALM. Further, the information obtained from SelG (through

PREQ or PPREQ messages) is used to implement the call admission control mechanism,

as proposed in Chapter 4. This way the individual concepts proposed in different chapters

are merged to analyze the performance improvement of the proposed set of protocols over

the standard IEEE 802.11s protocol stack.
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Figure 7.1: IEEE 802.11 Indoor Mesh Testbed and Connectivity Layout

7.2 Router Properties and Configuration

Each node (mesh routers) in the testbed is a Skiva Easyconnect RT001 N300 WiFi

router with RaLink RT-3352 chipset [70]. The Ralink RT-3352 router on chip combines

802.11b/g/n draft compliant 2T2R MAC along with BBP/PA/RF MIMO, a high

performance 400MHz MIPS24KEc CPU core, a Gigabit Ethernet MAC, 5-ports integrated

10/100 Ethernet Swtich/PHY, 64MB of SDRAM and 32MB of Flash. This chip can

support up to 54 Mbps data rate using IEEE 802.11b/g physical layer technology, and up

to 300 Mbps data rate using IEEE 802.11n technology. It can be noted that the backbone

mesh testbed implementation used in this work supports IEEE 802.11b/g technology with

54 Mbps data rate. Every router is equipped with two dual stream MIMO interfaces.

Therefore, four simultaneous transmission beams can operate, provided they do not

interfere with each other. The routers use a static channel assignment, where the operating

frequency band for every interface is predetermined and pre-configured. The mesh routers

works as the mesh STA for the backbone network, and therefore, the terms router and

mesh STA are used interchangeably in this chapter.

The proposed scheme is implemented and evaluated using a 11-node IEEE 802.11

indoor mesh testbed deployed over the IIT Guwahati Computer Science department

research labs, as shown in Fig. 7.1. The connectivity among the nodes is shown using

dotted lines. The node G works as the mesh gate.

Two types of traffic flows are randomly distributed in the network - flows from the

mesh routers to the mesh gate, and intercommunication among the mesh routers. Both
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TCP and UDP flows are introduced in the network. TCP and UDP flows are generated

based on the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and the Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP),

respectively. Every TFTP client generates data at an average rate of 1Mbps. The

performance data of the routers are collected for 6 hrs, and the average performance

is shown in the graphs.

7.3 Evaluation of the Scheduling, Mesh Path Selection and

QoS

As discussed, the distributed optimization problem proposed in Chapter 3 (for single

class traffic) and Chapter 4 (for multi-class traffic) has been implemented in the LKM

as an extension to the standard IEEE 802.11s set of protocols. The LKM solves the

optimization, and finds out the optimum MAF limit such that the required traffic demand

can be satisfied. In the testbed driver implementation, the MAF limit is exported as a

system level parameter that can be set from the kernel. This feature of the hardware driver

is explored to implement the LKM, where the LKM finds out the optimal MAF limit, and

sets it to the hardware driver by triggering a interrupt procedure, at the beginning of

every DTIM interval. On average, approximately 30 clients are randomly distributed in

the testbed area, that connects to the mesh STAs for the Internet access. There are on

average 5 different application flows from every client, with both TFTP and FTP as the

application traffics. Approximately 20% of the total flows use TFTP traffic, and rest other

flows use FTP traffic1.

In the graphs, ‘Direc Sched + ALM’ denotes the proposed directional scheduling along

mesh path selection with ALM as the link metric, and ‘Direc Sched + S-ALM’ denotes the

proposed directional scheduling along mesh path selection with S-ALM as the link metric

(Chapter 3). Further, ‘Direc Sched + S-ALM + QoS’ denotes the service differentiation

and call admission control over the scheduling and mesh path selection mechanism, as

proposed in Chapter 4.

7.3.1 Single Class Traffic: Performance Improvement

To analyze the performance improvement of single class traffics in a directional mesh

environment, based on the proposed scheduling and mesh path selection mechanism, three

1Now-a-days, most of the Internet traffics are TCP traffics. Similar scenario is used in the testbed

traffic setup.
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Figure 7.2: Average MAC Throughput per Router

performance metrics are measured from the packet trace data obtained from the testbed -

average per router MAC throughput, average per flow throughput and the fairness index.

Average per router MAC throughput is calculated as the average amount of data sent

successfully per second. It can be noted that only successful data transmission is considered

for the throughput calculation. Though the actual transmission rate may be much higher,

the data may be dropped from the next hop relay due to the buffer overflow from the

interface, which is a common problem in the multi-hop mesh path selection, as discussed

in Chapter 2. Average per flow throughput is calculated as the average throughput of all

the MAC layer flows in the network. For the calculation of the per-flow throughput, only

MAC layer protocol overhead is considered. Application layer throughput may be less

than the MAC layer throughput, based on the upper layer protocol overheads. Fairness

index is measured in terms of the Jain Fairness Index [197].

Figure 7.2 shows the average MAC throughput for the 10 routers deployed in the

testbed. Two different variants of the proposed joint scheduling and mesh path selection

are implemented, one with the HWMP protocol operated along the ALM metric, and

another with the HWMP protocol operated along the S-ALM protocol. As discussed

in Chapter 3, S-ALM considers the effect of the interface scheduling while selecting the

best forwarding path. The proposed joint scheduling and mesh path selection protocol is

compared with the standard IEEE 802.11s set of protocols (MCCA with HWMP). The
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Figure 7.3: Average per Flow Throughput

figure reveals that the variation in the MAC throughput among the routers is very high

in case of the standard IEEE 802.11s protocol. According to the figure, while router

N1 attends 28 Mbps, router N3 attends only 6 Mbps. As discussed, all the routers

in the testbed operate at 54 Mbps data rate. Router N3 is at the farthest hop away

from the mesh gate, while router N1 is only in single hop away. That is why most of

the packets from router N3 are dropped due to buffer overflow, because of the uneven

flow distribution and scheduling in the IEEE 802.11s set of protocols. The proposed

scheduling mechanism improves the average performance of the routers in terms of MAC

layer throughput. Though the throughput for router N1 degrades a bit, the throughput

for router N3 improves significantly. The scheduling and mesh path selection mechanism

along with the S-ALM further reduces the variance in the MAC throughput of the routers

by distributing the flows evenly in the network, based on selecting the forwarding paths

depending on the scheduling information.

The reduction in the deviation in MAC throughput improves the end-to-end flow

performance, as can be seen from Figure 7.3. The figure reveals that the average per flow

throughput improves significantly for the proposed scheduling and mesh path selection

mechanism, compared to the standard IEEE 802.11s protocols. Figure 7.4 shows the

improvement in fairness among the flows, in terms of the Jain fairness index. The proposed

scheduling mechanism distribute the total bandwidth evenly among the contending routers
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Figure 7.4: Fairness Index

based on their traffic load, which in turn improves the end-to-end flow semantics in

the network. The S-ALM metric further improves the fairness by selecting the best

forwarding path for a new flow admitted in the network. Further, because of the variation

in the network interference (interference among the sub-flows of a flow, as well as the

interference among different flows), there are frequent drops in the fairness index, as shown

in Figure 7.4. Whenever a new flow gets admitted, or an existing flow terminates, the

fairness index gets dropped in case of the standard protocols. The proposed scheduling

and mesh path selection along with the S-ALM metric reduce the sudden drops in the

fairness index by considering the current scheduling information during the path selection

procedure.

7.3.2 Multi Class Traffic: Inter-class Service Differentiation and Intra-

class Fairness

To analyze the performance of the service differentiation and call admission control

mechanism over the scheduling and mesh path selection mechanism proposed in Chapter 3,

the QoS support has been compared with the scheme of Chapter 3 with respect to two

parameters - average proportional fairness index, and average Jain fairness index. Average

proportional fairness index is computed using the similar procedure discussed in Chapter 4.

Average Jain fairness index is computed as follows. Let there are q number of traffic classes
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Figure 7.5: Average Proportional Fairness Index: Inter-class Service Differentiation
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Figure 7.6: Average Jain Fairness Index: Intra-class Fairness

TC1, TC2, ..., TCq. Then,

Average Jain Fairness Index =

∑
∀TCi

JFi

q
(7.1)

where JFi is the Jain Fairness index for the traffic class TCi.
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The standard four class traffic are distributed in the network. Voice over IP (VoIP)

is used as the voice traffic, video streaming is used for the video traffic, FTP is used as the

background traffic and TFTP is classified as best effort service. 10% of the total traffics

is the voice traffic, 20% is the video traffic, 20% is the background traffic, and rest 50% is

the best effort traffic.

Figure 7.5 shows the average proportional fairness index for the flows in the

network, and Figure 7.6 depicts average Jain fairness index in the network. Proportional

fairness index reflects the inter-class service differentiation, while the average Jain

fairness index shows the intra-class fairness. Both the figures reveal that the proposed

service differentiation and call admission control schemes improve the inter-class service

differentiation as well as intra-class fairness in the network.

7.4 Evaluation of the SelG Protocol: Mesh Path Selection

Performance

The proposed SelG protocol is implemented as a LKM in the mesh path selection module of

the routers’ kernel. This LKM is loaded whenever a router needs to decide the forwarding

paths. The proactive and the reactive HWMP protocols are also implemented separately

in the kernel. The performance of the SelG is compared with the proactive and the reactive

HWMP protocols. As earlier, the routers are configured to operate in 54Mbps data rate,

along with the scheduling and peer-selection protocols. For the SelG protocol, the δ value

is taken as 0.1, and the lifetime of the entries in the forwarding tables are set to 6 min.

For HWMP, the lifetime of the entries in the forwarding table are fixed at 3 min.

The performance of the proposed SelG protocol is compared with the proactive and

the reactive HWMP protocol, using the results obtained from the testbed. When the

routers are configured to operate in the proactive mesh path selection mode, all the flows,

even the flows between two routers, are re-routed through the mesh gates. However, when

the routers are configured in the reactive mode, the reactive HWMP protocol is used to

find out the paths between the routers to the mesh gates, as well as between two routers.

In a third setting, the HWMP is configured in the hybrid mode, where the proactive mode

is used only for the routers to the gateway, and the reactive mode is used to find out the

forwarding paths between two routers. Therefore, in a nutshell, the proposed SelG scheme

is compared with three different HWMP configurations - the proactive mode, the reactive

mode and the hybrid mode.

Figure 7.7 compares the proposed SelG protocol with the HWMP protocol with
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Figure 7.7: Average Goodput
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respect to average goodput for the flows. As mentioned the description of the scenario

setup, half of the flows are from routers to the gateway, and rest halves are between two

routers. For proactive HWMP protocol, the goodput of the flows between two routers

affects as they need to forward the packets via the gateways. Though reactive HWMP
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Figure 7.9: Average End-to-end Delay

improves the goodput for these flows, the overall goodput drops because of the excessive

control overheads. It has been observed from the experiments, that for some settings

the control overhead even goes beyond 20% of the total traffic. The channel variability

is more in the indoor environment, which affects the mesh path selection decisions in

HWMP. The average variance in the channel quality is measured in terms of signal-to-

interference and noise ratio (SINR), and it has been observed, that average SINR variance

in our indoor testbed environment is about 40% of the mean SINR value. Further in some

cases, the SINR drops to a very low value due to sudden noise from external factors, like

signal interference from high voltage electrical devices. It has been observed that, the

packets experiences high delay in these cases, for the proactive HWMP protocol. Even

the reactive HWMP can not handle these cases, because they rely on the path metric

value calculated during the path-establishment phase. From the logs of the individual

routers, the maximum delay experienced by a packet of a flow, and the minimum SINR

value observed by that flow are calculated2, and a graph is plotted, as shown in Figure 7.8.

The figure reveals, when the channel quality is low, the maximum delay experienced by a

2The minimum SINR value observed by a flow, indicates the minimum SINR value at the routers that

may act as a forwarder for that flow. Therefore, for HWMP protocol, the minimum SINR value is observed

at one of the routers in the forwarding path. However, for the SelG protocol, the router with the minimum

SINR may be one of the candidates from the set of potential forwarders, and not necessarily be the routers

in the actual forwarding path.
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Figure 7.10: Average Jitter

packet is very high in case of the proactive HWMP protocol. Though the reactive HWMP

can alleviate a bit, however, the delay is still considerably high. The hybrid mode of

HWMP gives an in-between result. This figure indicate that the HWMP protocol can

not adapt the link fluctuations. On the contrary, the proposed SelG protocol provides

following advantages over the traditional HWMP protocol,

(i) The SelG protocol adapts to the channel fluctuation. Figure 7.8 reveals that for the

SelG protocol, even at the low SINR value, the increment in the maximum delay

experienced by a packet is low. If one of the candidate from the set of potential

forwarders experience sudden SINR drops, SelG may redirect the packet through

another router which provides better link value. It may be noted that a low SINR

value results in a low link metric value, because of the poor link quality.

(ii) The control overhead for SelG protocol is lower than the HWMP protocol. The

lifetime of the entries in SelG forwarding table is more than the lifetime of the

entries in the HWMP forwarding table.

Figure 7.9 compares SelG and HWMP with respect to average end-to-end delay.

Because of the reasons analyzed till now, SelG provides lower end-to-end delay than the

HWMP protocol. The jitter value is also less for the SelG protocol, as shown in Figure 7.10.

Because of the route stability and minimum interference interface selection, the proposed
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Figure 7.11: Fairness Index

SelG protocol provides better fairness among the flows, compared to the HWMP protocol,

as reflected in Figure 7.11. The graph shows that proactive HWMP provides more fairness

compared to the reactive HWMP. The reason is that all the flows are forwarded through

the mesh gates, and therefore, the maximum goodput for all the flows is bounded to

the network capacity of the mesh gates. Reactive HWMP distributes flows unevenly in

network, and may result in network congestion, as discussed earlier, which is reflected in

fairness calculation. The adaptive next-hop selection based on interference constraint, as

used in the proposed SelG protocol, improves the network performance significantly.

7.5 Summary

This chapter analyzes the performance of the proposed scheduling, mesh path selection

and service differentiation protocols from the results obtained from an indoor testbed.

Though the rate adaptation protocol could not be implemented in the testbed due to

the proprietary driver restrictions, rest three protocols are implemented, and the overall

performance improvement is analyzed. The results show that the directional scheduling

and mesh path selection protocol with S-ALM improves the network capacity significantly.

At the same time, the QoS provisioning mechanism provides better service differentiation

and fairness in terms of inter-class service differentiation and intra-class fairness. The
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7.5 Summary

SelG protocol results in an efficient mesh path selection protocol in a mesh network by

handling the network dynamics effectively. The testbed results clearly show the overall

performance improvement of a mesh network in a real scenario, by using the proposed set

of protocols, compared to the standard IEEE 802.11s set of protocols.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Directions

This thesis proposes a set of amendments for effective use of the IEEE 802.11s standard

to provide broadband connectivity through wireless mesh backbone. For this purpose,

directional communication is considered over the IEEE 802.11s standard to support

effective spatial reuse, by allowing simultaneous transmissions and receptions, while

minimizing the network interference. In this direction, the major contributions of this

thesis is summarized as follows.

To improve the network capacity through the spacial reuse, a joint scheduling and

mesh path selection mechanism is proposed in the first contribution (Chapter 3) of this

thesis, for proper allocation of network resources in a mesh network, where directional

antenna system is used for communication. A centralized optimization problem is

formulated for this purpose, and the convexity of the centralized optimization is explored

to design a distributed per STA solution. The optimization problem finds out the required

channel share for every interface to support equal-time access opportunity for every flows

considering the network interference, and accordingly tune the MAF limit in MCCA access

mechanism to achieve this share. Further the ALM for HWMP is tuned to incorporate

the effect of the channel scheduling over the mesh path selection, and a new path selection

metric, S-ALM is proposed.

QoS provisioning in a mesh network is another important design aspect which is

explored in Chapter 4. For QoS provisioning in a mesh network, (α, ℘) proportional

fairness criteria is incorporated to support inter-class service differentiation and intra-class

fairness simultaneously. The centralized optimization problem in this scenario is shown to

be log-convex, and this property is used to design a distributed per STA solution based on

sub-gradient optimization method. A call admission control mechanism is designed over
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8 Conclusion and Future Directions

the mesh path selection protocol to support better service assurance in a network with

moderate to high traffic load.

The next work in this direction (Chapter 5) augments the basic IEEE 802.11s set of

protocols for multi-rate support in mesh networks. Based on the channel encoding, low

data rates can sustain for long transmission ranges, whereas high data rates can support

short transmission ranges. Long transmission ranges reduce number of hops to be traversed

to reach the destination, however increase congestion in the network. A multi-rate WMN

is theoretically modeled as a G/G/1 queuing network, and the diffusion approximation

method is used to find out a closed form solution of the end-to-end forwarding delay, and

maximum achievable throughput. The theoretical analysis shows that there is a trade-off

among data rate, number of hops and interference, in a multi-rate multi-interface mesh

network. This rate-hop-interference trade-off is explored to design augmentations over

IEEE 802.11s topology management (MPM), channel access (MCCA) and mesh path

selection (HWMP) protocols to support multi-rate adaptation.

The traditional mesh path selection mechanism in a mesh network uses one of the four

approaches - proactive, reactive, hybrid or opportunistic. The work proposed in Chapter 6

discusses about a new mesh path selection protocol for mesh network, called ‘Selective

Greedy’ (SelG) mesh path selection, which is different from the traditional approaches.

The SelG protocol works in two phases. In the first phase, a set of potential forwarders

are selected using proactive approaches. In the second phase, one of the MPs from the

potential forwarders are selected as the next-hop relay, using greedy approach. This greedy

approach considers the effect of link information variation over the path information, and

selects the mesh STA that provides maximum utility (minimum path variation).

The performance of all the four contributions presented in this thesis are evaluated

through simulation results, and the performance metrics are compared with other related

protocols proposed in the literature. Finally, this thesis presents the performance results

of the combined set of proposed protocol augmentations, except the multi-rate adaptation,

through the results obtained from a indoor mesh testbed, which is reported in Chapter 7.

The multi-rate adaptation is not implemented in the testbed due to the restriction in

proprietary drivers. The testbed results show the overall performance improvement of the

proposed set of protocol augmentations in a real time environment, compared to the IEEE

802.11s standard protocols.

The performance of an IEEE 802.11s mesh network can be further enhanced with the

amendment of more advanced features, which can be kept as the future directions in this

research area. Some of these amendments are discussed briefly, as follows.
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IEEE 802.11s supports mesh path selection protocol at the MAC layer for efficient

path selection based on channel access information. However, transport layer protocols,

like TCP, work independently. In a multi-hop mesh environment, end-to-end path

characteristics depend on the link characteristics, and link characteristics are available

from the lower layer access and mesh path selection protocols. Therefore, efficient TCP

designing for mesh network may consider lower layer information available at the end

devices for assigning suitable values to the TCP parameters. Conversely, the end-to-end

information available at TCP can also be used by the lower layers for scheduling and

mesh path selection purposes. As an example, in a dynamic mesh network, TCP may

trigger unnecessary congestion control avoidance actions based on the RTT estimation,

depending on the scheduling and mesh path selection mechanisms. The RTT estimation

at the TCP end devices (mesh clients, in general) may use the information from the mesh

path selection protocol to measure RTT variations. This way, a cross layer design may be

incorporated to improve TCP end-to-end utilizations.

Recent developments in physical layer modulation technology can support upto 600

Mbps data rates using IEEE 802.11n dual streaming method. IEEE 802.11n can operate

in two different bands, and simultaneous usage of two different bands in a single interface

is possible through the MIMO dual streaming approaches. This introduces additional

challenges during the design of the scheduling and mesh path selection protocols, as the

interference estimation should consider both the bands simultaneously. Further, MIMO

rate adaptation is different from the traditional rate adaptation schemes, as a trade-off

exists between the data rate and number of data streams to be used. As shown in [224],

depending on the external interference, some data rates operates better in single streaming

compared to the double streaming. Therefore, the rate adaptation technique proposed in

this thesis is not directly applicable for IEEE 802.11n dual streaming. The rate-adaptation

technique should also consider the rate-interference-streaming trade-off along with the

rate-hop-interference trade-off.

The recent developments in ‘Software Defined Radio’ (SDR) have opened several new

research directions in Green Computing and Green Networking. As an example, this thesis

considers equal transmission power for all the interfaces, where every interface transmits

at the maximum transmission power supported by the selected data rate. Reduction

in transmission power may introduce higher channel error rate, but can also reduce

interference in the network. Reduction in transmission power is possible if both the

communicating entities are at close proximity. Therefore, the MPs in a SDR environment

should be able to select the transmission power in an adaptive way that can reduce the
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8 Conclusion and Future Directions

network interference, while providing maximum end-to-end performance gains. Further,

efficient power control schemes can be designed based on the scheduling and mesh path

selection informations. At the same time, the scheduling and mesh path selection protocols

should select the 〈interface, next hop〉 pairs, that results in minimum power consumption.

This way, the joint power control, scheduling and mesh path selection mechanism can

further improve the performance of IEEE 802.11s protocols in a mesh backbone network.
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